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an help this effort by half mile sooromile wide. “J ackson is: a vil
|‘Sylvester’ s poem, written shortly after his
“You. succeeded admirably,”
said persons. Pitors
springing up near the creek, with a water
Jenny. * You drew Mr. Goodlaw out,and a word with their. wealthy members, - lage
and”
entitled
*
Tomill some:20 feet fall by making a cut from the
A WEEKLY RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER,
even
if
their
own®
straightened
circumdam
across a bend, perhaps 80 rods.
Sunday,
“he
drove
you
in—into
yous
boots,
I
mean,”
of
potters,
twenty-four
miles
south-west
bacco Battered, and the Pipes Shattered
ISSUED BY THE
£1.
stances compel their own
self-denial in April 4, preached at Elmwood school-house,
of Midnapore.
Here is where I shot the
Ado
hy a volley of holy shot from she explained.
situated about a mile from the head of; timber:
Provwill Baptist Printing Establishment ‘monkeys ten years ago, and their carcass- ‘Mount Helicor.” . In those days, in spite
Andrews laughed good-nituredly as he the case. Box 1077 in the Lewiston Post- near the forks. The land southwest of here,‘I
?
“|*was
told, was almost level, and one col
er,
Publish
;
RT,
Rev. I. D. STEWA
es ‘served as an excellent text for our ser- of Drake, Raleigh, Hawkins, and other said: * Talking with the Parson is like office will be visited and watched and “had-no- timber ini it. On Monday
accompatjed
hom all letters on: ‘business, remittances of
You ex- “hunted. with, renewed diligence and inter- Bro. MéDowell and wife to Oberlin, some
mon against monkey-worslip. The other famous fillibusters ‘who returned, from sparling with a boxing-master.
«at Dover, N. H.
01
mney.
twelve miles north.
He said all the wells on
All communications designed for publication day in the Saturday market, under those
their voyages smoking and swagg ering, pect to get worsted before yoti begin, but est for the next fifteen days. Brethren the highlands were from 80 to 140ft. deep, Obertor The Morning Star,
ad bo addressed to Edito:
and
Sisters,
what
have
you.
to
“say,
and
are
willing
to
take
the
punishment
for
linis'a
growing
place
of some fifty houses near
magnificent mango and tamarind trees, we tobacco was byno means generally worDover, Ns H.
Sappa creek.
This stream was so sandy along
were told that no monkeys had been wor- shiped in any part of Christendom. the sake of the instruction.” I don’t ob- what have you to do in this case?
bere that the millers could not use it. Going
Sat
E-N. FERNALD.
down the stream I found it skirted with box
Terms :—$2.00 per year, if paid strictly
While King James was reviling the weed ject to being beaten by Mr. Goadlaw, be- |.
within the shiped in that place since the shooting!
elder,
white elm, ete. In this: neighborhood
Terms 83 $2.20 ifetn50 ifva
in
May 10.
:
:
not.
“ It was of this village that Miss Crav-] in his Counterblast, the Pope of Rome cause he does the job ‘scientifically ; but
rst thirty days, and Ld
the Indians did mischief during the fall of 78.
PUNPRECS
Stuid over night. with a settler who found
ford wrote you several months ago. was fulminating ediéts of excommunica- if you ignoramuses think that I am going |
much fault with the stock men, they having
¥ Those six Christians” live here. They tion against all who used it in any form. to put up with - your clumsy kicks and
~ MISSION WORK.
taken pains to destroy his crops. For a few"
miles here there was a settlement of them: on
have fitted up the old school-house for a: At one tiine, the Vizier of Turkey spitted cuffs—well, you are mistaken, that’s al.”
CONDUCTED BY REY. G. C. WATERMAN,
one
side-of the stream while the other was
And
the
speaker
shook
his
fist
in
mock
|
the
noses
of
sgnokers
with
their
own
‘chapel, chosen one of the Bible-school
used for pasturage.
Tusidals y passing down
« The folowing is an “extract from a letter
v
WEDNESDAY,[, MAY 12, 1880.
a protracted
students as preacher; and pledged a good | pipes; while the Shah of Persia cut them | defiance.
writtén, a few months previous to his - death, _the stream, | heard they had
meeting the week or 80 previously by 4 Second
«t He'd be a master hand in a debating: by the late Rev. J. Phillips te his son Jeremi- Adventist,
‘| share of his support. This church starts smoothly pff. In Russia, the. first induland the country had been stumped
AT THE FOUNTAIN.
< out with sixteen members—eight mén gence in smoking was punished with the club,” said Amos, referring to the Parson. | ah, after reading the minutes of the great Lon- with preachers all winter; however, ‘passing
Lyle P. 0., I stopped with a Mr. Andrews,
«He's great in the pulpit,” averred the don Missionary Conference:
and. their wives, four of whom were Tre- knout; and in some parts of Switzerland,
As torrents in Suminer,
who gave out a meeting for Wednesday night,
‘I thought I had kept myself somewhat
landlady,
“solemnly.
a
in a sod school-house, at which I trust, some
Half dried in’ their channels,
ceived on profession of faith, and the oth- | the yse of the pipe was considered a
posted in mission-matters and hence I was
g-od seed was sovn.
« He's just as great in the boarding: not
Suddenly. rise, though the: i
“l'ers by letter from Santipore. In the crime, second only to adultery: That was
prepsred to find so large a number of ear-

;

Our, second new church was organined

STAR

MORNING

gu

on

the

7th

inst. at Babaigadia, a village | Majesty's production,

The Blorning Star,

Sky is still clondless,

‘

+

“I neighborhood are several who

For rain has been falling
:
Far off at their fountains; 3
So hearts that are panting
Grow full to o’erflowing;
And they that behold it

.°

caste, ate with ‘the Christians, but after-

wards drew back.

. Marvel, and know not

INDIA LETTER.

1 have

CHANDRA, INDIA,
27,1880.

4

Halting a few hours during the extreme heat in this Indigo Planter’s bungalow, thirteen miles from home and nine
“from the'little lew church at Palasbani,

whither we go to bréak bread for the disciples on ‘the morrow, I begin my monthly letter to the Star.” This has heen a delightful month as to both: weather: and
“work. It marks real progress in the

left

little

spéce

for Dantoon,

¢¢ Miles Standish

was

must

on

his

have

hope who will do

much

for Dantoon.

There is no chapel here, the services being held in a room of the Mission bunga-

right direction, 1 hope.

low. The charter members of this church
came from Jellasore, Santipore and Mid-

napore. Dantoon is on the:pilgrim road to
Pooree, thirty-five miles south of Midna-

Mr. (soodlaw reflected

and then

said:

for

house, I'm sure,” said Mary, who had re-

mained unusually silént and Shoagitial
during the evening.
No objection

smoked in

a

moment,

¢ I remember

the cir.

|

was

5

raised

aigalnst

this

opinion ;- and feeling very friendly towards
the Parson, the company went indoors.

BENEFICIARY AID.
“BYJ.

trick. .

where our third new church was organ- solitude, for among the Puritans, men
Your readers have were fined for using tobacco publicly,”
ized this month.
heard, and are hearing so much from this "he said.
“Do you remember the case of Captain
new station, that I need say but little.
The ten believers: were organized into a Underhill, the hero of the Pequot ‘War,
church, and have taken upon themselves who boasted of having received an assura generous share of the Drone aa ance of salvation while enjoying hig pipe?”’
port. Purna Chandra Basu is the preach- Andrews asked, with ‘an approach to
er here; a very capable man, and one 1 sarcasm in his voice and manner.

At the Feb. session of the Midnapore
Q.M. a council was chosen to .visit the
brethren at three different points in this

¥.

ee

| “Were

one

to

suppose,

as

some

may,

tion Society ‘was

to be ‘distributed to the

merhbers

Theological

of the

School, he

foreign field" as

WASHINGTON LETTER.
:
this volume of Records shows... _
‘WASHINGTON,D. C., May 6, 1830.
“Count up the cost in men and money of one
“CONGRESSIONAL.
or two ‘little’ wars, such as the one in Afp
ghanjstan, and later in Zululand, South AfriOn Wednesday, the House very sensihes
ca. Then estimate the influence of these wars ' passed a separate bill providing for the Public
ifthe amelioration of the world, saying noth- Printing, $250,000 (which was contained Jnthe
ing of the great wars, such as the Francovetoed Deficiency bill). It went to the Senate”
Prussian, and the Russian and 'I'urkish. Turn
on Thursday, where Mr. Wind
offered an
then to, the missionary enterprise, as a means
amendment to appropriate $600,000 for the
of improving the physical, intellectual,” moral,
marshals, etc. It was decided by Presiding
and religious condition of the world. Esti- Officer Thurman tbe iinorder but was voted
mate itsy COS also, and mark the contrast. The’ down by a party vote, and the bill passed to
trifling, almost insignificant sum required for” supply that Bureauy
Fi
the support of the 2500 missionaries now in the

SUFFRAGE

might think that there was no special foreign field compared with the
ished in these wars, shows how
|p
necessity
for any considerable increase| ‘it is to save men’s lives than to
of contributions

in

that

direction.

deed if the supposition were
conclusion

way.

would

not be

Butit isnot true.

ries of the

college

far

In-

true, the
out

The

of the

beneficia-

proper, who

receive

each one-half as much 9s those in. ‘the
cumstance to which you allude. If I mié- [ Theological School, number. {from onetake not,”<he added,
* the same “old third to one-half as many as the latter.
smoker fell from grace shortly afterwards, The appropriation to these should be inin a manner calculated to bring discredit

nest devoted workers fir the

creased, as many of them

after being out

upon all futare | tobacco conversions.”

vast sums lavmuch cheaper
destroy them.
Then again, in the case. of missionaries, the
money is a voluntary offering, doing the donors more good than the recipients; for bas
not our Saviour said, ¢ It is. more blessed to

7

’

“on a little book of Oriya poetry from the |
Orissa ‘Press, given

away

twenty

years

“lately.

THOMPSON.

NO, Iv.
A Cigars are
a bad things,” said
speaking to Mr. Goodlaw.
=~

died in faith years ago, and bis son and

“3

RAY

:

7. before at & neighboring market. _ The
‘old msn and prime mover in this matter

oN

BY

“Some

son-in-law now become the pillars: of the

of

them

are,”

*
Amos,

was the reply, s

accompanied by a significant glance at
new church. These people lived at Ban- the weed Andrews was smoking.
darbadi, and we used to write ofthat | It was a beautiful evening in ‘June ;
branch.”
I believe the lack of irriga- and the boarders were seatéd on the

"tion and

a
%.

the encroachments

of the

on their lands drove them from B:

river

front piazza, enjoying the. fresh, cool air.

Their

“ Dg you favor the use of. tobacco, Mr.

present location i< far preferable, being Ggodlaw ?2” Mary ‘asked.
#0 ov
onthe trunk road from Mideapore to |” “Only as an emetic,” was the Biigwer.
To be just frank and square | Upon hearing thesgr words, Andrews
Singbhoom.

‘

~ about it,I must confess that this ** branch”
has been no particularscredit to us. Thor-

threw away his «cigar, and addressed the
Parson as follows: ‘In that respect, sir,
you differ” ‘from Spenser, ‘who mentions

ough worldliness has kept concealed,if
not crushed, that divine lifé. that was
struggling

«divine tobacco,’ and bids one of his love-

liest heroines

has suffeted

great reproach from the conduct. of” these,
wedk ones.
;

=

The desire to bosom a church

indicat

4

go

and

gather

it.

In

verse circumstances, our council agreed Queen Elizabeth's time, the highest lato organize a church at Palasbani. = The dies of the court used to smoke "iti cums
pany. JE
20
JH
Romanijsts have “a. settlemént close by,:
“ They were nasty wretches,” observed
“und they had een tampering with our.
brethren,
- holding éut inducements for the landlady, who at that moment b joined
thé’ to come oVer-to .‘‘the mother the group.
“That's as ou® ‘thinks, madam,” said
church, This is the first case of this
sort of proselytizing that I have known Andrews, loftily. ‘ Women smoke hain this district, but our Balasore brethren bitually in China, and, to a great extent,
‘have suffered not alittle from just such Jin South America and France. Every
work on the part of the Jesuit priests. one knows that among the ladies of Spain
‘We thought that it was full time this the cigarrito is almost as common as the
branch of fourteen years became itself" a fan.”
Here the speaker paused, as if to afford
vine taking independent root, and bear* ing fruit. . The. brethren had courage to the company an opportunity of digesting
Suddenly he . be-reject the bribes of Rome, apd. the sisters this [mass of erudition.
were devoutly praying -God to enlarge gan again: ¢ Sir Francis Drake, who
the horders of his Zion here. The pray- first brought tobacco to England, was an
ers of two impressed me much. Paras ‘ardent lover of the weed. The courtly
besought God with tears to make this Raleigh eonstantly praised and practiced
«empty place,” this *laughing-stock ” smoking. In fact, tobacco was always
i Great
at which the heathen ‘‘wagged their worshiped ‘in Europe, espegially in
heads”

continued,

*¢ Come,

drews, you. huven’ 't answered

Mr.

An-

my. ques-

tion.”

:

“Well,” said the young man,d, hreastly,
‘“ since youn put it in that form, I certainly

should not desire to have my wife addict
ad to the use of tobacco.” :
.Fhe/Parson laughed good- Busey,
«or
s
dourse you wouldn't,” he said. “¥ot
turn to the past, and rake up all that has

than we are receiving.

The

disbursement at the close of the last
quarter,

though

only

the usual

jone’in

amount, sent ns to the bottom

of the

treasury and ‘without »n

increase of con-

tributipns. ‘between

and

this

the

first of

June, there will certainly have to be a reduction in amount disbursed to each, for
the applicants this year are more numerous than for several years past.
a”

Those who are back on their install-,
ments have been notified by the Secreta-

ry, and if all ‘others who feel that they

been said and done by the wise, and the have not quite dore their duty in this:
great, to prove that two .and two maks’ respect, will. embrace this~igst chance to
five—or that tobacco is a blessing to man- ‘round off the fingncial year, and respond
kind, you do all this, % sa, but when it before the close of May, we shall get

Izaak

mans did without cigars. Why, sir!

ed hope, and notwithstanding certain ad-

”

Goodlaw

num nore

‘comes to the practical test, you and your -through with only , the ordinary deficienLa
Walton, too, calls the pipe ‘the contem- fellow-smokers are false to your idol. cy.
—rore——
— ——
plative man’s recreation.’ Lilly styles to- You would not want your wife to use the
THE
TWENTY-FIFTH
OF
MAY.
bacco, ¢ our holy herbjnicotian;’ and De weed, neither would the most’ accomOur Foréign Mission Society has estabQuincey wonders what the ancien. Ro- plished smoker that.ever set fire to tobac- lished a mission in India. It has com-

for expansion in their souls.

At times,the name of Christ

need of several hundred dollars per an-

2

‘ [ wouldn't have you any how,” muttered Andrews.
No one noticed ‘his remark, and Mr.

Britain, where the wise old Burton

in drision, ‘‘ a beauty, a fullness,

men-

issued

by

royalty,

or uttered

by the

clergy. But further talk upon this sub:
ject is a mere waste of words. All sensi-

another ‘‘short remittance.”

What

comfort that our dear “children not only approve ‘our calling, buf that so many of them’
are actually engaged therein, heart and’ soul
prepared, I trust,to do a much better work
than we have been able to do, because better

qualified and furnished

with

ties... .Surely goodness

and

greater

mercy

lowed us, unsettled as our life Li

facili-

have

fol-

been; ; and

3a. family, have great reason to thank: and
praise God for his unchanging goodness to us

all, and I feel sure that we are all prepared

to

_say’'with the Psalmist, ¢ Not unto us, O Lord,
not unto us, but unto thy name give glory for
thy mercy, and for thy truth's sake.” ”

The Hillsdale Herald suys:—* From

a pri-

vate letter from India we learn that Mr. Richard Lawrence withdraws his resignation and
has decided to remain‘in India. We are. very

glad.

The mission needs his skilled "and _ ef

ficient labor.

And we regret that

any

occur-

rence ever offered to break the bond that

held

him to India. Mrs. Frankie Millard Lawrence is reported 48" very well? ©
The sume paper contains a letter from Bro.
Coldren, who reports himself well and trying
to master the difficulties of his new position. :

shall 3 while her husband was at Kirwin working at
his trade. ‘She said ‘they hauled their water in
mean a barrel, on a sort of sled, four'miles from the

A DANGEROUS

EXPERIMEN T,

YA very strong sentiment is being developed,
partigularly among Republican representatives,
as to the expediency and safety of a re-nominathe .
tion of the Ex-President. All through
executive branches it is the same, Out of some
5 or 6000 Government people here (a" most intelligent and well posted
community on current
events), it is safe to say, not one.fourth favor ir, There is, and can be,no enthusiasm in a.

third-term movement.

4

:

‘Some 40 or 50 Congressional Districts, that
were exceedingly close at the last elections,are
.now deemed even more doubtful, while it may
‘be said that in every Congressional Distriet in
the country, there is more or less pronounced:
sentiment
against so hazardous un, experi-ment.
This is the most potent question to-duy of all
others, that affects the unison or disropture
ef the party: The Republican™ party will -be
put upon the defensive at the Qutset, to defend it.
Apropos of this subject, on Monday .in.the
House, Mr.-Springer had the-Republicans * on
the hip ” as it were,
introducing an anti-third
term resolution, in Which was quoted the vote
of Dec. 15, 1875, in the House, 234 to 18 against
it (including 1 20 Republicans), and the record “against it by 6 Republican State conventions
prior to “the election of Nov., 1876,
The Republicans would not face the *musie. anc fili‘bustering caused an adjournment at’2 d'clock
with another day wasted.
It may come up
again the first week in June, about the time
of the Republican conyention in Chicago,

be done? These short remittances
discouragement
to our brethren and sis- *N. fork of the Solomon or 5 miles from Prairie
ble persons condemn the use of tobacco,
Dog créek. I really from my heart sympathize
although they may jestingly say a word ters in India—it would ® geem that they with
people who are thus werking to make |
‘had about enough of that there without’
in its favor, as you have done this . even-our sending them: any—and disaster to themselves homes. . I f6und the ‘woodpile: con
ing. ”
HA
Out of

pure

bravado,

drawn a cigar from

Andrews

its case,

and

had

was

the mission.

What shall bedode?

Who

sisted largely of white elm, white ash, and box
elder.
»

has the burden of the’ situation on his
The day was quite warm, sunny,
soul? ‘Who has faith? ' Who has money? | still, and, waiting for company over

THE

CAPITOL

AT NIGHT.

dear and
these destwo wagons

their seats,

At'9 o’clock only 20 or 30 mem-

bers are present and they have clustered in a
narrow circle directly fronting the reading
clerk, and legislate in ordinary conversational
tone.
The blank waste of galleries, dotted
here and there with a’ Siitey auditor, lends a
solemn toneto the scene.
RELIGIOUS

TEST

OATH,

There seems to be

ENGLAND—

AMERICA.

d noteworthy difference ~

in one essential at least of. the two great Eiiglish-speaking’ ‘Governments.

In

the

British

Parliament, ‘by the repeal of the test oath of
1828, and" the Cathélic emancipation act of
These three things in due ptoportion we olate prairies, in the afternoon
1829, Catholics when qualifying for office are
want, and want them noy.
If there is a came along, loaded with corn, etc., and. 4s we
hot required to take the oath, “to support.
member of our, churches or congrega- journeyed we'fiscussed the practicability fof:

“To be used medicinally! Li TBtaraBtel
the children, asking God to make them
from lighting your cigar, any more than
“lights” and + blessings. LBS thought, ‘the Parson; “to be used chiefly as an
.I shall warn you not “to hpply’ the match tions to whem these words shall come,
while those iwo women were praying,a “emetic! ¢ Warton visits with great severi- to the end of your finger. ~AlLI have to who has not already done. all that he. can
church must live’ and thrive on such | ty those foolish mortals who take tobacco
do for this cause, if there is a Foreign
say, “is, that I wouldn't do it’ it 1 were
prayers.
:
|-as tinkers do ale.’ The author of *The
Mission organization inthe denomination
you. n
:
Tn
that has any money in its Treasury, let us
~ On the first day of Maich the Palashani Anatomy of Melancholy ? is ‘one of my
1 won't smoke again tonight, at any
church was organized with fifteen mem- favorites: Bacon is another; !and. the rate,” said the youhg man, when Mr. hear from that Treasury at once. With
the last quarterly remittance not yet
bers, four of whom were baptized the last-named. writer has compared tobuccoGoodlaw had departed.
| made up, and finother short remittance
previous Sabbath.
These digeiples -have smoking to ‘a secret delight which serves
Amos indulged in a low’ chuckle. starirg us in the face, threatening to,
selected a preacher, and jagies
with. only to steal away men’s brains.’
mo
The Parson was: well acquainted with, cripple the free | we pow have in the’
“fair liberality for. hissupport. They will
“You are mistaken, my young friend,
build a chapel this season, and also fit up” with regacd to the estimation in which to- old Burton, and Bacon, and all the rest field, it is no’ tiieta be, raising. or witha house Jor the preacher. I confidently bacco was formerly beld in Europe. of the big B's—eb, Andrews? ne remark- holding funds for Tuture ‘use. An emerSg
¥
gency is already upon us. Let ‘us all
look for prosperity, but there will be Read King Jamey’s ¢Counterblast,’ in ed.
-unitedly
lay tribute upon all our resources,
andrews
looked
rather
foolish
as
he
drawbacks and ‘obstacles to engpunter. ‘which he alludes to the habit of smoking|
Nd church ever achieved success in this as ‘a custom loathgome to'the eye, hate- ‘answered, «T wasn't ttying to argue with | to meet it. The New England Associa+ wicked world without oniueriag, A1p0p8, ful ‘to the nose, “harmful to the brain, and my opponent, I was only endeavoring. to tion gave a good send-offto the effort to
raise a thousand qollare from a hundred
oH
of troubles.
dangerous ‘to the Tongs, x Study Joshon {any him out”
go
A

ISLAKI.

The evening sessions, of whith the ‘House
has about three ‘a week, do not accomplish
co dream of instructing his sons in, the
much in a business line. Wednesday night.
bi
art. When men have a task to perform missioned and sent into that field such a
force of workers as it believed it could
{was u fair sample.
:
Oni the Kansas Frontier.
that alls for “s heat efforts, they net
The
usual chattering crowds that roam
‘A home missiongdry, » prosecuting - the
unfrequentlygiv® up. using tobacco. I sustain there. - Its dependence for means
to do this is in F. Baptists and F. Baptist Master’s work in the Vicinity of Solomon through the brightly lightedcorridors are wanthave read - that Lord Raglan, General
ing; the footfalls of the: few, resound 1 upon the
‘wehurches.
It has prafiised its missiona- river and Elk creek in Kansas, writes as:
Markham, and Admiral Napier always.
solid floor, with echoing distinctness amid the
ries
pay
for
their
services,~and
funds
to
follows ander date of April 22:
- marble recesses and colonnades. ‘At half past
abandoned its use upon being ordered on
I traveled for miles, with the
Solomon
seven, Mr. Burrows, of Mick,
(chairman pro.
active service. Look at the city rough, carry on the work ounce-aiquarter. It has
to the left and the Elk creek valley. to the, tem.) ascends to the speaker's desk: the imitavoted
not
to
borrow
rooney,
in,
order
to,
and the collége student,—the prize-fighter
ight. Passing the head of the Elk, I stopped tive young pages, who are holding the *¢ Little
and the prize-oarsman; see how quickly avoid another depressing debt. One of | Fwith a Penn. German family, who had the Congress,” disperse, and "bound lightly down
these
quarter
days
is
just,
at
hand,
and
they forsake the weed whey théy go into
finest sod residence in «lI this section. It was the carpeted steps to their accustomed places.
the treasury is far short of funds to -meet large; the walls 3 feet thick, neatly trimmed 15. members out of 293 dré present in different
training. Such voluntary concessions
the Societys engagements with the mis- and well plastered a8 usual with “native lime,” parts_of the Hall. The clerk proceeds with
from such sources are worth more to ‘the
the monotonous reading of a 300 page hill rela- *
What shall be done? Money must akind of calcareous clay, which does quite well tive to the District of Columbia. Membérs drop
tobacco reformer, than all the Counter- sion.
in
here and there, with their.after-dinner cigars” *
when kept dry. The lady. had come here
blasts and denunciations that were ever come in rapidly during the next, fifteen -about a month previously, to save their -Home, and evening paper, and proceed leisurely to
days, or we must repeat the sad tale of |

flourishing
it triumphantly.
** Good
a power.” May God hear that prayer! tioned it as being “a divine, rare, Super. night, Mr. - Andrews,” said the Parson,
:
Grace plead with equal ‘earnestness for ‘excellent herb *"—
‘kindly. - “I shall not, ujige- you to abstain

a

RHODE

=

y

IN

" Another . Democratic Committee has -béen
,hard at work to make party capital, and a report was rendered on Wednesday by a Senate
Committee, concerning the abridgment of suffrage of ' U. 8. citizensin R. I. Commencing
with the 14th amendment,’ declaring all persons
born or naturalized in the U. 8, to be citizens
of the U. 8.”, the report states, that all naturgive than to receive’? But in the case of wars, alized
citizens of
that State are
requir=the money. is raised by taxation, and has to be
ed to possess $134 over und above all encumberances or yielding a rental of $7 per annum
paid, nolens, volens, and often by many who
to entitle them
to suffrage. The majority
can poorly spare it. We are not to stop here.
clai— that itis an unjust discrimination beHas war,or have missions done the: most to
twe.n native-born
(who are exempt), andthe
civilize and ameliorate - the condition of the: foreign=born or naturalized Citizen, whem it
affects.
world for the last 50 years?
Look at “the
The report further states that undér the 14th
Sandwich and Southern Pacific islands, the
amendment and act of 1872, Rhode Island
West Indies, Turkey, the whole of China, Japmight have béen rightfully deprived of one
Representative in the Lower
House of the
an and Australia, ’ Tt was an agreeable sur44th
Congress, and this additional vote in the
prise to learn, through the Records of the LonElectoral College decided the quéstion of the
don Conference, that so much . has already
Presidency in 1877 (185 to 184) and may decide
it again,
been accomplished, “and also the, increased raThe Committee recommended the pussage of
tio in which the good work moves on. Surely,
an act to provide that the enu meration of 1880
God is in it, and the conquest of the world: for
be taken in conformity to the 14th amendment
Christ looks now like a comparatively easy. -a8.deciding the basis of representation.
The Republican minority report has not yet
and simple task, provided the ghurch “of Christ
been giyen.
comes up as the heart of one mn to the help

teaching during their cegrse,
to their man. large district, in accordance with their repore. All of thiese new churches are in
ifest injury, so far as\progress in study is
« General Jackson was an inveterate
quest, with a view to organizing a church
concerned, are obligefl
}d leave college
at each place. The council has attended the Midnapore District, ‘and belong to the smoker,” Andrews remarked, feebly\
iidnapore
Q.
M.
*
In.
keeping
with
the
often
embarrassingly
n
‘debt.
If the.
“Yes,”
said
the
Parson,
“according
to
to its duty, and three new churches have
advance action on self-support at our late. Mr. Parton's account the General wofld | income from the churches ‘would warbeen added to. the Mission. Of each of
Annual meeting, the” «cash plank” hal | sit on-ome side of the. firg” place, puffing rant it, this is what would, as it should,
these I may say a few words. Only one
‘been laid down in the platform of each of his long clay pipe, and Mrs. “Jackson be done, at once. There are several also |
- of the thrée, Dantoon, is found on the these Dew. churches. To-morrow, Easterpiifing hers, on the other side. But if in the Latin School; who are aided to a
“Mission map. The "first is Palasbaniy
‘Sunday, the Palasbani church will receive you were a married man, you would not small amount as well as all who proper-*
. twenty-two miles west of Midnapore, and
six members by letter..from Bhimpore. wish to see your wife similarly employed,
apply in all our other schools. in New of the Lord against the mighty.
“two miles south of Bandarbani, which I
Pry Tordthese native churches.
England.
An annual appropriation also | “If I were never a missionary before, 1
even
tholigh
she
was
Saokins
the
pipe
of
think appears on: the map. At P. we
J. L, P,
is sent to Harper’s Ferry, to aid the should wish to be one now. The cause never
amil
Be
honest,
have nearly all that is left of the little
oO
“0
-v
young men there, struggling, to fit them- dooked brighter and more worth spending evmy friend, —would you! mo
Re
band of disciples begun in '65 by the baperything for than it does at present. In it, and
A PARSON IN THE BOARDING‘If he , did, ‘he wouldn't haye me to selves ior ministers among the Freedmen. for it, I would spend and be spent, and lay
tism of the—six who found their way out
To
meet
all
these
demands,
there
is
“.s.
HOUSE.
smoke with him,” said the landlady, resv_down my life if need be. Oh, it is a -great
of {darkness into light by God's blessing

a

rs

the manner in which European rulers
welcomed tobacto.”
¢¢ I have seen the iron pipe that helo:
ed to Miles Standish,” said Andrews;
Jeaving the old world, so to-speak, with"
out further argument, and .fleeing to a
country in which smokers had been less

by all. He is a man of tfue piety, pluck
and push, and I expect to see him sue-| hardly dealt with.
ceed.
’
But the Parson

ANON.

‘a

not

vicinity, and is well, known apd beloved

Far off has been Taining.

March

Of these F am

without-hope.” The student-preacher this
church has selected was converted in the

"That God at their fountains

..

renounced

making pools in the little swails running off
the uplands, planting trees, and in like manper saving the rain-fall which comes very ¢opiously sometimes.
We passed one quarter.

section almost

oll evel, where the plan

of a reservoir
‘cussed. Going i

drains running to it was disPrairie Dog creek
I found

the habitation ok Bro. Conklin, on the upland,
a half mile or so
fiom the stream.’ Bro. Conk4
lin has two claims} ‘and: among other things a
well 95 feet déep, which he wus’ walling with
.speckled limestone.
two weeks,and by his
following Subbath‘at
Prairie Dog.
A few

Staid/in his neighborhood
appointment preached the
Bro. White’s,four miles pp
claims of. the roughest

ground were left in this place.

on the uplands
being

shorter

The grass up-

is almost w olly
and

thinner “than

buffalo,
common.’

Prairie Dog creek here is skirted fairly “with
white ash mostly, and thie lowland is from one
%

ists
»

/

Fg
10

ot

‘

‘the ‘Protestant religion ” &e., further than the
settlement 011688 (relative to the establish
ment of the monarchy, &c.) still containing
the clause however,
‘On the true faith
of a Christian.’ In the case of Jewish members this is
dispensed
with by Separate
vote.

.

Quakers dre permitted to
“witirm, » doing
so on the ground thut they believe God has
forbidden an oath to be taken in his name,
Mr.
Charles: ‘Bradlaugh, in the
House
«of Commens the other day, refused: to take

‘the oath in any form, disclaiming

all religions,

denyipg God,and will nbither affirm
to

a

ything,

no! even

constitutions]

-grounds;

archy,

to the

basing

the

settlement

to

of

Parliament; &e.

the

Mon-

objection! upon’

that he did riot agree

1688;

mot reign by, Divine right,

nor‘swear

support

latter

the

but by

Queen

does

an act of

|

There is 8 smack of French communism in all

this, &80 strongly coming

Old England
In

i

the United

States

from

gtatesinan

no: religious

oath

EvLiorr

of
W

cdl

~~
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8. s. Bums,

“he is wok¢ willing
1ish.”

that any’ Should

Cnvirations.

per-.

¥

that is{ being made in Christian

x

work, he

{will never find a real dead line. Churches
{ may not want his services, not because he “that, however firm a person may be in
is dead, but because of the prevailing ‘his faith that the Scriptures, when propfeeling, that old age is Hecessarily im. erly understood, confirm the dogmas of

“ Lord, when saw we thee,” &c.* The
same reply as that made by the righteous. RELATION OF LOVE AND OBEDIENCE.
They did not remember ‘the sins with
BY.C. A. GLEASON.
5
becile.
:
which
they
were
charged.
‘QUESTIONS AND NOTES% BY PROF, ; J. A. HOWE.
to the disciples, “ If] It will at omce be admitted that men
Gi
<
“ Inasmuch as ye did il not.” Theirs | The Saviour gai “to
were all sins of omjssion, “were. all fail- ye love me, keep my commandments.” ag they advance in years may lose some(For Questions ses Lesson Papers.)
ures to show humanity to the lowly, What a simple test, and yet how exact- thing of their natural vigor, and the
needy and ‘despised disciples who repre- ing. - It embraces more than all the physical powers by which the mind develops itself may fail,” and consequently
- THE JUDGMENT. |
sented Christ. It was not in their hearts pentateuch, and volumes. logic could
not unfold to the mind a keéney, plainer] the judgment may be impaired, and the
"| to show love te Christ.
view of the true relation of the disciple to mind cease fo act as vigorously as at
“ Into everlasting punishment.” , .
DAILY READINGS,
former times, and the infirmities of age
;
:
The same Greek word is his Master:
MM. Judgment dpon Sodom. Gen.18:12—26. "| life eternal.”
may admonish that it is wisdom to retire
Obedience
is
a
test
of
‘our
love.
In
all
T. The Coming of Christ. 2 Thess. 2:1—17.
here rendered ¢“ everlasting” and eterW. As a thief in the night. 2 Pet. 3; 1—14.
the varied relations we sustain to govern- from ‘active. life, as a leading man, and
nal.”
It
is
**aionian
punishment.
"
and
“0
"The books opened. Rev. 20: 1-15
;
Though not” always ments I know of no better test of our love. let the planning be done by those on.
|< aiomtan life.”
¥. Warning t6 Christians. Heb. 12: 14-29.
to such governmeiit than that of obe- whom the burdens of executing the plan
8. Watch. Matt. 24: 36—51.
meaning
everlasting ”, the word here
dience.
This. truth holds good alikeiin the shall rest. Bat there is no dead line (age)
S$. The judgment. Matt 25: 31—46.
seems to require that meaning, and is so
rendered by the great majority of biblical family, national or spiritual government. beyond which none can pass. Bat itis
Ineach of these itis necessary that there often said, *‘old men are not always
. GOLDEN TEXT: “And these shall go away
scholars.
into
everlasting
punishment:
but -the
should be a law and to this law - the lov- wise.” Thatis trie. Neither are young men
'
PRACTICAL
LESSONS:
righteous intu life eternal.’—Matt. 25:
Imperfection marks every
ing subject will yield ‘» cheerful and always wise.
wo 46I. There are two classes of men des
period
of
life.
Some men as they grow
.completé
bbedience.
tined for two different states.
old
in
years
expect
great deference will
The
requirements
of
the
Now
Pesta:
Matt, 25% 31-46.
II. The judgment a Separation final
ment
are plain and the manner and ex- be shown them, simply because they are
2
dh
and irreversible.
:
III. Good wotks are the proof of faith, tenit of our obedience to ‘thé Will” tell old, are constantly harping upon their
Notes and Hints,
the measure of our love to Christ. A age and long experience and if their
““ When the son of man shall come in. and of love to Christ.
"| profession of love is not enough. John views or practices are criticised by young5
The
humblest
disciple
stands
t
to
us
his glory.” . The Son of man having :
says, ‘He that saith I know. him and er men, they are terribly hurt, and feel
Bor
domein humiliation will yet come in in the place of Christ.
V. The good are better, the wicked keepeth hot his commandments is a liar.” that ,théy are treated with disrespect.
glory. Some think he is now spiritually
+| Christ says, ¢ By their. fruits ye shall Under such circumstances no doubt many
«coming in his glory,as his truth extends worse than they know.
know them.” The fruitof pure love is unkind and unwise’ things haye been
YI.
Eternal
destiny
is
decided
in
this
and his name is more and more revered ;
full = obedience.
Again, qbedience is’ said. We who are drawing near
but they have many biblical difficulties : life.
evidence to the individual of his love to]
4-0-0-0-0
# The bounds of life,
in the way of their theory. Heis yet to
Where burdens are laid ‘down ,”
the Saviour.
METHODS~IN
THE
SUNDAY-SCHOOL
come, at the end of the present dispenAny
evidence
that
will
satisfy
us
of
eur
should remember, that wisdom will not
CONCERT.
© sation, or period of grace.
And to begin with, What is a Sunday- slove to Christ is certainly of great value. die with us, that the same unerring hand
Holy angels with him.” Net
alone
school concert? A Sunday-school con- John says, ‘* Hereby we do know that that hath led us will lead our sons and

Sabbath Sehool Lesson.-May

23.

"he will come, but accompanied ‘by
ministering spirits who shall execute

we know hjm ; if we keep his command- daughters, 1f they continue in well doing,

cpt
is not a Sunday-school concert at all §
kw Fhor indeed is it a concert of any sort.
glorious The fact that its name indicates an exer-

HR
:
“Throne of his gory His
throne.
_ % Allnations.” All the inhabitants of
the earth. The judgment is not to be of
nations as such, but of those
pose them.
:

who

*« He shall separate thei.”

There

are

there

will

~bebut two in the judgment.
‘“ 43 a shepherd,” &. Now,

this sep-

then,

it

will

exist both in character and place.
« “The sheep

on

his

right hand.”

The

people of Christ are often called his
. sheep, because they are under his care,
and.he is engaged‘to protect them and
s. provide for them.

“ The goats on the left.”

i

the

Sun-

day-school concert to have such a name?
That is a question very easily answered ;
and one that itis worth our while to an-

such evidence, must be full, free) and
cheerful. - Are you conscious,dear reader,
of a desire and purpose to yield such
+{ obedience ?

Examine

your

heart

and

practice closely and see if there is any
command, any duty’ enjoined by Christ
| in his gospel, that for some- cause either
swer just here.
In connection ita the revival of for- internal or external, you are unwilling
to obey, and then remember the words of
eign missionary work, in the early part
the Saviour,
If ye Jove me keep my’
of this century, a monthly meeting for
commandments.”
concerted, or united, prayer'in hehalf of |
"And then, such full obedience as a lov=
missions ‘came to be very generally obing subject yields ‘is evidence to the

served;

should

remember

that the

world

The Jewish law required this.

The hoary head is a crown of glory, *if
it is found in the

way

of -righteousness.

But I wish to say to those,

who, like

writer of this,

many years of

have

seen

service in the ministry,

let” us not

the

of laying off the armor and
private’. fe, because we
w are

retiring to
fifty, sixty

or.even seventy years of age,

but

keep our hearts in sympathy

both here apd abroad, on the first

Monday evening of ‘éach month. This
nieéting was at first called * the monthly

abroad to all men.”

hand of a king is. the’ place of honor.. concert of prayer. for missions,” but be/, Christ is always represented. as at the fore long its. name was abbreviated into
“the monthly concert.” After Sunday.. right hand of God. . The goats, therefore,
schools had acquired prominence as a reare placed on the left hand.
“ Then “shall the king ys » Christ ligious dgency in the American churches
the second Monday : evering of each
himself.
month
was in many places observed as {
* Come ye
blessed of ‘m 1y ather. "
*« Not; yethat are to be’ blessed, bat ye an evening for concerted prayer for Sunthat have been blessed ; the perfect parti- day-schools, and the meeting on that
evening came to be known as ¢ the Sunciple is used,” says Abbott. The sheep
were blessed of God not only in the gifts day-school concert.” It first came into
general notice, so far as we can learn,’
of his grace on earth, but, also} in that
4
from
northern Néw York, and it was givhe had prepared a kingdom for them.
en
a
national .prominenee by its recom« Inherit.” Receive as an.heir, as a

The

obedience of

the child is evidence of love to the parents. The citizen who in peace. and
war obeys every law of his country is
evidently a man who loves his country.
So,my dear brather or sister,if you would
give to the world undoubted “evidence of
your love for Christ; and his religion there
is no better way than that of obeying him
in all that he has cemmanded.
:
Abraham's ‘obedience gave. proof of his
love to God. The young nian who came
to Christ+ showed by his disobedience to
the requirements laid upon him that he

let us

with the

rejoice that God is raising up young

men

to take our places when we lay the armor
down, whom he will make able ministers
of the N. I, able defenders of the faith
“delivered unto the saints.” And let me

say to our brethren who esjoy the advan-

‘eternity.

»Ru That is, from

the purposes

of God

are

an, and
Ceylon,

at. missionary stations
and
the
Sandwich

of India,
Islands.”

and I will .love him,
myselt to him.”

eternal. * It Was his eternal purpose to” Prayer was its main feature. There can
save and make happy’ forever
all who be little doubt that a blessing came
freely choose ‘Christ as Lord and Saviour. through it to the Sunday-school cause in-

“ Iwas aglyungered,” &c. In six different circumstances ¢f need Christ represents himself to’havé been.

He was hun-

"gry, thirsty :and a stranger, naked, sick

this country.
.. After a time

concerts of prayer

in the

case

of

friends

for

general

exercises,

including

the poor and personal friends, hospitality. |
© is hardly: recognized as a duty. Thosé "the devotional, the hortatory, and the rewho come to us strangers, bearing the citative. For the past twenty-five years
name of Christ,and in need of hospitality; the .‘ Sunday-sehool concert” has had
represent their: Lord.” * Sick and ye vis- larger prominence in New England and
ited me.” Visiting him then showed sympathy. That visit did not-heal; it did

not leave riches
+. loving act, and so
* Then shall the
righteous had not

behind it; but it wasa
valuable. . .
righteous answer.”
counted on obtaining

salvation by these deeds, else they would
. not have been ‘surprised at the reward
given for their charities.
“ When saw we thee?” &¢,

They

act.

in the West than elsewheré

the country, although
means

unfamiliar

throughont

it has been by no

Disciples

arg

the

brethren

of

Christ.

Christ.

A king is hepored by honor done

to his biothers, of to any one who represents him. The disciple that is hunyry,
thirsty, poor, naked, sick and in prison,

is

socially one of the least of disciples,

;

Y

to any ‘section of the-

age of fifty, | ministers were made

to feel

that younger men Ywete preferred before
them.-

Men who had - lived 4 sucessful

life in the ministry, ofetwenty or thirty
years, who had won the respect and coffidence of every. church where they had
labored,

saw, in some instancas, that the

young man of no expérience, and no. more
than: common natural abilitick, ‘but nller
|
of words than of ideas, eardvst, enthusi-

astic and emotional in his public’ labors;

was, by.a large class of the people, considered the great man, and took precedence of all others,and was preferred before sound

and candid

men,

who

had

In many’ places it is held in the “fought through many a battle sore,”
early evening, at an hour suitable for the gimply because he was a” young man.
attendance, of . the children ; in ‘many oth-

Churches came to feel that such was their

ers it is held in the afternoon. - It often. peculiar state, that they must have a well
takes the place,.for one Sundayin the educated and smart young man. So the
month, of the ordinary
service of the day; and

second church
in'very tuany

‘had helped the poor; but when had thew) tractive, and one of |the most impressive
and profitable, services of the month... Of
given charity to aking, to this King?

They are representatives of Christ, and
what is done to them, as such, is done to

|.

land.

ed from a principle of love to men; they communities it is counted the‘ ‘most at-

“ Verily 1 say unto you. ” Verily bors
is emphatic.
: ® A* One of the least of these my brethren.”

MINISTRY.

BT REV. D. W ATERMAX,

‘were changed "from Monday evenings to * Some years since, much was said about
Sundy ; and gradually the ‘ Sunday-|?‘the dead line in the ministry. ‘At the

.and in prison.
These needs of Christ. school concert” was changed in its nat. gave men the opportunity for manifesting ure, objects and methods, ‘without a
what was ix their hearts.
“71 was a change of its ambiguous name. From
stranger,” &c. In the East hospitality is being a meeting of prayer for Sundayschools, it came > to be a meeting: of pray. more necessary than with us; for with us
er with the Sunday-school, and finglly a
~ ‘public provision is made for entertaining
meeting of the Sunday-school antl its
strangers, so that, except

THE DEAD D LINE IN THE

=

both

and will manifest

course

there are abusesof this: agency,’

as of every other good thing. ‘The dramatic feature has sometimes been ‘intro-'
duced, to the serious detriment ‘of the
gervice ; and again, undue prominence

has. been given to individuals—very
young children and others—in their, recitations;. while miscellaneous. selections—
prose. and poetry—have often beéen pre-

ferred to Bible texts. But aside from - all
this, there are advantages in a well-con-

experienced minister “ must’ go,” because

reputation of

wanted.

the

and his angels. Men go to this
Sutan,

have frivolous arid dead schools.—&.
i

sii

such person is associated with

immorali-

ties of character, profaneness,

and Vile-

ness in daily life, such a person is not

&

article.

“Dr.

Macdonald's

narration-of the life of St.- John

instructive: dnd fascinating,

is

very

shedding

much additional 1 light on the Gospel - “20<

count. The accompanying exposition of
the Gospel of St. John, the Epistles and

Universalist and should not. regard - him- Revelations, will be found of very great :
self nor be regarded in his society and by value as an aid to the understanding ' of
the public as a Universalist in the

same

these somewhat difficult writings,

It is

sede that he should not he regarded as 'a an excellent volume to have in every

Christidn, and

this fact

confirms

the

statement already made, that the promul-

gators of this theory use the terms Uni‘versalism and Christianity in ‘the same

sense.

:

household. Any intelligent youth would
find a charm in the narrative of St.
John's life and be led from that to a

study of his writings and a better ‘under.

sanding of the great duties of life.
Judging from my standpoint, the great - St. John was born near the beginning
mass of professing Universalists seem of the , first century’ and ‘his life was
intensely anxious to convert persons into spared until near’the beginning of the seo.
the belief that the prophets, Jesus Christ ond century. If he was one hundred years
and his apostles taught not only, that true- old at the time of his death, -as seems
gospel Christians will enter upon-a state probable, the period of hislife over-lopped
of absolute holiness and happiness ime- the second century asmuch as it‘fell short:
diately after natural death, but also that of the.beginning of the first. A history of
persons dying in a ‘state of the greatest his life, therefore, especially when Chrispossible wickedness will also in passing tisnity, of which he was so important a
through natural death enter upon a state of representative, is viewed in its relation to
absolute holiness at that point, or if not at subsequent developments and changes of
death they will at some pointin thé infinite nations, forms one of the most interestfuture become holy and thus enter “the ing chapters net only of ecclesiastical hisrealm of eternal glory, with suchas diedin tory, but in the annals of the htiman race,
holy resignation to God, and they seem to In a series of events of the greatest immanifest a supreme anxiety to convert portance to the human race he took an

acknowledged evangelical Christians to = active part, and survived most of his co:

ir
A
belief in this dogma, while they seem to - workers.
manifest but little interest in cultivatin
John was a native of Galilee, in the,
and promoting either in themselves, north of Palestine, probably of the town
their fellow Universalists, or persons’ of of Bethsaida, on the western shore of the
no settled religious faith, # character, sea of Galilee. His parents were Zebedlife, habits of devotion’ and
Christian dens’ at Salgme and their home was prob-work, having their perfect illustration in ably close to the water's edge. That St.
the life'and teachings of Christ. : But in- John’s father was a man of worldly -substead they, as. stated, seem to make -it stance’is evident from the fact that he
their supreme object to convert evangeli- was assisted by hired servants in ‘the
cal Christians to a faith «in their dogma management of his boats and in. mending
concerning persons who die impenitent. his nets. The family was of noble origin
[To be continued. ]
|,
and 10ay have pursued the voeation of
—

$n

fishermen in axdordance with the Jew-

SURE RICHES.

ish custom that the sons of the most reputable families should be trained up
to
The larger portion of mankind are sac- | some useful calling or trade. From
rificing everything to become rich. This the fact that John was a fisherman when
called to be a follower of Christ, some.
is the
end of their
seeking.
All
have inferred that he was uneducated.
things must bow to this ambition. Their’
This is undoubtedly an error. The Jews
God is golden, and in his ‘worship they
at that time bad very good séhools and
offer love, honor, family, benevolence,
Instrucgion of quite a high order-was immercy, manhood.
And yet they never
parted.
become rich! * They are wretched and
An important part of the education = +
miserable and poor and blind and na- |
of the Jewish children was the thorough
ked.”
For true riches tire spiritual, -not
study of the Scriptures, a study whose.
material, and gold is only one of its eleimportance as a disciplining ahd instrpiotments. Like al] other spiritual blessings
‘ive.agent is tgo much and teo Fron
real wealth comes through distribution,
overlooked by our educators.
ving &
not through accumulation ; through scat
good education: acquired in
‘Jewish
tering, not hoarding; conseqeuvent]y he
sché0]s, John was well prepared to make
gains most for himself who seeks most good use of his three years’ instructien
BY REV. C.
C. Xx. H.
——

wd

is more blessed to give than

to receive.”

And Paul taught the Corinthians, that no.
man should seek his “wn, but every

another’s wealth,

and

the

man

Philippians,

“Look not every man on his own

the personal direction of Christ.
As to bt. John's intelledtual character
Dr. Macdonald says that ‘there can- be
no doubt he was a man of a very high or-

;

things’ der of abilities. * The skill he at length
acquired in the use. of the Greek, as
ers.” “He, then, hs true riches who with shown in the gospel from his pen, is evifree bounty ministers to his brother's
confidence “of the people, and holds the need; whose investments are in those dence of one given 10 constant self-improvement, and who had acquired the
more intelligent portion of community it
causes which are for the uplifting and habits of an accurate scholar. ‘The eduis very doubtful that your condition will ennobling of humanity, through the gosbo improved by a chanee. It is often pel; whose income is the gfatitude cation he received was probubly of a
higher order than has been commonly
thought hE
ria
nist 5 oun not ey
awakened in the hearta of the poor and supposed, as was ‘that .of the apostles
terest young people.
Well, , young
needy, by his gifts, and the favor of God, - generally. He possessed a mind, which
ministers do not always. The writer of
to whosd word. he yields a loving obedi-, ag it developed and ripened, was capable
this knows an “instance where a minister
ence. Thus his sordid gold is transmut- of taking thé most. profound view of
more than three-score and ten, won the
ed into living wealth that returns. a hun- things. He’ gave full evidence in his .
confidence and love of the whole;
ommu- dred fold in this world, and iin the world
writings of having penetrated deeply into
nity; especiall |y the “youth and. children,
_to.come life gternal. Hei is brought into the gtgund work of the Christian scheme.
to a greater extent than any young man”
fellowship with heaven and the “angels; He manifestly strove fo atta a glimpse
who ever labored with them, It is not
and with God who giveth liberally and of divine things,in their primitive realiyouth or age that wins the esteem of the -upbraideth not.
ty,—to view them not in their mode and ~
old and young, but Spirals, purity
For the application we need not travel manner, as topics of logical discriminaof life, and love.
far. - Our mission work needs money, we tion, addressing themselves to the under- ~/
tr A
:
—
need the wealth that will come to us if standing, but in their essence, as recog- z
UNIVERSALION.
+| we supply these demands. Poor indeed nizabl "by the enlightened and sanctified
4 bi
R=
shall we be if the cause of Christ suffers
TRY Xe
the Spirit of inspiration as@
through ouLpithholding |our Lord's mon) ugpass the ordinary aposi
THEOLOGICAL * QUEKIES.
tolic conception “of djvine truth, and to
I.
FIORE
take deeper views of the “gospel, these
must be considered as at once tokens of
“While I am free 0 affirm my belief in
THE LIFE AND WRITINGS OF
special divine favor and manifestations
the Christian character and life of persons |
8T. JOHN.
of constitutional profoundness of mind. 2
who, in Christian sincerity of heart, /
BY RENRY REY NOLDS, :
Dr. Macdonald, ip his work,
gives
truly believe in the final holiness and congreat prominence to that j rtion. of St. :
The Jjfe of St John, ‘ the dacipls John's life spent under
sequent happitess ofthe human family,and
thé ‘immediate
associate
with * that distinetive faith a | whom Jests loved,”is full of intérest to ‘trainin and discipline of the Great Mas- *
believing that the great
suprertie love of righteousness, goodness ‘every Christian. That St. John attained ter and Teacher,
object of our Lord's , ministrywag to preto
the
distinction
of
being
the
disciple
and divine fruth manifested in Christian
fate his disciples for the apos lic ofchiaraéter, habits of devotion snd corres- whom Jesus loved” shows that he, above ce
--&
0-4
ponding efforts'to bring’ sinful beings fin-. all others, was ‘worthy ‘of ‘this. mark of |

but every man also on the things of oth-

2

2

PER

US

SE

SAL

Aaa

- What

is his reputation ?

never asked how old he is.

mind: acts, fails.

calling,

keeps

further that he is well worthy’ of our love -plied to any amount raised to meet a
-and ‘;admiration. The writings of ‘St. stated salary, previously agreed upon.
of Universalism are wecustomed to use the John are peculiarly instructive,and a care- Gifts are necessary, especially among an
term Universalism in the same equal ful and thorough study of them will ‘be itinerating class of clergymen,. who' with
sense that Evangelical Christians use the found a means of grace which, should not a family are: subjected to
frequent »
term Christianity or ‘gospel. ‘They very be ‘neglected. Inasmuch as St. John changes of pastorates. Consider then
tenaciously claim that Universalism, as was, perhaps, more like his Master than thé donation
a free gift, be it much or
proclaimed from their pulpits dnd through any of the other disciples, 80 therefore little, even to the last and least of the
their literature, reveals
the infallible his writings are more fully imbued with
viands remaining after the guests” are :
teachings of the “prophets, Jesus Christ
the Divine Spirit of Jesus and to this ex- served. We have seen well filled bas-~.
and his apostles, in the’ sense that, the lent'are more precious to’ every sympa~ kets carried from the place, where, 08term Universalism is properly a sy nonym thetic reader. No one can Study the tensibly they wero taken as a gift. Un‘having the same meaning withthe terms
writings of St. John too much, nor reflect less we contriblité freely, better not- give,
Christianity and gospel, and it seems to upon them too frequently, nor; seek 00 for the Lord loveth'the ‘cheerful’ giver.”
{be the general rule in their pulpits ‘and earnestly to order their lives adtordingly, Let us not forget before the holidays rethrough their periodicals to be repeating
An excellent aid fo, the study ‘oF% this turn, that a donation is a free gilt for the
benefit alone, to use or dispesc
what Universalism: teaches instead of subject is a work entitled
The Life and pagtor’s
of according. to his own free will, and our
stating what Clsistianity or the gospel ‘Writings of St. Joh#, by. James M, Mac- privilege,tq give as the * Lord hath prosteaches.
:
donald, I. D., of Princeton, New Jersey; pered us,” not) rexpecting to receive
Cogyro.
i
Se
Dey Tarthog chim that to be aa Univey- edited with an introduction by J, S. How- Seals,
If I judge correctly (and 1, if wrong,
the promulgators

mechanic, i 15, what "is wish to be corrected),

And ifhe

It is

is

but he stands to us in the place of Christ,
and ministering to him is ministering to,
Christ. See how Christ identifies himself with thé least of his disciples.
«4¢ Depart from me, ye cursed.”
Not’
‘tye cursed of my Father,” because God |
has. not ‘made men - for’ cursing, but for “are yet unfamiliar with its bes methods, |
~ blessedness; and the ‘ cursed ”’y them- and its largest influence for good. —~8. S. ever presented to the mind of man.
he fact is, there is no, dead line to Any
* selves have not chosen to be blest.
Times.
; "| man, unless fie makes it himself; until
Prepared. Sor the devil.” Not origiir
nally prepared for you, as the ‘Kingdom | © Notoriously spiritual = churches have his physical. nature, through which the

i: doom (sontrary to fe wis) of God, for’ Rees

of

interesting

he is getting old,and at fifty years of age
had Toit the dead Line tn the ministry.
i
to Chistian feconeiliation with God and a favor. Jesus, the searcher of hearts,
.
DONATIONS,
Now’ this ‘dead line is an nonsense, daily conformity ‘with ‘the example and «could not be deceived in any of his: fol
Ab
the
season
for the’ usaal’ routine of
‘and exists only in the imaginations. teachings of Christ, there are serious lowers, and never accorded honor, ‘merit
donations
has
passed,
a: féw suggestions
Men do mot reason so in relation to the queries which arise in my mind asl or confidence except where such was, de. may be serviceable to the donors, and ac- + physician, the lawyer, or any other. class contemplate from my standpoint the dog- served. If then Jolin was *‘the disciple.
‘ceptable to the recipients. on 'such®ocesof men, Men. are judged by their work, mag of Universalism as presented to the whom Jesus loved” we may well believe
sions. The word “donation” implies
| not by their ages.’ The skill of the phy- public by.dts advocates.
that he was worthy of the distinction, and gift, and thePefore should ‘never he apsicianf” the success of the lawyer, the

sixty or seventy, it is all the better. Why
then should it be thought that a minister
ducted “« Sunday-school concert,” with is in his dotage, and superannuated when
appropriate devotional exercises, and, Alheis fifty years of age.
It:is all sheer
‘topical Bible readings : and recitations on.{ ‘nonsense. The themes with, which “he
the part of young and’ old alike, which
deals have .no tendency to dwarf the
are notto be found in’ ‘any other form of
intellect, or dry up the sympathies of the
religious. service; and on this account it
hieart. © They are the grandest, most subdeserves careful consideration by all who {lime -and_ purifying subjects. that were,

“of heaven was for ‘the righteous, but. for spiritual Sunday-schogls, but dead church-

part

son, D.D., and published by Messrs,
Charles Scribner's Sons, of New “York.
Dr. Howson's introduction isi an able and

tages of culture, your responsibilities are
increased, correspondingly with the privileges you enjoy. Most heartily do I bid
you God speed in your great and glorious
calling, and mort earnestly do I pray that «for others. ‘Fhe self-seeker loses his under the greatest of Teachers. No three
the holy unction from on high may rest own life even, for ‘‘a‘ivan’s life consisteth | years’ course of instruction in our modern
continually ppon you; and make you not in. the abundance of the things that he theological seminaries can so well preabundantly more successful ‘than those possesseth,” and is only to be found in pare
a student for the ministry ‘as did.
who have gone before you. Let nie say ‘doing for others. Hence Christ says; “It those three years' of “instruction under

| loved his riches more than he loved the
- joint heir with Christ, an heir by _adop- ‘mendation, in the“fall of 1824, by the| Saviour, Obedience ° may cause, ou to.
to the churches, do.pot dismiss or retain
| Board of Managers of The American Sun-[5
tion and grace, not by legal right. '-“forego some earthly pleasure, it ‘may be: your minister,
simply because he is
‘day
School
Union.
Its
observance
was
“The kingdom prepared for you. n
bumbling to your pride, or démand a
Not ‘‘the kingdom for which' you were for a time well-nigh co-extensive with saerifice, but it is such obedience that is ‘“ getting old.” He can’ ngt ip that.
prepared from the foundation of*-the|- the Sunday-school in the United. States; calculated to test your love.. ‘He that If he be sound in doctrine, in sympdthy
world,” but ¢‘ prepared for you,” since it and it was even recognized, as early as hath my commandments and “keepeth with the denomination in its progressive
_was prepared for those lio love Christ, 1832, ‘ins England, Scotland, ‘Ireland, ‘them; he it is that loveth | me, and he that work, and physically able and willing to
“and you, “haye loved:
* From the France; Germany, along the Mediterrane- Jloveth me, shall be loved of my Father, do the werk, and has the respect and

' foundation 0f the wor

Universalism, if this faith on the

think

progress being made, not only in our
denominafian, but in the world, thank
God for the superior advantages, and
world’ of his love. Paul saidto the Ro- consequently ‘superior
ability of our
mans,
‘For Jour obedience is come younger brethren. in the ministry, and

»

Ed

At the right

has often

came

We

does move, and keep pace with it. It is
to yield such obedience then we have the not intended in the above remarks fo inevidence of love. - But obedience,to give timate that age should not be_respected.

9

"4

How then

If we haves consciousness, clear

and strong, of a willingness, yea, a desire

stood in the wayof its appreciation and
acceptance by those who had no wish to
introduce ‘ concerts” into their Sunday‘I'se¢Hool work.

but two classes on earth now,

aration exists in character;

com-

cise quite unlike its nature

ments.”

salist and to be a gospel Christian ex_press one and the same fact in_ the sense

If

in

he is

active in

sympathy

with

his

the

‘times in which he lives and the Progressy

i
pe

5

i
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Selections,
:
bad shot
A swan, which fell among

He hids me pray vou send
oo Nay,» quoi Siddartha,

said,

7

1,

-

:

_EXPTORND’S | mrs, LYDIA

X

amore popular he is.

JUDGMENT.
Then some one came who

ie

Prince

‘‘ My

:
the roses here.

it. Will you send?”
“if the bird were

Neither let him expect to regulate
He takes a rank.
with a lawyer and merchant and doctor things in his parish precisely after his
at the start. He is flush in funds and im- ‘own will. He must make the best of the
agines that his bright day will always materials at his command. Solon said
last. ‘The money that he should lay up his laws were not the best he could ‘have
for his waning hours he spends in trips made, but they were the best he could
‘to Europe, and visits the places of fash- get the Athenians to accept. Even Moses, |
ion and culture.” The
fact is, that most according to the Saviour’s saying, suffered
ministers, if we take

the

average

some things for the hardness of. the

of the

peo-

Lord. 7
jo"
[4
Laid the Swar’s fieck beside his
chee
is
‘And gravely

own

as they go along,

spake, *“ Say no! the bird is mine,

- | come every year, and

And we will wait their

.

done;

holding

it

them out of date, and, of course,

word”> So was

.

Rheumatism,
Neural
+ No other preparation hae cured 80 many; cises
-

?

as

pushes things insuch a way as
himself intensely disagreesble.

it

In full divan the business had debate, .

And many thought this thing and many that,
‘Till there arose an unknown priest who said,

‘Tf life be aught, the saviour ef a life =
Owns more the living than he can own=
Who sought to slay—the slayer spoils #and

their salaries.

cut
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matters
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THIS “PREPARATION RESTORES THE BLOOD TO ITS
NATURAL CONDITION, DIRECTS THE VITAL POWER
ARIGHT, STRENGTHENS THE MUSCLES OF THE UTERUS
AND LIFTS IT INTO PLACE, AND GIVES ¥I' TONE AND

Diphtheria
& Sore Throat.
se the Extract promptly. Itisa sure cure. Deday isdange

eons
~The Extract

STRENGTH, 80 THAT THE O¥RE 18 radical
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It strengthens THE

TEM;

IT RESTORES

BACK

and ene

AND PELVIC RE-

GION ;. IT GIVES TONE!TO THE WHOLE NERVOUS 8¥8e | .o.
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{is the only specific

Catarrh, re Extunotls tho only epcite

NATURAL

&c, Our * Qatarrh Cure,” s
ly prepared
#40 meet serious cases, contains all the curative
©
es of the Extract 3 our Nasal Syrin
iihlusble for use in catarrhal affections, 9A
unexpansive.
of

DOWN,

SPLACED

POSITION.

CAUSING

ALWAYS

AT

PAIN,

ORGANS

FEELING

WEIGHT
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CURED

TO
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AND

THEIR

BEARING 4

BACKACHE,

BY ITS

USE.

I8

;

|. Itwill, at all times and under all circum.
stances, act in harmony

Sores, Ulcers, Wounds,

in

COMPOUND.

The Positive Cure 1.5"

For all Female Complain

ose, or from auy cause, is speedily controlled and
stopped. Our Nasal syringes(25 cents) and In.
ha ers ($1.00) are great aids 1n arresting internal
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E. PINKHAM'S

VEGETABLE

fedne from th
Bleeding
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LYDIA

Our Ointment (50 _

1]

to make
He may

clergymen is in no inconsiderable degree
their own fault, and curable only by
Sod
5
127 |
greater practical wisdom.
Bn take.”
Others, again, are always threatening
&-0-o
they carry

[1

hy

Hemorrhages.
;

he is constrained to resign, as a martyr,. but in
very many cases he is a ‘‘ martyr by misunless

:

dh

.

The general poverty of may speakof himself, when

to resign

o

cents) for use when removal of clothingis incon.
_/ivenient, i3 a great help ia relieving inflammatory

imaginehe is only dbing his duty,” and

off

5

in

tact, whatever may be his talents, and he

an

2

*

..shese
essing complaints as the Exuract. Our
+"
Flaster is invaluable in these diseases, Lumbago,

the salaries

increasing reserve for the supply of their
wants when old age or infirmity will put

Abating this accursed flood of woe,
§
No man’s alone; ‘but, if the Prince disputes,
Let him submit this matter to the wise
=.

INFLAMMATION AND HEM
ORRHAGES,

may end in his" resignation.
need to be, and much poorer than they disturbance
would be if they would adopt.a systemat- “Here, again, is one of the causes of short
ic plan of saving a portion of their in- pastorates. The minister is. deficient in

The first of myriad:things which shall be mine

By right of mercy and love's lordliness.,
For now I know,by what within me stirs,
That I shall teach compassion unts men
And be a speechless world’s interpreter,

Taking

PAY DESTROYER and SPECIFIC FOR

well to have a certain matter arrangedin
of ministers just as they are, the great | a certain way, but the securing of ‘that is
majority of them are poorer than they not worth a disturbance. - Besides, the

5
smooth

E, PINKHAW,

" THE GREAT VEGETADLT

whole number, are ‘very poorly paid; ple’s hearts ; and ministers must be pre:
To send.it to the slayer might be well,
and hencé they can not save much even ‘paredto do the same. They must work’
" But the swan lives; my cousin hath but killed
Nearly all of them could through influence, and not by authority.
The: god-like speed which throblbed in this, by economy.
white wing.”
Loin Ko
vt save a little, if they only understood how ; But for the exercise of influence he must’
and those who receive what are called give time enough to let the people know
And Devadatta answered, “ The wild thing,
So let him
Living or dead is his who fetched it down;
large salaries could, in the course of life, fim and learn to trust him.
"Twas noyman’s in ‘the clouds, but fall'n ’tis lay-up-an ample competence,
h
i
not try to:put everyif
mine,
thing to rights at once. It may be very
,. Give me my prize, fair Cousin.” Then our .not the folly to epend their whole income
ea

a
J
Jd FLOR

en
LE

at

2

with

the laws

that

Se

which he proposes to convict

his

neigh-

bors. Such vanity is not uncommon, and
though in his caseit is pushed to a luditrous extent, it is quite harmless.
But
something which is not harmless, which

is worse than his vanity, his. flippancy,
his vulgarity, and.even his scurrility in
mocking at all the world’s best minds
hold sacred, is his utter unfitness, his
mental limitation and-incapacity in treating the question he has chosen.

—

.he had once warmed
se

up.—N.

Y. Times,

@ oe
<

Yet, before it is done, let us be sure

:

ON CHOOSING AND CHANGING A -

~~

AS

PASTORAL SPHERE.

Perhaps ne question is more perplexing
to a young minister, just girding himself

for his life-work, than this, What kind of
a sphere ought 1 to choose? He hesitates
as Yo whether he will give the preference

Because Christians,in direct and willful | to.the Home field or the Foreign; and if
» disobedience of the teachings of ,Chris- he incline toward the Home, he is uncertianity, have persecuted each’ other; be- tain whether to take a new settlement. in
cause sectarians, through strained con- the West or an old one in the Kast. And
structions of the Bible, have supported 80, as the time draws.on--for his formal
"narrow and harsh opinions, Mr. Ingersoll entry on his work, as a preacher duly acwould abolish Christianity and repudiate credited by Presbytery or Association, he
Sed
the Bible. This is neither logic nor: is sometimes greatly perplexed.
sense. In the grand history of that re- . Now. it may be well to say to all such
ligious belief which has done so much to persons that one is not called to cross a
curb the fierce passions of our nature, river until he comes to it; and then he
subjugate the barbarismof the European may find a ford,or possibly even a bridge.
races, to raisé the world from the dark- The best thing a young man can do in
. ness of savagery, from the sway of cruel- such circumstances is to lay the matter
ty and rapine and lust to the pure light before the Lord, and leave it, with him.
of civilization, to the rule of gentleness Let him attend to present duty, and when
and justice and charity, Mr. Ingersoll carl the time comes, God will provide him
see nothing but-a St. Bartholomew
. mas- with a sphere. He need not necessarily
sacre here and a Puritan blue law there. take the first one that offers, if thatshould
Picking these out, he holds them up to be such as’ to require qualifications in
execration, and triumphantly demands, which . he is notoriously deficient; but
“Is this your boasted
Christianity?” neither ought he to reject any opening be’ Really, this is too stupid.
Give Mr. In- cause it is the first. ‘What is to be caregersoll a barge load of wheat,

he ‘would

diligently search in it for a handful

of

chaff, and, having found it, would scuttle
the barge and sink the wheat as a worth-

less mockery. Give him the Little ‘Pitts.

fully secured.is that he keep himself en-

tirely at the disposal of the Lord Jesus,
without: presuming. to dictate that the
place he will take must be of this kind or
that. - If he attempt anything of that sort,
then he may: be sure;. either’ that .the

burg Mine, he would assay the quartz
and’ granite and forthwith order the mine things which he counts indispensable will
they are given
to be shut up. The stupidity which be denied to him, or thatyif
would
see only the chaff. in a cargo o { | at all, they will be so given as to isenwheat, and only the waste and refuse. in chant himof their excellence, and make
has had enough
_a.rich, gold mine, is not more dense than him feel ere long that’he

it is God who does it.
to determine a minister
présent charge that a
opened before him, and
to enter
by that.

that

There

should

be

him out toward the other

and

The
THAT

push’

It

AT

THE

ON

!

BOWELS,

hy

8
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.
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cern is with the ministers themselves, and

DISEASES, FEMAL
NESSES, AND NERYOUS
ih
DISORDERS,

|

not misjudge us for
with a. single eye
their influence and
usefulness.—Chrisn
NL
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over disordered Kidneys §
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h ure nervous or sick headaches?
:
hy have
nights?
2
Jas. KIDNEY WORT and. eejoice in bl
health. Ttis a dry, vegetable compound and
A
go will make six gtsof Medicine, [g
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EARNINGS AND SAVINGS.

A New York correspondent of the Boston Journal draws some interesting com-

parisons between the- incomes of minis+

ters of the gospel and those of physicians.

i

‘We do not feel sure,” says the Journal &

* Messenger, “thd the comparisond and reflections are altogether just, but they arg
~ at least suggestive.” The Independent
this summarizes :
:

always.on

the

pursuit

never:

Parents, do not let the fire go out
altar. The joy that I feel over this
dent is more than a reward for all my
painstaking and cross-bearing.—Ida F'letchery in

want in old age, if spared sp long. O
the other hand, eminent physicians 'us¥”
ally become rich, or, at least, acquire
- » moderate fortunes; and the same is true
+ of eminent lawyers.. The physician and

the lawyer generally start poor and have
to win their way! slowly to success and
fame; and in the meantime they must
carélully economizetheir expenses. ‘The

clergyman,” says the letter, *‘takes his po
8ition at a bound. . The younger he is the
pi

siti

i

Aha

Y

3

and

Presbyter,

=

gi

and such

as he would

not hesitate

to

preach in any. pulpit; whose
; diligence

man who, while not seeking,

sought—and
was least, he
‘that which is
seeking after

is always

being faithful in that which
is ultimately set to work at:
greatest. : But this restless.
greater things Keeps a maf’

from his proper work,” generates
tent, and altogether puts ,bim

discon-

out of sym-

pathy with his duties,so that instead of
becoming successful’ where he is,

he

ac-

tually fails. Wlien a, man goes to a parish, therefore, let him give himself wholly
‘to it, as if he were td’ be there for life.
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~ THE LARGEST MANUFACTURERSIN THE UNITED STATES.
«

| TRE ONLY MANUFACTURERS IN TIE 3_P]

Moquettes,-

He who is laboring steadily on at his
work as if he were to labor there all his

life; whose every sermonis of the best,

Belknap,

FER

succeeds.

and earnestness in pastoral labor has so
For 3 rule, even eminent clergymen,
who command
the best: pulpits ahd re- succeeded as to draw upon. him the atceive the highest salaries, ave poor men, tention of those around him-—he is. the

and sometimes feel the sharp prefiure of

Herald

x

:

[

(OT PAY RETA IL. PRICES, buti
~~. . Buy Direét” of the Man ufacturers,
JOHN 8 JAMES DOBSON,

-

,

‘ portant church becames to him an object
of interest; and perhaps he applies so |
persistently
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. they complete it.
We do not propose Lo offer any words
«on the
ill-used expression
of
a

* smattering knowledge gained in schools
generally.
its favor, as

There is niuchto be said
well

as° much

in

against ‘it.

There is, however, a breader phase of the
“subject, and one which we would now

sound

iast Sun-

Independent seems at’length

to

tionalist's remark

about the objections that

iu deal with the history of the Free

Baptists ||

x

5

TheLs
yi
pelled to

onto. A

=

Ns

to the privileges

of eitizenship.

Indeed

lent social'elub, which debated everything and
Se nothing. It has had no’ less, ‘than five

the ‘genius of the Republic assures them
that right. No law wouldor ought fb com- |
pel a person to-choose associates who

are

"

up this remittance. It belongs to our
membership—those whose “representa.
tives are toiling in India—to do it, “Shall

- seholars
a
,|

be done?

ATR

3

8

ge

da

were added’to.the Madison > church.

tion thus putwpon the Countyis a shght
consideration,compared with the disgrace

up to the point where it will insist ppon

the enforcement, of the present fiquor laws,

it might be’ less
them.

PR] to’ Soe

fige

This day

closed his ten . veiw service as pastor of ‘this
church. “The: brethren and sisters are walking

in love

and

unity

of the Spirit.

Bro.

Bixby

would acknowledge a present, of eight dollars

and

twenty-five

school

class:

cents

from

Rev.- Charles

his

Sunday-

A. - Baker

from

Blackbbrry, INl., of. the Biblical Schoel of
Milfsdale, succeeds to the pastorate of Madison
chirch.
Indiana.

A.M. Simonton bas uccepted s call from
the Franklin, Providence and Sparta churches
of the: Dearborn

Q. M., and entered

PS

upon his

work,

Quarterly Aleetings.
SETS

JACKSON Q. M.—Helg it session with Milton
church.
Attendance very small on account of
the st m raging : at that time
(April 24, 25).
Elected \Brethien. Gi. W. Dyke,
Bumgarper,
. R. Channel and T. E. Peden delegates’ to
Y. M.,and BrethrenA, PP. Riley, J. Masters,
DD, Emory snd Sister M. Dyke alternates.
Next sEsaion Ww ith the Huntington church in
Ross Co.,
.
T. E. PEDEN, Clerk.

Mich. UNION Q. M.—Held its last session
with

the

Scipio

church,

was a glorious meeting,

March

19—21,

and

Small as the Q, M. in,

yit ywé numbered
‘about’ 5 of the brethren From the different churches on Friday evening. Sister Maines was with us until_after
the Saturday
evening ‘meeting,
preaching
wice, taking charge of the prayer-meetings,
hich occurred every time there was an opportunity.
She also occupied the chair, ax
mode#mtor during the business
eonference,

‘whieh

-pussed off pleasuntly and

profitably.

;

>

futher Limbocker, dear old father in Tarnel,
how sad we are to give him up 10 go West,

Western.

pethaps forever.

discussions, which

have ended with

the

Award

ih,”

sufliciedt

reason for his supposing that

after his déath he will be honored as u

hero or

a saint.”
a
Rev. Wm. M. “Taylor; D, D,, of the

Broad-

York, retires {from the

reminiscences, speaking of th ‘respect which

Ve

ol

;

Pag)Aa a

4

A

2

expect

to

meet

Ile has pass-

: aire ough many hardships and privations,bis
and

dear
wife sharing noble with him in it all,unt¥
her health failed 17 years ago, since which
time she has been greatly afflicted, but thanks.

Ath-

ceived into the Haydenville
Sabbath in May.

church

be to God, she remains
a faithful,

living

wit - -

ness for the. power of God unto salvation.
‘Generally speaking, the session
throughout

the first Hillsddle
fie, 1
i a

Michigan.

|

“ Rev, IL.

Witcher

writes from” Gobléville:

church

ut the grove

a

JOSEPHINE LazeNwY, Clerk.

|

”

.

Tis

“ Here at Gobleville, I have a new and very
promising interest, 4 growing and pleasanc vil-

of the business

good congregation. a very interesting

being to locate a. Centennia),

number of delegates were present for

son, some

Sabbath-

of them ‘coming thirty-five

over roads such as are known

only

the

sea-

miles,..

in

South

and

it is

and

eastern’ Ohio. Peeple in most sections would
have ‘declared the roads impassable. The ses-

much promising material-outside to be brought
in,many of whom are Christians,—Methodists,

ter’s cause.’ First Kyger church, organized in

‘school of over 100. scholirs and
good and reliable workers in the

some very
church;

uel Gilman‘and

Zenos Case,

whom I used

hear preach when EF was but a little boy,

Woby

‘

church within oar bounds, un unusually large

Jage, with no othier meeting within three miles ;
‘with & new and very tasty church edifice,a

sion was unsurpassed

in interest

hh N

hoped it will result in great good to the Mas1805

by

Elder Eli

Stedman,

secured

the

location of the Centennial church. - Several of

our churches had
quarter,

the

revival interest during ‘the

greatest being

the

Middiepass

church, to which was added 72 members during a series of meetings held by Rev. Cephas

Chase,

wh 3 is now

at

Hillsdale

‘

College.

Preaching by Revs. W. J. Fulton, Cephas
Chase, and
Prof. John M. Davis,.of” Rio
Grande College.
The following resolutions
were adopted : ot

ond 1. That all the

money

raised: for

M. should be ap“Foreign Missions in this(
ied to the payment of t © salary of Sister”
Noire Pbillife.
That his Q.
Q M. Tost. earnestly requests
all our churchesto

take

immediate

steps

to

‘raise money, either by the card system, or by
some other plan’, which will be

most effective,

to have Sister Phillips’ salary paid promptly.
3. That éach church appoint a committee to
raise and hayé charge of mission funds, who

‘shall forward all monies for Foreign

:

Missions to”

Rev. W, J. Fultgn, to be applied to the payment of the salary of Sister Nellie Phillips.
Néxt session with Second Kyger church,
June 4-6.
Ln O. SmrTH, Clerk.

to

and

|’

phe

schoolhouse

MEIGS Q. ‘M.—Held<its iast session with
‘First Kyger church, March 5—7, at which,part ,

he felt for nen‘who gave him a dignified letting-alone when he had, in pursuance of his was glad to show my respect for the. lionored
worthy dead; as Jhope to be. worthy
of
journalistic - duties, acted’ contrary to their ‘land
having others do to me,when 1 lie in the silent
“wishes,” We all have our experience in that house of death. 1 have also visited the graves
line, and sevtanly we think more of the people’ ki Myers and Bro. Archibald Bennett,
whe maintain a dign ed silence, whatever
brother in law, who both lie near here,
may ‘be the real ‘or: supposed injustice doné |
ere they once laboredas ustors; and where
them, than we do of the persons w 0 think the
their children and grandchildren
are pow

manly course is found in framing:

never

was one of power; Christians were revived
for'threer four churches.
This practice is greatly,
some sinpers iwakened but none sav. qaite common in many ‘parts of the West.
ed a8 we know of, for which we are sad,
Next session ta be held with the Branch &
| Three more persons were baptized and re-%

:

The S. 8. Times hoids up to: public guise
| the copceit which | is often ‘hidden in such a
| phrase 4s to ** Jeiive one’s reputation to fugue
generations.” ** The mere.fuct,” it says,** that
a person is now
ednsidered a failure, is by no

We

im again on the shores of time,

“Ohie;
Most of the churches'in the Meigs

finite postponement of the measure proposed ;
e. last of these being the Geneva

way Tabernacle, New

liberal however great his zeal may be, ¢an make if such scenes shall lead public sentiment

23 Jot
contribute

Iowa.

On the first Lord's Day in May Rev. N. W.
Bixby baptized three young converts who

Bro. Blakey” a young man who is just entefalarmed by evelution. -Jtis but a word, he’ .changes of all kinds that have occurred in this; ing. the
ministry,
was
with
us, and
claims, a delusion and its worship is ¢‘ but one { half century, and of his services in various dehus our most earnest prayers that he may be
partments
of
Chrfstian
life,
He
has
lived
in
an
kept
unspotted
from
tbe
orld
until
the per“step higher or lower tha the ership of "{dols |
fect ays ‘Elder. Parmalee, of Reading,
and °
| eventful and important time.

only opportunity for them to ‘show their list of their guests.
gE
;
stuff on the battle-field—and they have in - a3% * Phe United States Senate during the pre sent | and the inability of some of the churches to
many other ways established their rights session reminds Weekly Notes of the * excel- | sustain’ pastors, often one. minister preaches

No individual, -which it brings upon the whole State. But

Star week before last.

the very few of its attendants

: who, wish to enter upon a course

’

But

of . the Mississippi, is the county seat of Sherboriie ®., ch the line of thé two great railroads (the St, Paul, Minneapolis & Manitoba,

n Rhode Island and vicinity.
May 2, was a good day for the Olneyville
chureb, Four were baptized and eight were re-

Presbyterians, Baptists and Free Baptists who
——A
CORRESPONDENT of the Dover.
comment upon the important general and. Enquirer writing from the shire town of editorial staff of The Christian at Work, for worship with us, and we expect will soon bea long rest in Europe, and the paper wil eonpermanent legislation which if cdntains,
come members, 4s already five, have “been, reCarroll county, in reference to the recent’
as matter for specific and independent session of the Supreme Court in that town, tintie as. before under the management of J. No ceived since I began my labors in this church.
Hallock. © pr. Taylor is too good an, editor to:
I have visited. Waverly ‘church where
consideration.”
be easily spared, but'we are assured that 7he “Sister Barton is the pastor, and find thei in a
says:
perm
i a fe
This term the Grand Jury were in ses- Christian at Work will .not be allowed to very good working order, with “good material
-# TIE FOREIGN Missio. a will be sion nearly a day and a half, and found a suffer on account of his departure.’
-| and good prospects. “A little more public en.
Old-fashioned Congregationalism, with the terprise, zeal and self-sacrifice, it may be, ure
| seen by Bro. Phillips's létter on the first number of indictments ; all of which, howpage. that there are -encouragements in ever, were set aside for oné reason; and polity of church independence carried almost needed here as almost everywhere:..... At
pleasantly.
the foreign field. Shall we atlow all the that was that one of the Jurors was to the extreme, does not. suit the Advance, Paw Paw, I enjoyed'a week very
| One of its brief editorial notes reads like this: in attending the 3. M. and fn visiti®
drunk.
old, acdistouragements to develop on this side
“It is well said of the Congregational church- quaintanées from, New York; and many of
So
notorious
was
the
conduct
of
this
the sea? The time is approaching when
caand their union in tite National. Council in them once with me members of that old Union
the next remittance will be due. Friend, Jury {hat the Judge discharged it,” and | therwords of the old adage, * It they do not church of Ogden and Sweden, where T begun’
hang - together, «they will hang separately’
‘will any of your money help to make. it ordered anotherin its place, which had to Disintegration
| toy Hie work 50 years ago. Bro. .‘Drew; the
meuns death.”
go
over
the
cases
just
passed
upon
by
i
pastor, is highly-e :steemed and greatly beloved.
1up?. We earnestly hope that the Finan“#1 do not much like ‘men.who whine,” says
cial Secretary may be, recéiving numer- drunken predecessor. - The double taxa- Mr. Charles T. Congdon in one of his Tribune While here A" isited the:graveés of Revs, Sam-

3 emphasize. Sl
i “Thi high school should’ ‘etable one to
complete the ed geationbegun ini a common oug Tesponses to his proposition for ten
_ school. pense should notbe bent to- ollae sogtaibuions, that appeared in the
wards fir

eartest,and persistent

an only £peak of Elk River.
‘We have just
‘come into possession, here, of a nice church?
furnished in a neat,convenient and comfortable
manner (upon which = wr e,now owe $140.00),
which we opeted for divine worship, with appropriate services on Saturday evening, April
8rd, The programme was as follows:
Read-

en¥ Q. M. are now being supplied with preach4 ing. But owing to the scarcity. of ministers

about to discuss, if it hus not already de- ‘with the statement that he forbears “any
thatritis so gver-crowded with ‘subjects
~ beyond the mental grasy of many of the

instant,

labor—missionary labor— in these fields.

and the Northern Pacific) with about 10,000
ed by lage numbers,
inhabitants, mostly’ American,
Some one of
“Four candidates we re haptized by the. pasour ministers, with the sanction of our Y.M.v'
tor of the Mt. Vernon church, Lowell, Sunday
morning (May 2% and received to the fellow= and Q. M. Boards, will soon visit the East and
ship of the chure h in the efer ning.» All were . give an account of our work and its needs, and
=|
give the opportunity for any to help bear the
me
mbers ofthe ‘Sanday-school.
|
burdens anil share with us in the blessing.
Rhode Islama::
Let me asshire all who dre interested ifthe
‘Three were received to the fellowship of
advancement of the Redeemer’s kingdom; and
the Park St. church, Prov., on Sunday, May 2.
the saving of souls io Minnesota, that Bros.
Two were hy baptism and one by letter.
One,
Smith, Russell, Batson yTarboX, Haskell, Jones and others ** are at the front,”
and that | ‘they
who has been baptized is still to be received.
** propose to fight it.out-on this line ” at what-*
The annual sermon at the Rhode Island As- ever
cost. Mimnesota for Christ, is our motto:
sociationto be held at Pawtucket, May 19th, | —J. Su STAPLES,

peisons w hom it would be safe or desirthe Baptists raise to 4 united communion
able to nominate. That much may be said|service in connection with the Raikes
without raising any question about their
Sunday-school
centennial in London, that
persdnal or moral 1filness-for the positicn,
“they [the Daptists] are not compelled to
or anticipating thie charges against them
be present,” the Independent claims that
that are sure to be made avd persistently
*¢ that is ne excuse for putting them where
pressed in case of the nomination of ei‘they will be compelled to be absent.”
ther of them. It ought to be seen by - the
Nog that remark could be made with |
party leaders that they will have all they
just as much fitness SonmITiog every
can possibly do to elect their man,
open-communion ehurch in the Fsad.
It |
without having to use their energie in
itis logic in one caseit is logicin the ofhér,|
explaining and defending his previdus.
and we would like to know what” hghor- |

is shaping itself in thie /public mind and
will yet find ‘a voice that. can mot be
*.
Placing his objection on this feature. of {Was suffered wholly in vain.
evaded.
. The Cleveland Board of Education” is the bill; the E xécutive ‘closes his veto |”
bated the question,.as to.a modification of
. the high school ‘course, on the ground

work at ‘Elk ret A

|

have
embraced the- doctrine of closecommunion.
Speaking ol the Congrega-

rule, the

‘even in a partisan fight, if it can not get not congenial to him, but the only basis
«long without bitter partisanship, in con- for any National institution is that of legal
tending over a timely question of tacking equality and universal toleration. If the
riders on to the appropriation: bills, than Whittaker case does nothing bitte reveal
to waste its sessions over many of the dis- Gen. Schoficld’s unfitness,for the position
cussions which are reported from Wash- that he occupies at the head of the West
ington,
Point Academy, itcan not be said that he

THE HIGH SOHOOL.

prevalent ideakof a public

no

To our thinking, it is far more to the
purpose for Congress to spend its strength,

There is a decided need of revising the
_

from . which

principle will
efnerge strengthened, ‘and
which may easily give rise to most unfortunate somplications, n

- and particularly, if they have hot tempers, whether their offense in’ sarrying

PE

Haskell

we can sustain the efforts, a little. time, at the

The Juvenile "Temperance
cle: arly that the Iécture platform is not to | ship ofthe chiro.
Jand connected with this church ig in avery
be deg :raded to the level of sich advenflourishing condition} Its incetings are attendturers.
,

York or

a spirit Which they are notdijely toignore

and will]

mitted. It is a'good. time for people to
consider’ whether tn"'a peaceable and
* civilized country likefours they have sufficient reason for carrying deadly weapons,

such Weapons is not much

Rev,%J. M.

and commenced his
the new church at
Mitchell ‘has accepted
chureh.
Rev. M. H.

new points,
we feel that our beloved denomina.

the

class, but has been most cruelly abused
:
while in the Academy and apparently by of wood and stone®
she tried accordingly.
or forgive, not only to maintain “their poQueer Victoria exercises a motherly over- | |
some
of
the
cadets
in
it.
The
Academy
|
.
Hot weather is approaching;—the sea~ sition in regard to this articular measure,
Teale
sight when she has an opportunity.
She has |
on the main ap- is supported by a, tax on the people. declined. to let the- Prince and Princess of |
«son whe the ‘blood more teadily” boils: but to rs a like a
and rashNéts are more suddenly com- propriation for Marshals’ fees the coming Colored people as well as white pay. this Wales occupy Windsor castle during the As- }
year.. Should this challenge
be accepted, tax. They foughrin our eivil war—the: cott races unless she is permived to revise the |
fion Yave been indicted for riot,

at Gilmanton. Ray.

C. L. Buzzell, after a ten years’ pastorate, is
still at Champlain.
Rev. J. D. Batson, with g
pastorate nearly or quite as long, is stillat
Castle. Rock church.
Rev, A. A. Smith
near the close of his.second year as pastor of

where

A

belongs

Wy

churches was never brighter than now ; and if

R.D.

recently of Lisbon
pastor of the Free

Rev. Mr, Hayden,

N
on

River, and Bro. H. Jones, of our new: church
at Southside.
The
outlook for
the ‘older

‘heré¢~1s another. phasé of this New tempt in.an appropriation bill the modifiJérsey affair that can not be too strongly ‘cation or repeal of these laws is to annex
ceived into fellowship, one of whom was bappressed upon the attentionsf a large a condition to the passage.of needed and
tized two weeks ago—making five by baptism
class of persons, and that is that an act ef proper appropriations which tends to deand three by letter.
:
”
trespass, evéay it be quite an aggravatprive the Jixecutive of that equal and in- record. The party that should noraina)
New York.
ing one, does not legally admit of the dependent exergise of discretion and judg- | Sefiator Edmunds for its candidate would Lable-conrses left to the Independents but-|> tev. John Shansoa has bevoine pastor of the
4
summary treatment which Dalzell ‘inflict- 1 mént which ‘the Coustitation contem- be wholly ‘éleased from any necessity or’ to instantly apologizé to its Baptist: “Feat: | VE
lington thurchi
ers
for
all
the
sharp
things
it
las,
prei
ed. upbn his victim, The jury before plates.”
occasion to defend him as a man or to viously said about their close: comuiinjer | Rev, W. Russell has closed a four years® pastorate with the West'Concord church, and acwhich he was brought has-found a bill of
The President continues to say that -make plain his fitness for the great office.
| cepted a call from the Sherman church.
practices.
~~ willfal murder adliinst ‘him, and we hope both of the political parties have been ac- |
The people are already’ assured on both
Attica is a growing place. Not only are its
"he willybe hanged.’ It is a warning that customed, now and then, to attach gener| prospects good, but the religious interest is
these points, so that the campaign would
“DOCTRINAL
VIEWS
of
ihe
Freewill
Bap|
every owner of a garden, even, should al legislation to appropriation bills, and be very much simplitied, and much more
i also
promising.
The
Sabbath-school sestists” is a small tract of 44 pages, printed |
take to heart. The boy who steals your that it is high time the peynicious custom
dre
ese
hopeful. There ate the strongest con- from the plates of the" Treatise, omitting | | sion and ‘the prayer-meetings
-pears is not to be flogged by you. That should receive a check. = There was noth| pecially profitable. = A number are now seeksiderations why iu is the duty of the the Usages, and bound in thick paper | "ing the Lord. Rev. J. H. Durkee is thinking
13 the business of the law. And certainly ing of the kind ‘practiced in the national
Republicans to elect the next President, covers. We haye issued a small edition rome of locating either at this place, or at
3
the person who is harmlessly and ordeér- legislature until forty years after the adopand we would Iike to know how they
to meet a specigl request, but can spply | ! Pike, as the best centér for visiting churches.
ly crossing your pasture, as was-the case tion of the Constitution; and, already,
« Rev, ERIE Hyatt is at Dale. and seems to
could. discharge that duty more easily and
any demand.
A Professor in one of our
with Van Houten, is not to be shot dead a large portion of the States has made
satisfactorily ® han
with the V ermont colleges says, ** If I had a Bible Qass I | be the right man in the right place......Rev,
——mnor shot at all.
| G. W. Knapp réports safe arrival at Ebaira,
such legislation impossible,
| Senator as their standard-bearer.
would like to introduce it as a text book | Bro. Knapp’s wife is much better.
We might draw another lesson from
a
Basing his veto on this broad ground,
in the sfady of our doctrines.”
£
|
Rev. H. Whiteher, speaking of his ordina“the Paterson affair, which perhaps would the President has renewed the confidence
not come properly under our subject; of candid persons in his wisdom. There ——GENERAL BURNSIDE, in. discussing | Price 6 cents each; 60 cents per dozen ; | tion in Webster, fifty years ago the 30th of May,
- only as it illustrates the very principle of is more or less current criticism, of which the proposition in the Senate the other and £4.00 per hundred, postage inBruded. ssays :—* Services were held in Dea, Cole’s old
, be arn, us
there was
not
at that
time a“
- ¥
protection and punishment under the law, this: paragraph from the N ew Yors Times day for the President to annually appoint |
| meeting-house, belonging to the F. ‘Baptist, in
Ww
two colored
cadets-at-large
to West
which we have half a notion might be is a sample:
. BRIEF NOTES, TRIN
the State of Now Tork; or even west of New
Point, put the whole case in a sentence’
profitably made to ‘include’ hot. tempers
The season of Yearly Moctiai deat hand. England; and but very few anywhere, Bro.
“But while the soundness of the Presi
when he said that ‘“it might be too soon Are resolutions to be the charac®eristic” feature’ Eli Hingibal “preached the sermon from 1 Tim.
also. This other lesson is for the benefit
dent's position from the stand-point of
{ 4:16; und Bro. Thomas Parker made the prayof the vther patty. After the shooting of principle must be conceded, its advisabil- after the war to expect all prejudices of these annual assemblies? We hope not.
| er of
consecration.
The next Sabbath I
We
hope
our
readers.
are
not
missing
the
against
the
colored
race
to
have
died
out
Yan Houten his companions * proceeded ity from the stand-point of #xpediency is
quiet bumor as well as the ‘profit of the Pur- { ‘baptized nine young conv erts, then being only
among
the
people,
but
an
institution
under
riotously against Dalzell, burned his open to question. , . .
son’s talks with the hoarders, as reported from { 91 years of age: All these: 50 years, 1 have
He’ has.
N~pttildings and would have lynched him given occasion to the renewal of partisan ‘the direct control of Congress should not time fo time on the first page.
spent in this ministry”
x
“but for the timely arrival of the. police. ‘passions over the form rather than the be allowed to keep this feeling alive.”
Chancellor Haven urges Christians Bot tobe | Bro. ~Whiteher -adds an extended yevibw oft
iF engeance, again,

except the small church

Tarbox has . charge of our new

: . The Bates graduatand morally to have such a multitude of | | field, F. B. church,
| ing class are corr esponding with Ole Bull, the
such people poured into our already ov er- | famous violinist, in reference to seeuring bis
crowded cities ?
, | dssistance at'their commencement concert.

of the Pension Bureau, and who has
offended the claim-agent§ by honestly

3

oy

Minnesota.

‘Theological Semi-

for six months;

Haven

Lansing

of has
accepted a: call
labors, - as pastor
of
Mazeppa.
Rev. D. D..
a call to the Crystal Lake

nary, is to supply one of the neighboringF. B.
pulpits

of: New

fron}a the

the Minneapolis church.

tev. J. Muriner bas resigned the pastorate
of the Auburn church, to take effect July 31.
F.

a sal

‘Sear.

,~The churches composing the Hennepin Q.
BH are now supplied with efficient pastors,

Winisters and Churches.
»

Rev. IR. ‘Spencer

entered
upon
his labors as thei
Second Sabbath of May,
Str Pastor

| he has been preaching for the-last féw months,*
suppose that they have brought any capi- J | and is pursuing his studies
Bates Theological
tal or much industry with them. We Seminary. . .
Rey,
. DePuy, of" the
would not be Tabospitable, But is it not a Bates Theologic al oi is engaged for the
most serious matter, politically, -socially | present to supply the. pulpit of the East Otis-

Cemmissioner Bently, w ho 1s at.the head

administering his “office, resisting their
fraudulent practices, and favoring the
enactment of a’ law for the examination
of all pensioners and their claims before

J

plea for

~

Although the character of these

terior Department has refused

may be cheated:” The prgsent object. of
this Tripune seems to be to ‘defame Mr.

a

have landed in

many of their guage of the N.. X. Tribune, ‘there is
practices
have
been so shameless and Just as certainly a large amount of helptheir charges so outrageous that the Ig=| less ‘pauperism, constitutional laziness

other erimes by which the-Government-

Isaiah. and

emigrants is said to be quite satisfacto
there can be no doubt that, in the lan- |

reputable - journal

bed soldiers and their heirs of thousands.
In many instances ‘they are guilty of
forgery,of manufacturing aflidavits,and of

:

in

There was rough edge in the

exhortations of brave

than-a hundred thousand souls have been |
added to our population since.-the year

practicable, who can be induced ‘to put
the collection of their pensions into the

agents’

from

puts

and the Mountain Preacher, and the Baptist.”
It makes a discrimination which is %qually im- 9
* Rough edge is not personal; it is
Boston and other cities, and the large ‘portaut:
not -dbuse; it ig not a want of love. Rather it
number=who come as cabin passengers’ evinces the skillful’ humanity of the surgeon
looks to the restoration of his patierit,
and so are not reported to the Emigrant | who
more than to his present comfort; ahd all
commissioners, it would seem. that more, know that the knife must have an edge to it.”

agents who infest Washington by the
hundred, and whose business is to‘enrich

themselves

and

If-we intlude those who

a copy of which is sent us from Washing-

tached to the bill, which, in the words of |i stituency may

boundto

with the means of doing'such

the" appearance of the National

.The National Baptist

“ rough edge:”
* Men will not be awakened
and conVerted unless there is rough edge in

of - ‘the greatest nuisances in 148 emigrants have landed in New York
life is the newspapet when it is ‘during the month of April, and that the
organ of a clique or an individ four-months of this year have brought81,illustration of it is afforded in 262. But this includes only those land-

a Qourd ~ appointed for that

VETO.

the veto, contains ‘¢ provisions which
materially
change,
and
by implicaexercise that right within the limits of thes tion repeal, important parts
of
the
law, and nov law permits him to take laws for the regulation of United States
vengeauce into his-own hands in that way. elections. These laws have for several
“ Dalzell especially seems to have been a years been the subject of vehement ‘polit-|
“notoriously-bad-chgracter—quick-temper- ical controversy, and have been denounc- |
"ed ‘and ugly—and one of the wholesome ed as unnecessary, oppressive and uncon- ||
‘thhings to teach such people vould be that stitutional. On the other hand, it has
sure

——1Ir is almost startling to read that 46,- |.

New Hampshire,
purpose. necliciit; next a person just out of the
ing of Scripture, by Rev. M. H. Tarbox:
“The Water illage cliurch: > much encour- .'rayer by Rev.
The
pensioners themselves ang their. New York penitentiary advertised to lecW. M. Jenkins, pastor of the
President-Hayes ‘has. vetoed the Difi- Deualtry, the
heirs as well as the Government nged to ture fn a New ¥ ork ity hall in his prison | aged. .On May 2, Rev. C.
United Christian chure Ir; Sermon by Rev. XT
ciency bill which appropriates about ‘8,
| pastor, baptized three a
with ten
A. Smith,of Minneapolis: Counsecrating pray000.400, ever $600,000 of which is for the be protected against these: claim-agents, garbs and now Mr. C. D. Bennett, who | others were given the hand of ‘fellowship. |
erby Rev. M. IL. Tarbox.
The church was
who
we
hope
will
be
made
fo
occupy
‘has
sonieliow
been
acquitted
of
the
charge
Twenty-five persons have
united “with the
payiéntof the fees and incidental .ex-’
well filled and all the exercises seeméd to Be
their
proper
places.
Of
course
there
‘are
of
murdering
Policemii
Smith,
of
Jersey
chiureb,
daring
the
sixteen
months
of
the
prespensé# of United States marshals, and of
much erjoyed by'all. The sermor abounded
reliabTédnd honest claim- agents, .Wedo City, is advertised to appear in a similar’| ent pastorate. “His worthy of re mark that in rich thought
forchily and’ cloquently exthe general and special deputy marshals,
not refer to them, nor to the local pension role. It is gratifying to report that ‘nei- | Water Village is given to church going {more pressed, on Church Work. We have no church
during the current fiscal year.
| than most villages of it3 ize
has
organization bere, but expect one to be organWwW hile Mer. Hayes would be glad to sign agents who are to be found in every State ther of these would-be lecturers
Massachusetts,
~~. a)
@
TE
pypH
ized ere long, A Sunday-school will be.orif
not
in
every
county?
“t*had
an
dudience
large.
enough
10
en|
Rev. E. W. Porter, pastor of thé’ Paige St.
this bill promptly, all the more so, as the
¢
able him to’ pay expenses, which is highly | | chureh, Lowel, baptized two candidates, Sun- ganized next Sunday. This is considered an
-payment of the officers in question has
important point, situated on the eastern bank
been long‘due; yet there is a * rider” at- | —How much Senator Edmunds's con- creditable to the people, and shows quite | ds wv, May 2 and welcomed threedto the fellow-

amongthem all is a

ten years old child to death

com-

A SOUND

than this man Dalzell who shot the member of the May party, Or the Western
farmer

to make them so “ high” that but
-

are. arrested :

factor in a

than

pirsdvely few pupils will attend.

_. dangerously insane people are sent to an
~ asylum, and incendiaries are put in

prison.

“high” and more-scholars in them,

“Re

OUBRENT TOPICS.

=

*
1 but we believe it. to Ie a fact fist the
1 .
same; and a fact which, according to our, L——ONE
{ own theory of goverhment, should
be | American
made the
respeeted. That the- cuirtigilm of the High school ual. An

The Boing Star.
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¢

BLUE EARTH VALLEY Q. M.—Held its.
March session with the Free Baptist church
of Lura and Minnesota Lake. I was not able
tobe present on account of bad roads and a4
‘break down of my buggy on the way. * I learned from some who attended that an exeefion:
members, I am very happy. in this, season was fniayed,,

¢

"THE MORNING STAR, MAY 12, 1880.
Br

-

>

—_—

a J
7

Mr.

the sum of {en cents per resident member. be
lected and forwarded to the Treasurer.

en in all that pertains to the

and preached

with

sshcceptance.

*

Next: session

v

with

to good

and

earnestness

«<hurch, June 11—13,

»

port him in this time of need.

Q. M.; and J. B« Palmer,
Missionary, were present

‘Wihona & Houston
Hur Yearly Meeting

the Eag

Castle

“J. 8. STABLES,

ROCK LEO

M.—Held - its February

the attendance was small, and sevefal churches
themselves.

The

meetings

were

missions, $9.60.

interesting.

prodch-

the

Collection

ture of this month.

L. HuLsg,

Revs.

R.. Damn, EJ. Howe. H. 8. Eimbocker.

1..'S.

Parmele¢ and J. Griffin was appointed

to examine the Rev. F. 0. Dickey, with a
view to his recognition as a Free Baptist minister...
[The examination was conducted in
open conference, and was highly satisfactory.
Bro. Dickey comes to us from the Christian
denomination, and is a young man whose
ability and. picty give - promise of an earnest
and useful life, Ife isa graduate of the Hillsdale Theological school, and now a student in
the classical department of the college.
J. 8. HARRINGTON, Clerk,

Tama

Q. M.—Held its last session

with

the

M.—Held

Cady

Creek

church,

Bros. Poston and Hathaway

GEAUVGE& PORTAGE

Cod

a

Sketches of sermons. Historical
day, A. M., by Re?. E. C. Hodge.
ADAMS

WASHINGTON

of Ar, (1) Criticism of sermon

benefit

not

part

|
):

.

el

H. TRUEX,

156, °

of the’time

She

and

|

ILLINOIS, Four Mile

ye - gt ww

time.

While'she loved

joiced in

|

Jf

“Dorcas Berry, Wilton,
Maine.
=

A friend to Miss., Wayne,
Me., for freedmen.

LAKE

Q.

. with
o

M.

GEORGE

G F Mosher Dover N'H

Prof J J Butler

commencing

ah

with the Ashland church, May

Tuesday,

June

8, at

halt:

A. M. JONES, Clerk.

‘

the

at 2, P. M., instead of June 18.

H.H. WITHINGTON,

on

Friday

and Praise

.

AND PENN.

Yearly Meeting

Sab-

will

made

from time to

annual

all Christians and re-

their prosperity,

she had

"apd

prosperity-of

that

Curtis

was

a special

futerested

(218),

(CENTRAL

:

3 1-2, P.

them in times

J. D. BATSON,

1

(2019)

71-2,

2

of CongliJ

i

Anniversary

of Storer Normal

School.

‘Wednesday, May. 26, at 3, P. M., Alumni

ercises.

@

their

Per Order.

-

;

Tiolland Purchase Y. M: to be held at Spring.
Opening sermon by
ville, N. Y., June 23; 1830:
Rav.J. C. Steel; Scriptural Holiness, Rev. W. U.
Edward’; Temperance in 1a relation to Ghristiani-

Chautauqua

.

were remarkable,

complain,

orto

She

wus

never known

intimate that ‘her

lot

ing all that timehe

had never known a ‘word

of goraplaint to escape her lips.

The patience’

Pastoral Visiting, Rev. A. P. Cook; Union' and
8 of Paul
Rev. J. C. Sigets
Communion,
ve.

tinued tq the lust.

Exer-

Rev.

G.H. Ball,

D. D.;

2

adjourned

Conference

of

the

nobscot

during the'last few days of Her life, but she
bore it with patience and: fortitude until at
last she'calmly
dnd peacefully fell asleep in
“Jesus, and the * Angel band,” of which she
v

.

2

Just published.

:

THE. SORCERER, 41%,"

Miss

ver, both

Mary

of H.

). Ackerman

In

West

E.

and: Miss

Yaw,

A2 cio
=
—

In

No mattress or.

pillows re-

quierd.
Better
than a hammeck,
as
body as pleasantly, apd. lies straight.

it fis
the
¥ol ed or

opened

Instantly.

Self-fastening.

ft is just. the

‘Lettie -M.
2

both

April: 18,

B. Coleman,

by

with

order, I will

pre-

|

HERMON

W.

LADD,

108

Fulton

St.,

\, Boston; 207 Canal St., New York; 165 North Secbd

ond Street, Philadelphia.

Semd

for Circulars.

NTBLESSING

and Broma. - »FOU

ir
#
Po

BY RZ G. STAPLES, (Author of ‘Gospel Echoes) now ready.
gn

' The following is an extract from
of 8. Dana

Hayes, State Assaver of Massachusetts :

|
tions In comparison with the nut -as imported, I |
‘agcextained the entire purity of the Chocolates,’
Cocoa, Broma

and

other

fueured by JOSIAH WEBB

preparations

& CO.

"ESTABLISHED
For sale by

prepara-

as

‘a

| Sunday

Schools,

Family

Meet-

“| Worship, Prayer
ings, Anniversaries

‘Aa

and

| General Eawreise, Is fullof

)

manu.

®

Linew and popular tunes.” Sure
|

SERfIteS | : BOOK

1843.

Grocers

gpm

BEST

the statement

mm By a Chemical Analysis of all their

In Putnam

Balcom,

extra,

pay expressage to any railroad station i
of
{ississippi River and north of Mason and Dixon’s
| June,
or 78 cents, in Minnesota, Missouri and
owa.
.
;

e

to please.

Sample

pagesfree.

Price, 30C. $3.00 perdoz.
CENTRAL BOOK COSCERNS.

4

:

Chicago.lll., or Cincinnati

Or

Generally.

Ouiver

Ditson

Boston,

416

& Co,

Mass.

of

Rew.I. B.

of Stephentown

Center, and Miss Louisa E. Carr, of Stephentown.

In Kittery, Me.; May 5, by

die
Fi

EOS

MER
S

MEAS \2 CUR. Fla

Makes a perfect bed.

Hague, Apr. 25, Mr. Francis

Stephenfown,

4

Hi
EL

EZ
&°

-

Sarah M.

ofH.

and Mrs. Cornelia

Coleman; Mr. Irving

Rev.

F.

W.

HUNT BROS.
Gen. Managers,

3

608 Washington St.

Towne,

Mr. Walter 8. Amee and Miss Annie M. Bryant.
At
April

I ON [oh pod Wh Dt] SO

;

OLIVER -DITSON & CO., Boston. |.
¢

Co., Manfrs,

Or (, H, EGGLESTON
CO.. Chicago, lL

“es Any book mitiled for retail price.

Feb.6, Mr. Fadie Rising and 3nss Mary E: TupH,

Address, Eggleston

the F. B. Parsonage, in Northwood, N. H.,
11, 1880, Mr. David Knowles of Northwood,

und Mrs. Mary J. Langley, of Barrington, N. IL.

ADVERTISEMENTS
.

.. BOSTON.

Uneal
.' Catalogue

Free.

}

Co., N!
!

A $1 Revolver
for

-

Extra

ML

:

long rance (7 shot), uses

© yeguinr metallic eartridges. Sold’
where,
Greatest bargain ever offe
+volvers, The failure
of the manuf; rts

, AND
.
MACHINE

Rev. A. M. Simonton, Blanchester, Ohio.

Ll

Sewing.

THE GREAT CHURCH LIGHT.

os Money Letters Received.
ekley |
Boyer—Miss C Bean—J J Butler—Mrs H
—8 D Bates—J W Burgin—D Bates—L 5 Boyiien
—J Co _hun—E Crowell-A M Coombs—
H
Cheney~V¥ Connell—=H Coolridge—L G Clark—
F Cumwings—T Cousins—N Clough—R |
Mrs
Clark—C Cooper—N
Clark=G 8 ' Clevinger—§
Cooper, Jr—G 'H Chappell—Mrs A Calkins—TL
Dolloffi—J F:Douglass—A I Downer—I Diy—G
W balley—J A Edmunds—M Finch—AM Fullgr— |

Foster-—J W
Yearly Meeting will convene in “tha? B. church 4 R Foster—J D Ferris—Mrs LL
at Dexter, June 29, 1880, at 11, A. M., {6¥ the pur- Forsaitt—G W Goodwin~P B Grover—L Gordon
Conference, | —E V Galloway—Mrs G W. Gonld—Mrs J Gonld—
pose of choosing delegates to General
provision therefor, by legalizing the M Gatehell—J WW Holmes—B A Hammond —K W
or making
4 Conference tov "1880, to" be held in
gegpion
Halo—O T Hurlburt—A L_Higging—J L HilF=D
the afternoon following, instead,of in August, as Haynes—U C Harrington—F Hu «son —W _D “Hill
Pres.
HOWARD,
L.
R.
.
usual.
—Phebe A L Hammett—G R Holt—M H Jennings |
‘8. €. WHITCOMB, Clerk.
(2019)
Jenkins—N C Jones—I, Hatchins—Mrs D Kent
chybh —8
=H 8 Limbocker—% Lougee—N C l.othrop—G W
Y. M. will be held With thecommeficPENOBSEOT
Mayhew—Nvs
C 'W' Meesenger—] Mathews—J
inclusive,
1
in Dexter, June 29 to July
Makters—R Martin—C MeCoombs—J) Milay—A L*
‘ing at 1, r. M. It is requested that all who purpose

whole life, con«

2

of Christ,

(2619)

Tur

|

Her suffering.avas intense

v.

Teachings

the Will, M. W. Spencer; Modern In.
of om:
Freed
W. KNAPP, Clerk.
“G.
tx Rev. E. Crowell.

“and eal, teustful.-pesignation to the will of
God, which characteri zed her

Rev. J.

L." Higbee; Sketch_of a sefmon, Rev. J. Short;

to

was:

fevere or unjust. Dr. Gage remarked to some
friends, this morning, that he had been her
physician for twenty-two years, and that dus.
,

for Christian Work,

A famous opera.

or Pre nux Cleres.
(82.00) by HAROLD,

light

lcal cure is certain. It is easy, durable
and cheap. ass
NL
=

adventures of

~D. “For 50 cents

Tn Hague, June 10; 1379, by Rev. E. Smith, Mr.
Wilton Foot and Miss Addie Davis, both of H.
Aug. 9, Watson Huntly, of Ticonderoga, and Miss
Lora Bush, of Thurman, N.Y.
Jan, 17, 1880; Mr.
Daniel Archer and Miss Annie Blanchard, both’
of H., Feb. 5, Mr. Geo. E. Perkins, of Chittenden,

Addresses.

Rev. Benj. P. Parker, Contoocook, N. H.
Rev, 1). Walerman, Blaine, Me..
Rev. ¥, Morrison, Groton,
Vt.

Goed music, a po-

the

FINGER. With

OF

. pressure
Hernia is
held securely day and night, and
a rad-

. em to recite, tableaux, and |
upon

ENLARGED ViEW
THE PAD,

thing for hotels, offices, cottages, camp-meetings,
sportsmen,
etc.
Good for the lawn, piazza,or

mim

Rev. W. Russell, sherman,

- (30cts.)

- AN

:

“coolest place in the house,” Splendid for inva."
lids or children. Sent on receipt of price, or €..O.:

yrd T. Grover,of Wiscasset, and Miss
shaw, of Wz
gin
i

Vt. and

Cup PRESSES BACK
THE INTESTINES
JUST AS A PERSON
WOULD WITH THE

is a fine

4

Portsmouth.
*
he
In Woolwich,
Me., April 28, at the residence of
the bride's father, by ReviG. W. Colby, Mr. Rich-

to:
ty,Rev. G. W. Knapp; Advantages ot F'. Missions
‘need in this life. Her Christian patience and | Develop Purity at Home, Rey. B. C. Vanduzie; , Miss J Adams—H K Alexander—F A Alsin—-P
A_Austin—F B Bryant—J A Brown—A F Bennett
F.
A.
Rev.
Best,
and
Good
‘fortitude during ali the yearsof her suffering Swedenborgeanism,
ZF A Breed—J F Bean—E
Bukminster—T }
Rryant; Organization

B. POTTER,

Mr. tzeorge . D. Spaulding,

REV. E. N. FERNALD (to whom all contributivns
from the churches for our Benevolent Societies should
be sent) Lewiston, Me.
h2t
@ A. Hilton, Treasurer, North Parma, N. Y., to
whem all missicn® money within the bounds of thu:
Central Association should be sent,
52t..
Miss Lura A. Mains, Batavia, Mich.
(0)

to Rev... C, Os”

names

and

may

At 7 r. M.,, Exhivitron.
Post-Office

PROGRAMME of the Ministers’ Conference of, the,

of

10, Af

2

JBuesday, May 25, examination ‘of classes.

Breth-

L.

RR

* positions of the body,
while the BALL in the

sent forward about thé last of

At the bride’s esi dence, april 28, by Rev. E. W.
Fryer, Rev. E G. Cilley, of Kent City, Kent Co.,
Mich., and Mrs. Corlista Covil, of: Holton, Muskegon Ca., Mieh.
nd
In West Gardiner, at the residence of Elirha D.
Fuller, May 1, 1330, by Rev. Mark’ Gatchell, Mr.
John A. Faller and Miss Lizzie A. Bréwn, both of
Winthrop, Maine,

d

(2618)

Persong proposing to visit'the Néw Hampshire

or not.

rise

M., Piayer-

cup-shaped,
§ with SELF -

9.87

tution.

June
their

Clerk,

31.32

Loar
On Block Island, by Rev. Geo. Wheeler, April
29, Mr. Ray T. Mitchell, of Block Island, and Miss
Ada T: Lamphene, of Hopkinton, R. I.
¢

at

|:

. .

NAD

Pillsbury, both of Rumney. , *
.
In Portsmouth, N. H., by Rev. E.. Owen, Feb.
26, 1880, Mr. Thomas Rolling;: of Rollinsford, and
Miss LaMont,
of Portsmouth,
April 8 Mr.
‘Leonard Leach and Miss Louisa Paul, both of

J. M. BREWSTER, Clerk of the Association.’

Mong

£5

RTT
HY
Fie

Churches are requested
to tyke and foyward the
annual collection of at least five cents per resident
member.
Lh
Le
Each church shall be entitled te one delegate;
ifghayving twenty-five members, to two delegates;
it iffy to three, and one additional ‘delegate to

ood, Pittsfield, st least one week hefore the meetgoo and state whether they will come with teams

up to call her blessed, because of the help ind

encouragement she rendered

the

4.22

36.14

was

A2
158
100

7.64
3.30
6.35

Has a Pad dif

( $1.25.)

aotion, founded

Ia Rutland,
O., April 21, by Rev. ®" H. .Bavrett,
Mr. Otis L. Bradford, of Pomeroy, and, Miss Ida
McLain, of Rutland.
PL
In Wakefield, N. H-, April 21,:0y Rev,/1. P.
ind Miss Lizzie
Mansur, Mr. Charles C. Bracket
Furlong, both of Acton, Me.
In Rumney, April 25,, by Rey. Thomas Wyatt,

: cigess Oration by W. D. Wilson, Poem by J. I.
Lovett.
;
]
York Y.M. will be held with
| Ab-8-P
M.- Address to Students; by-Rev.¥ Geo.
SE
Oneonta, June 5-27.
MH.
Ball,
D.
D.
.
“5
As EoWILSON, Clerk.
Thursday, May 27, ath, A. M., Annivecsary Exwith

4,22

;:

1.90

i LOt
1.22
2.00

TRUSS

°

Married

ae

Meeting.

item

Soc

505

104
2.24
2.00

Lansing, Mich..-

Meeting- of the Rhode
Yearly

'STIC

:

|

FIELD OF HONOR

\

havé-been already reported in the Star.

;

best efforts and most thoughtful attention.
ren, come up to the Feast.
send

Adjourned

or-Kide—{—=

-« Poor
Robinson Crusoe.” By A. DARR. .Temperance Jewels. (3hcts.) Best Temperance
Book.
a
:

ps

6.55

IN

amusing

A

Ld

:

I

iB

7

. HM

~*~

and that his school has not already had a free copy,
in order to insure. attention. ‘We shall not undertake to answer postal-card applications, nor return
stamps to applicants nof entitled to a book by the
termsyof the above offer.
®
>
Address
. ASA HULL,
240 Fourth Ave.; New York, N.Y,

send on 30 Days’ Trial our

May and Flower Time.

;

$25.00
:

s

© 10.00

ch

*This

M,
Sermon, by Rev.
Communion
Service.

cach additional fifty members.—dré.

Conference, the Q. Ms. Bhould be fully represent.
Also our Home Mission cause dgmainds our
ed.

Y. M. should

y

(and ONE only) mnust be made by the Superiniendent of the School, who shall send his:
address. the
name and location of his school. and enclose
SIX
“CENTS instamps to cover miiling expenses.
Cc
writer must also state that he is the Superintendent,

EMERSON'S ANTHEM BOOK. i125

Treas.

March; by Rev. C, B. Mills, of Hillsdale, and

Meeting of the Sunday-school
Union, Bugmess..
Addresses by Revs. L. Dexter and J. T. Ward.
Question Box, by Revi. 2. Davison.

the usual time by request of interested parties.
| AS this 1s the year to elect delegates to the Gen.

in our|-

many will

- Doubtless in. heaven

church,

M,,

Island and Massachusetts

Creek church, Houston Co., Minn, pain
at 2, P. M., June 25, it being a week earlier than

was ever turned
* midst.’ -No needy - person
It was done of the chief
+ empty from ber door.
{delights of her life to comfort weary, burdened
‘hearts, ang to relieve suffering,
wherever

_ found.

Janesyjlle

MINNESOTA Y. M. will be held

in the

and . needy

NEW

the church at West

_ «vauseof missions, both st home and abroad,
snd these enterprises have always
shared
JJargebyin her prayers and. benefictions.
She

.did not forget the suffering

the

;

9 o’clock, A.

ness and
Addresses. 2, P.
A. Ts Salley, followed by

reports for the next Register there so" that some
errors that now exist in the report of the Y. M.
7. A. BANKER, Clerk.
may be gorrected.

people for the last 50

deeply

Withe

A,

life

N Reading**

the

W.

friends claim it will, we say YES{ altho in the end
it may prove an unprofitable enterprise financially.

APPLICATIONS FOR A FREE:COPY

E.
SON.
A very superior Anthem Book.3,3
£3
| WHITE
ROBES.
~(30cts.)
Best 8. 8 Song Book.
ly)
4

1.00

Jackson”
“
]
0.29
Hillsdale Q M collection
3.80
Qaklan@
‘=
’
’

M., Meeting ofthe Rhode Island "gitd- Massachusetts’ Yearly
Meeting. 101-2, Association Busi

its 12th

Janesville, Waseca Co., Minn., commencing
25, 1880.
Q. M. clerks are requested to have

_years ia dué to their faithtul labors.

Mrs,

session

Rev.

Meeting, conducted by Rev, Geo. Wheeler.

be

(on., and trangacting such other business-as may
come befure the meeting.
i
(2018)
A. L. GERRISH, Clerk.
SOUTHERN, Y. M. will ‘hold

i

Thursday, May 20th.

will be held at Pawtucket, R. 1., May 20, at- 10, A.
M., for the purpose of choosing delegates to Gen.

MINNESOTA

by

for

Osseo
5
Wheatland ©
Dover
tt

Rev. A. Ii. Gerrish, Mrs. D. F. Smith, and Rev. A.

Lovejoy.

held at Port Allegany, commencingon Friday,
June 11, at 1, P. M.- Quarterly Meéting treasurers

of

conducted

P.M.

Fairfizld

Womgan’s Missionary Meeting for Business.
71-2,
P. M., General Missionary Meeting.
Addresses by

Silas | West Va., will meet with the church’ at ~Charles-

YORK

esting,

10, ATM

“ Will it pay 2” is’the question that comes to us
from every quarter. = If the book does thie good its

Co.,

air

cantata for

1.00
1.00
Nha 50

month ending April 30.

*#Mrs J N West
membership

Clerk.

before

For

though it should take

ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND BOOKS.

named, and oth-

vised and improved by the author,

50
50

Michigan'¥. M.

= -

and con-

GIVE AWAY “SPECIMEN COPIES,

one for exajnination; even

NEW FLOWER QUEEN, iis buon:

,50

EE

_

|. 2

gation.

50

Hillgdale, Mich, May 1. = «=~

A. E. WILSON, Clerk.
Toledo church, June 4,

gelic church, commencing
third Sabbath in June. -

SHENANDOAT VALLEY. Yearly Meeting, Va, and

NEW

10

2.00

z
!
Prompt donations are solicited.
%
ae
J. J. BUTLER,

known

J. H, WATERBURY, is_a wonderfully
good, compact and cheap collection of 150 standard
ymn tunes, 170 standard hyinns, and numerous
chants. Examine for -Sunday-School or Congre-

1.00
1.00
50
.H0
=

be

COMMON PRAISE HINNAL, fie

50
1.00

North | Mrs Cutler Hillsdale Mich

» FoND pu LAC Q. M. with the Scott church, June
—06.
G. MANSFIELD, Clerk.
McDoNOUGH Q. M. with thé Otselic church,

minggter
and especially those without assigo| ments are requested to present the skeleton of a
A full attendance is greatly
|| sermon for criticism.
J. Dy BATSON, Sec.
| desired.

|

25

25

| Mrs George Stacey Peterson Iowa

June 4-6. Ministers’ Conference, Friday 2 P. M
’
:
W. A. PHILLIPS, Clerk.
UNION Yearly Meeting will'be held with the Ot-

Each

and

¢

JOEL SPOONER, Clerk.

OSWEGO Q. M. with the church at North Scriba,

of delegates;

Va., on thé Friday, Saturday,

50

8.00

ultimately

until every English-speaking school in the world Las

NEW HOSIC- BOOKS

1.00

1.00

hi

der to bring about that result,
we shall continue to

Speedy cures guaranteed, Our Illustrated Pamphlet Free.

21.00
:

“

Mrs E M Vanghn Farmington Me
Miss Alice Mauck Oberlin Ohio

qusiiay, 1, p. M. The churchto fill blanks and send in Q. M.

June 4-6.
hia
TAMA Q. M. with

How Conducted; R. Posten, Church Music; D.
Wilson, Christian Charity ; D. D. Mitchell, Prayer;

town, W.

:

4

¥

will be discovered in aftempting to use them.
+ Jt should be in every Sunday-School,” and in or-

roubles, ete., ete. ; or Ruptures.

7reas.

_E. W. RICKER, Clerk, | Rey I Lockhart No Danville Vt

ta church, commencing
past one, P. M.

2

tho e atiticted with Rheumatism,
3 ysis, Dyspepsia;
Fiver

78.24

F Baptist S S Hillsdale Mich

tax.
3
N. C. LOTHROP, Clerk.
BOWDOIN Q. M.—June session with the "Augus-

|

we

Suspensories, Trusses, and other appliances, to those suflering
from

NEw DURHAM (N. H.) Q. M. with East Roches
Mis SB Be
or]
Vi
ter church, May 25-27.
Clerks of churches are reE § Dart Sherburne N Y
quested to forward statistical reports with their | prof Cyrus Jordan Pittsfield Me

requested

#

i

ceded by all; but, in the meantime many schools
will be induced to adopt ome one or otherof the
inferior publications that are being so insintuatingly
advertised and unscrupulously recommended as to
mislead the unsuspecting, but their worthlessness

Nervous Debility,. Weaknesses, or
Lost Vitality from any cause; or to

Creek church, beginning Friday June 4, at 2, P. M. | Mrs C Brayton Poland NY
:
4
W..H. H. DAVIS, Clerk.
ye #peshury,
'“ fo i iy i.

are

tl

TIULL.

or the unanimous verdict of thosesusing it is wrong.

Address VOLTAIC BELT CO., Marshall, Mick.

’

Q. M. with the

y

ASA

Its superiority will

or

that

yi

This book 3% Jar in advance of all ils competitors,

2

ELECTRO-VOLTAIC BELTS, BANDS,

Monument.

A. P.WHITNEY, Clerk. | 55
williams Hillsdale Mich », ©
the church at Franconia,
Chas A Rolls Wauregan Conn

(N. Y.)

¥

We

SILAS CURTIS,

For the Phillips

pur-

EY

Newspaper

to announgy
:
J

American Publication

785.41, © 588.87

En]

Mission

tal

357 Washington Street., Boston, Mass.
Publishers’ Agerits for every class of Magazine,
Periodical and Newspaper. “Discount to Libraries,
Reading Rooms, and Clubs...
_6mb

2.00
6.00
5.00
3.00
8.
7.00

Concord, N. H.

Representative

(880 18

Size, 160 pages; price, 35 cents; $30 per hundred.

every

er departments, classified for cotivenient reference.
Mailed to any address, on receipt of six cents in
postage stamps.
%
}

106.00

note.

By

and

of over SEVEN HUNDRED Maghziges and Periodi-

100.00

Rev A H Merrell Harper’s Ferry

| June 4-6.

Augusta,
June
8.
Regular
session,
Madison
Bridge, Sept. 1.
i ST. LAWRENCE, Fowler, June 25.
SHENANDOAH VALLEY, Charlestown. July 9.
N. Y: & PENN, Port Allegany, June 11.
:

N.

id

100.00

‘Wm. H. Smith, Lowell,
Mass

S%t

:

cals, embracing each of the above

I

of

1
We beg
prepared

The Great S. S. Music Book

WREATH OF PRAISE.

containing
a complete list of Ameican and Foreign Serial Publications.
\
ai
Ba
It gives the nature, frequendy off issue, and price i

as

Prof A E Haynes Hillsdale Mich

aLisBoN

{

ity alone will reveal-fiaw much of the growth

SA

south-east

a

Friday£10, A. M., June

es

Grove church, June 4.

MAINE CENTRAF, special meeting

|

miles

its

lt
hay’

CINCINNATI O.
Co. tu

FOR

7

A Comprehensive Catalogue,

, 10.00

Hampton, N. H.
E. W. Page, N. Y., int.

Saturday, 9, A.31., May

poses to aid destitute churches.Ww

OHIO RIVER, Albany church, June 18.
WISCONSIN, Rutland church, June 25. °
“HOLLAND PURCHASE, Springville, June 25.
MAINE WESTERN, Saco, June 15.
i

/ntimately connected with: aH the interests of
‘the Freewill, Baptist denomination, and eter-

i

one-half

forward the quarterly collection for

OHIO & PENN, Pierpont, June 24.

love for the people of her own: denomidation.
She and har husband had for many years - been

-

and

nearly
by

PERS 4

.

Stephen Steer, Greenville,
R.1.
:
Dorcas Hanaford, New
on

and

Has

JOHN CHURCH & CO.,

|.

Profession, Business and’ Trade,

10.00

Rev E Hardivg Ellswerth Me
;
I. B. COLEMAN, Clerk.
Mrs
5 8
.
OTISFIELD Q.M. with the churchin Milton Plan. | Miss AJ
5
fe
tation the first Wednesday in June next. Confer- ‘Sarah «J Green Apponaug
R
ence Wednesday, A.M. at 8 o'clock.
A full atProf J M Mauck Baltimore Md
tendance is requested. The. churches will please
Rev R D Frost Lewiston
Me

GENESEE, Walworth church, June 15.
NEW HAMPSHIRE, Pittsfield, June 8.

And her interest was man-

tions of money which she

RN Th
PV Iwill

one

| 20-27..Cate
Conference

JOWA, Masonville church, June 10.
a
ST JOSEPHR'S VALLEY, So. Litchfield,
May 28.

ifest not only in the constant and éarnest prayers she offered, but in the generousscontribu-

Re

R.

Nationality,

.

2.00

Steep Falls, Me.
Rev. S. D./Bates, Mawion;
*
O.,.consL.M,
.

in Homi-

statistics
for Register as per blanks.

Yearly Meetings.
On10,Kipton, Lorain Co., June 11.

J. D. Batson, Relation of 8. S. to Chureh.

consistent. member, but the church

«Christ in general.

10.06

Every

*,*Single specimen copy.sent on reveipt 6f 26 cts. Cn

Uy

BEWARE OF COUNTERFEITS. ©. |
. MANHATTAN MEDICINE CO; N. Y,

Organization,

=

210.05

Mrs. Hannah Hobson,

on every. bottle.

R

Nearly

|

11... The churches will send_full delegations, as
this is our annual businéss meeting.
Also send

will be on hand with their five cent .tax for the
purpose of defraving the expenses of the delegate
|
As this Y. M. is to be
‘to Gzeneral Conference.
deeply in- | held where none of our Y. Ms. have ever been
held,
let
all
the
ministers
and brethren attentgnd
welfare of |

was

4

Price,30 Cents, by Mail; $3 a Dozen, by Express.

MAGAZINES AND PERIODIGALS.

\

1.00

Y. M, Miss.

CENTENNIAL OFFERING.
Ruth E. Brackett, Hartford City, Ind.

Windham, June 446,

Stephentown, commencing

at puraainedto. the
~terested in all
.
endeavor to make it a success.
"the shurch, not only the particular chureh of |
(218)
_ G. H. FREEMAN, Clerk.
whieh she for many: years had been a faithful | A special meeting of the R. I. and MAss. Y. M,,

HY

dith, N..H.
Soc.

:

50.00

Dale, N. Y.

*

Stamp

Only Successors to Moses Atwood, and M. Carter § Co

1.3

Lydia Randall, MereMichigan

__

what
airs

they have long sought for.

"Great Remedy jor Spring Disorders.
$7 The Genuine has our private Propgigtary

08.24

2.01

Somerville, Mass.
Salem Q. M., Ind.
" Estate of Mary Lord,

Sec.

254.56

.0

Mary E. French, West

22, and continuing over Sabbath.
It is- expected
to be an interesting and large session.
All are
cordially invited.
M. V. WHITACRE; Clerk.
RENSSELAER Q. M. with the chwell at West

MICHIGAN, Sparta church, June 4.

had been a great sufferer.

of Christ and humanity.

»

|

Ed Soc.

Will find in “ UNDER THE PALMS” just

each bottle.
248

TWOOD'S mina
ITTERS, |
JAUNDICE

:

3.00

I., for Miss Crawford.

ES
G. W. MAYHEW, Clerk.
WARREN & CLINTON Q. M, at the First Wayne

church,

|A

in

;

Sunday-Sehool Superintendents

cdneentrated duplicate, with

thirty to ‘forty: sparkling doses
Sold by druggists the world over.

10.00

Smithfield, Me.
Mrs. Hopkins, Foster, R.

church,

(2) Lesson

Geérmn Spring; 18 its
Vy

=...
574.61

:

Fairfield, Mich.
Two friends of Missions,

Isaac HyArT, Clerks

deco QM;

Waynesville, commencing

CABCINE

CENTRAL

But hex sickness and suffering never lessened
in the =lightest degree her interest in the catise

“+

May 5.

Rochester Q. M. the June session is omitted.

reject

Hotices and Bppointments.

_healEhi for more than 40” years; and: during a |.

3

Reportedinthe Star.

letics, conducted by Rev. K. L. Howard; Textbook, Kidder’s, chap. 10:'3.
Discussion of the

next after the fourth of July, 1830. All will
street, this morning, at 5 o'clock, at the age of Uhl
please notice the change inglace.,
Per Order.
: “78 years and 14 days. She bud been%in poor |
(2t18)
erin

J

D. Boyp,

M. with the Plainfield

The music.is bright, simple and lasting.

APERIENT,

Badbd upon a scientific analysis of this celebrated

HM.

5

| ‘many in Every American Home!

|

F.M

AND EASTER.

| TARRANT’S

Societies,

i

DAY,

Tt abounds with beautiful musical and ‘floral effects, and represents Christ as the Deliverer.

SELTZER

3

CHRISTMAS,
ANNIVERSARY
EVENING,

3

SUNDAY

The Famous Seltzer Spring of Gers

Receipts for April, ©

sermon, Satur-

3

giro

its

of Rev.

Benevolent

Is an ORATORIO
CANTATA
based npon Scripture. It'is perfectly a apted to the needs of
Sunday«-Schools, and is designed especially for the exercises of

¥

‘Express.

,

BY GEO. F. ROOT.

| FLORAL SUNDAY, HARVEST SUNDAY,

Gilmanton 1 W, NvH.

S

Scramlin;
C. Hodge;

Pageville

THE EPALRMS,
UND

©

Rev SW Cowell, Newport Cen., Vit:

E. H. Baldwin. Church clerks are requested to
| send statistics for next Register.
:
‘W. PARKER, Clerk.
ROCHESTER Q. M. at East Penfield,N. Y.,June 4,at

that
;

Over 2000 Druggists have voluntarily offer.
ed their Signatures to the following, which can
be geen at our oftice,
Messrs. Seabury & Johnson,
;
PHARMACRUTICAL CHEMISTS,
‘ For the
past few years we have. sold various
brandsof Popous Plasters.
Physicians and the
Public Préfer
+ Bensén’'s Capcine Porous Plaster, ”
to all others.
:
We consider them one of the very few reliable
household remedies worthy of confidence. They
are superior to all other Porous Plasters or fehl)
ines for external use.
Price 25 Cents.
10]
.

5-7.

the Concord,

Mrs. Patience Gi. Curtis, wife

|
.

Geo.W Pierce,

on Faith. Qrrs. Jennette M. Wett,

Q.

Q. M. with the

b—Mrs A E Wells—J

Robt Scott, White Rock, Me.

commencing Friday evening, June 4. The cornference will open with a missionary sermon by Rev.

POROUS PLASTERS,

“Curtis, died at their residence,
No. 87 Rumford

id

WASHARA

. SUNDAY-SCHOOLS.

#3 Newspapersent Free,

UNDER
THE
PALMS

RevJ 8 Janniag, Mound City, I11.

was highly interesting and profitable, - After
MINNESOTA SOUTHERN, Janesville, June 25.
:
Sabbath morning sermon, # collection was tak- | CENTRAL N. Y., West Oneonta, June 25.
{3t)
Ww. A. Pipes, Clerk,
on to assist in making up ' the Feb. remittance |
MINNESOTA, Money Creek, June 25.
UNION, ogere. June 18
1I’ENOBSCOT, Dexter; June 29.
to the foreign field.
Sum collected, $12.07, *
“Next session ‘with the Nelson chlirch, May |
»
1
i
21-23.
The conference voted to convene for |
MIN ISTERIALCONFERENCE held in connection
EXERCISES of the annual meeting of the R. 4.
business,at the‘mext, being the annual seswith the Minnesota Y. M. wil commence at 2, r. Association of Free Baptist churches and special
sion, at 2 ar)
Friday, 21st inst. All deje- | Mm. of Thursday, June 24. The assigoments arg as meeting of the R. k. and Mass. Yearly Meeting,
utes are earnestly ‘requested to .be present,
| follows: Sermons, by J. S. Staples, from Matt, 11: with the Pawtuckef church, Rev. F. kK. Davison,
AEN
Teams wil! Le in readiness at Garrettsville on | 12; P. Fuller, from Jev. 6: 16; Essays,by A.A. epastor, May 18th, 19th and 20th, 1880;
Smith, Atonement; \ WW. Hayden, Sanctification; B. 1 Tuesday, May 18th. 10 0’clock. ‘A. M,, Ministers’
t
.Y.
P.&O.. 1
erivthe A. & G. W. Rt.
Blood,
InterP.
G.
Umon;
Christian
Racktiff,
Ry
:
G
£
A.
ihe
0. furieriv
&
i.delegates
Conference; 2. P. Ms; Ministers’ Conference (Con¥.
the
Rote N. 1ake
and friends to the géeting.
mediate state; L. A. H. Weich, Importance of
tipued).. 71-2, Pp. Ms Annual Conference Sermon,
LL ParLars, (Nerk.
3
Jible Study; A. Hathaway," 'Praise-Meetings—

The following appeared in

'

&

to $265.

Ei

Rev O H True, Stewart, Wis.
2)
:
J
W Luster, Ewing, Ill,
3g
F A Janes, White Rock; Kas,
.
:
Miss Clara A Cutts, Franklin Falls, N H.

church, June 4-6. A full attendance is desired, as
‘the. annual statistics are tobe furnished at this
session.
.
W.PaiLLrs, Clerk.

BENSON'S

Ve

H., daily Monitor, Friday, Apr. 23/the day of
Mrs. Curtis's death:
+

will

it. For sale by all druggists, and E.
“PIATUSE., New York.

PATIENCE G. - CURTIS.

1

25-27.
8. inter-

4, 9, A. M.,

Heart, Rev. Peter
Revivals,
Rev. E:

B14

Address Daniel Fo Beatty, Washington, New Jersey,

Books Forwarded.
Ary
BY MAIL.’
Jesse Braford, Austerlitz, Kent Co., Mich.

of Pastoral Success, Rev. 8. 8. Cady; Exposition
‘of Rom. 8: 29, 30, Rev. D. Boyd.
For general discourtesy.
cussion,
Christian
and
miuisterial

a reward

Liver Oil can be used, and with more

oil, and the most delicate stomach

had been holdin

‘Jast session with the Auburn church, Keb.
20—22,” Thé*veather and roads were bad and
but few delegates reported for duty.
The
meetings were fairly well attended, and quite
an encouraging religious interest wus manifest,
“The state of the churches seems on the whole
prosperous. ~ Ministers
present,
Brethren
Boynton, Baker and Phillins.
Saturday evening was devoted to a mis-ionary service which

June

. New Pianos,

Ferry D Tindall—B F

Weymouth—8 C Whit

Christian Character, Rev. 3.8 Francisco.
Friday, 2, p. M., Prayer, Rev. S. Darrow; Coaditions

gecured to the patient by a single teaspoonful of
this Jelly than by double
the quantity of the liquid |

session

(0V.) Q. M.—Held

Friday,

Something New
—FOR-

{TIEN ®

Woodward—W Walker—L A H Welch—J Wiggin

Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New
subject of Baptism by Revs. J. Boyd, C. C. Foster
and others. If there be any time remaining, criti
York for-coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercular
The rcisms of sermon plar's will be in order.
consumption, scrofula and general debility.
;
C. C. FOSTER, Clerk.
most mild, bland, and nutritious: form in which
By vote of the Ministers’ Conference of the

_ a series of meetings two weeks: before: anc
"continued it one week after the Q. M. Our Y.
M. Missionary, Bro. Palmer, was with us, and
preached on Friday evening
and Sabbath
morning with good: “acceptance.
On Monday
he left for Minneapolis.
The spirit of the
Maste
is manifested through the session.
“On Sais.ath Bro. Poston baptized three, since
then ten-more have been baptized.
;
Next session with the’Maple Grove chureh,
Juae-15—20.
L. A-H. WELCH, Clerk.

1

God’s Jaw in the
How
to Promote

~~

Clerk.

March

Heb. 7: 25.

PIANO |

Stops, 3 set Golden Tongue Reeds,

~C BE Woodstock—Mrs S Yearsley—J D Young.

E. H. HIGBEE, Clerk..

Devotion; Essay by Rev. T. A. Stevens

QUERU’S COD LIVER OIL JELLY.

church, June

its March

Text,

E

Now is the time to whe Baxter's Mandrake 2,p. M. To have the money to pay the éxpenses of BIBLE SCHOOL.—Rrin...%
Bitters and prevent Dyspepsia, Billiousness and
delegates to the Gen. Conference it will be necesCol. by C. B, Mi}ls. . 40.50
Jaundice, which are so prevalent in the spring fo_Sary for the churches to pay what they owe on the
Interest, . *
“
30.30
months. Only 25 cts. a bottle.
8 cent Q. M. tax. ISAAC HyATT, Clerk.
~. EXETER Q. M. Ministers’ Association will con- ) CENTENNIAL FUND.— ~
Henry & Johnson's
Arnica’ and 0il
Notes obtained by Rev.
vene with the church at Newport, Thursday,
Jue
Liniment is a family remedy which should be in
J. S. Burgess in 1876. .
10, at 7.30, P. M. Opening sermon by Rev. F.P.
Used : for_ Cuts, Burns, Scalds.
every family.
Wormwood, It is hoped that the brethren will D. Lothrop, Boston, Mass.
>
. Bruiges, Strains, &C.; iL has no equal,
Wm. Winsor: Greenville,
see that proper local notice is given.
Friday, A.

Next session with the Maineville’church the

Q.

sion;

2t18
RE
En AL
PROFESSIONAL TESTIMONY.
Many of the best
physicians use Downs’ Elixir in their daily

Miami Q. M.—Ileld.its April session with
the Pléasant Plain church.
The churches
- were all represented by delegates; and reported as having but. little change during the last
quarter. The social meetings were encouraging. The mission meeting, Saturday evening
was one of interest,”
The
preaching, on Sabbath morning and evening oh Rev. B. F. Zell,
was instructive and spiritual.
Taken
-as a
whole it was said to be one of our best ‘ses.
sions,
:
:
:

St. CROIX

coi:

the committeeas follows:
hursday evening,Jun
vsermon-by
Rev. Fo H. Butler; subject, Interces-

Heel
shoes

remedy

O Thompson—J

OTSEGO Q. M. Ministers’ Conference will convene with the church in Oneonta, N. Y., Thursday,
June 3, at7.30,P.M.
Assignments are made by

claim the reward.

with the

izhird-Saturday in Aug.
.
A. M. SIMONTON,

Quarterly Meeting Notices.
Q. M.,at Sutton Center, May
P. M.°will be devoted to theS.

extended to all.

ney and Liver Cure, and H. IL. Warner & Co.

cough

that

ments, will be held at the
Union church, North
Kingsville, not in Lenox, as was first published.
Rev. D. L. Rice will preach the opening sermon),
Friday evening, May 28. . A" warm invitation is

Only 25 cents per bottle.

practice because if is the best
can be made.

recommend

(2619),
:
F. M. RICHARD, Clerk.
~ABHTABULA Q. M.; according
to later arrange.

fempera-

The German Government offered

1—6.
It ivexpected that the statistics of all
the churthes will be sent in at that time.
~*
ano FH. WITHINGTON, Clerk,

-

the

for the discovery of a cuge of Bright's Disease,
which baffled the skill, not only of the German
doctors, but of doctors the world over. .The
cure is found, its name is Warner’s Safe Kid-

Oneida church, Feb, 2022, ' There was nota
lirge attendance; but—the-business meetings
were harmonious, and the meetings of wor.’
shiv were spiritual ands$nstructive.
Vinten

NexBression with the Toledo

monthin which

would

BEATTY

EW URGANS 18

Knee Swells, Walnut Case, warnt'd @ years, Stool & Book $98,

TPaylor—Teacher—M A Taft—
Treat—dJ C Treas
—F D Tasker—J J Tufts—H
W Vaughn—G V
Wagg—W
Watts—L «Wood—J
C Winch—N
F

est. As this is the annual session, churches will
remember the
2 cent fax. . It is hoped that there
will be a full attendance, as there is husiness of
importance 10 come before the conlerence.

THE REWARD CLAIMED,

Clerk.

. M.—Heldits spring session
HILLSDALE
swith the North
Reading church, beginning
Friday evening, April 8. Prof. R. Dunn was
elected moderator.
- The business, though of
importance, was
harmoniously
‘dispatched.
The meetings for worship were well -attended
and spiritual. The preaching was by. Revs,
7.¥. Griftin, J. S.- Harrington, J. Griffin,
‘Wm. Taylor,und Profs. D. M. Fisk and R. Dunn
Not the least hterésting portion of the meeting,
was that occupied by the Ladies’ Mission So-'
ciety, during which Miss Stockwell,of Dover,
presented her quarterly report as Secretary,
and addresses were delivered by Miss. Libbie
Cilley and Prof. Fisk. = In pursuantd with as
church request,a council consisting of the,

Ns

WEARE
Thursday

Walking made very easy with Lyon’s
Stifferers; they keep your- boots and
straight.
2
:

The ten cents per. member should be forward-ed, and clerks of churches will please send
statistics for thé Register,
Opening sermon
Friday evening May, 28, by Rev. & B. Gidney.

:

A

ousness, consequent upon the warm

for

Next session
with the Johnstown church: |

LA

the

—C

R. A, COATS, Sec.

Trailing . Arbutus is sought. . Also, in this
month, the front gate begins to .exhibit signs
of wear.
The weather prophets guess at
‘* balmy atmosphere” for May, and the poet
write his usual
Lovely May” verses for the
village paper.
This is all right; but if you are
wise you will get a bottle of Baxter’s Mandrake Bitters hd use them as directed, to
ward off Jaundide, Liver Complaint and Bil-

Rock

session with the Oregon church.
Owing to’
the severity of the weather and bad traveling,
failed to represent

This is

we

ORGAN

Minkler—B.|

—Mrs § J Stewar!
M Savage—R. D Scott—C
Stevens—J W Scrikner—CH Staples—F Starbird

small part.
Other exIn orderto meet the

N.. W. BIXBY, Pres.
H. C. INMAN, Treas.

Business Hotes.

May:

Clerk.

ing was done by Revs. Hull and Troe and

‘religion.

Curtis hus the sympathy of the entire community
in his great affliction. May the same
blessed Gospel with avhich he has comforted
the hearts of'so many others, comfort and sup-

of the

Mitchell,

'D.

D.

crisis in due season,

welfare of the

cause of

-

River,

the

W Martin—H

bl

~

city,as well as

admitted, and two persons licensed to preach
Rev. M, H. Tarbox, (lately from
the gospel.
Maine) who has taken charge of the new in-

terest at Elk

all classes of our

tak-

new “churches were

revivals, Two

recious

hearts of

E Mason—J

F McKenney—C W_Nelson—0O J Moore—N Milliken—J C Osgood—Mrs L S Olmstead—S J Porter
—H Preble—J € Parinton—V Pope—J 8 Palmer—
8 W-Perkins—E W. Porter—L B Potter—T F Paine
—J'M Root—C A Rider—A J Remick—Mrs G W
Robbins—A J Russell—S Summerlin—Mrs J C
Sunborn—Mrs N B Staples—J Silvérnail—M Smith

ly will not defray the expenses of the Y. M. We
are entitled to three délegates to Gen. Conference.
Should all go, the Y, M. will have no funds to pay

endeared

citizens, because of the interest they have

aging. ~ They indicate a general quickening
in the churches, with the uccount of several
-

this time they have

Melehér—C

Hothe Q. Ms. and churéhes of the Towa Y. M.:—
At the last session of the Y. M. a five-cent tax was
voted on each resident member.
But this evident-

their expeuvses, except ‘a
penges are liable to arise.

encour-

indeed

The reports were

During

themselves to-the

swith thie Minneapolis church, March 12-14.
All the churches but one were reported by
del
by
represented
und! most
letter,

delegates.

;

\

1856.

session.

Jast

its

HENNEPIN.Q. M.—Held

attending the Penobscot Y. M. at Dexter, will
send their names to Owen W. Bridges, Dexter,
Mein) Li
, S.C. WHITCOMB, Clerk.

spirit

:

. Mr. and Mrs. Curtis have been residents of
‘this city for nearly a quarter, of a century,
having removed here from Pittsfield, Dec. 8;

get a correct report for
A, J. Davis, Clerk.

may
*.

. blanks thit we
the Register.

nsomed

er

to jts everlasting rest.

churches will
the statistical

our
out

annual meeting, clerks of
particular to fill
be very

so often used to sing, bore

—

Next session with the Mapleton church comAs this is the
at 2 P. M.
mencing June 11,

.
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Stores,

Yaur money returned if it differs from the description.
Over 2,000 of these
revolvers were sold in 10 days.
Buy a.good gue while you are about it.

Show-

Address,

windows,
Parlors, Banks, Offices, Pigture-Galler.
ies, Halls, Depots, et¢. New and Elegant designs,

. Send size of room.

Get circular and

estimate,
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how

jand where Telegraphy is pragtically and properly tanght. Young men or ladies desirous of be.

coming Telegraph Operators need look
nbd farther.
ixpenses reasonable.
Send for particulars to
Telegraph Department; New Hampton, N.H.
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& €0., Milwaukee,

Made expressly for cleaning and
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less than two revolvers will be sent COD.
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I NDEXICAL SILVER SOAP]

A liberal discount to churches wid the trade.

I.

N.B.—No

18t4deo]

i

3

polishing

8il-

ver and Plated Ware and for Window Glass, Mirrors, Marble, Tin, ete.

It is much

ient and effective than plate
used even hy inexperienced

powders; ands
wybe
help with perfect safe:

ty, as it contains nothing that can
ie finest plate-or

cage gkin,
cleaning

:

jewelry,

morewconven-

or even

possibly

It 1s far superior to any other

fine House

[PPaint,

injure

the most

Statuary,

&e.

deli.

soap for
wold

everywhere. Made enly by ROBINSON ROS. &
CO. Winthrop sqnare, Boston,
1816

”

od

#

PERFECT

Mechanijgs,
y will send FREE a box of
«
WI ange targets cartridge
V
¢ the cartridges when it
iy ordered Com:
You can sell this revolver for §4 in your own town.

Givh the most powerful, the safest, cheapest, and
the beat Light Known for Churches,
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[]

STEM-WINDING

AMERICAN

WATCH. for $4.00 —open dial, heavy plate; glass
crystal, works exposed to view—cased in Nickel
—which is a better material than silver, as it al. ways wears bright and looks like new.
Winds
once a day, keeps time equal to the high-priced
watches, A marvel of gimplicity, Qurabiliy, accurcy and cheapness. The vast armyof Farmers. *
Professional

Men,

School

Teachers,

and in {4% everybody can now procure a. servica-

ble, Stem-Winding
American Watch
at a
price that can be afforded by every
one, *
watch 18 warranged, and will
last a
time. - For
all purpcses as a time-keeper it is worth 4s much

as a watch which costs ten times the money.
Above But is taken from a potograph and 18 exs
act -size. Sent by express to any address on receipt of Four Dollars ($4.00). Can also be gent.
safely by registered mam for 20 .cts. extra.
Remit by Post-otlice order or registered letter. ‘A
bandeome

Shins

is

sni

free

with

cach

Walch.

exfect satistaction
guarantee
oney
refuned. Address all pik
to Mar, QUIMBY &
€0.,
Wholesale Jewelers 14 Hanover St.,
Bosaten, Mass.

3

£3

sh

N. B Orders-from the trade solicited. We are
among the largestand oldest of the Boston Wholesale Jewelry Houses, and keep a full
of
Watches and Jewelry at lower prices than can

lise
of

obtained elsewhere. - Established 1858,

$m12,
i
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“THE MORNING STAR, MAY 12, 1880.
—

Hopp, LIF
BY

When the

E.N

heart and mind to the Life indeed. Hers
was-the ancient, realizing faith which be-

ANCES,

HARVEY.

ie

lieves that God is, and .that He is the Te-

warder of all who diligently seek; Him.
A change came sooner than she dared
to expect it and in a different ‘way—while
! in the full tide of f preparation for his chosen
: profession the young student’s eyes fail-

Hugers

On the lap of day, Let sweet angel whispers

Chase each clout away.
Let the beams of glory

_.

v

Through my spirit flow,

Skillful
informed’

He could study no ;more.
{ed..
oculists were consulted, and

Shed its light B&fSre me
Wheresoe’er 1 go.

him that not for many years, if ever,
could he expect the full use of his eyes
again.

.~Hope, life’s truest anchor,
Stayed upon thy Word,
As with heavenly mannd
Shall its peace afford.

Dejected by his first

great

disappoint-

‘
ment, he'¥ame home, and, totally separat*i¢ Far, far at sea,”
sat
down
to
‘his.
ed from all books,
]
her ‘heart, that doted on him, was thrown,
The shock to his overwrought
A thoughts.
‘helpless in ‘its bitie# grief, on her living"
| mind and body brought on sickness.
In
Redeemer. A soh and a daughter were
| this condition he found ample time for

Promises in clusters |
On my heart Ill lay;
- They will kindly comfort
Every stormy way.

yell, snatched the twisting snake out of

the sheikh’s hands with both of his, - gave |
it a sudden violent jerk which snapped ‘it
in two, and

plunged

it

into

his

mouth.

trial development of the kingdom, and all those
features which help to make up a picture of the
actual England of all {time.

English statesmen and criticy Spghk
terms of it, and eminent students

ir

in high
our

own

Farrar

“latest, as it is, perhaps,

the

v&ry

of ‘the cur-

It is. his
best

of "his.

masterly addresses upon this subject:

1t'will

do much to promote an interest in the
cause of”
total abstinence, especially among the though
tful and cultured classes of society.
From the:same source we have a Pamphlet
entitled The Evil and the Remedy, an address
of great interest by Canon Wilberforce, deliv.
ered before the Church of England Temperance Society. It isa striking presentation of
the evil involved in social drinking customs
and in the liquor-trafiie, ud merits the widest.
circulation,
;

5

© LITERARY

NOTES.
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The Bostop Advertiser thus explains
nature of the change which ¥yas recently

ths
an-

nounced in the publishiog firm
8
of Houghton,
Osgood & Co.:

ee

.

by Canon

rent fallacies about total abtfhence.

PN

that day he has nevér wavered nor has his \ The sheikh now once more returned to
piety grown less joyous and clear. In the his room and brought out a larger box,
chuteh he adorns the doctrine of his Sav- | which he opened, and drew forth from it KNIGHT'S POPULAR HISTORY OF ENGLAND.
. A History of Society and Government fronr
iour by a cheerful demeanor and a godly several snakes of all sizes.” These began
.the earliest Period to our own Times.
B
walk. His mother’s prayers are answer- to wriggle about the floor in a disagreeJOComplete in eight volCharles Rig
umes. Vol.
“able manner, with an overpowéringatk: I, K. Funk &
ed.
; 4to.. pp. 156, Sieur
Series, Paper,
| * Near the home of this excellent Woman’ pectin apparently for the legs of foreign- | go. cts.
However, the sheikh charmed them
lived another whom we instance as the
People who would know England should
in
usual manner, and they soon all read /this History. Heretofore we have had
third of our| four praying mothers. ' She in
had known the loss of children—a fair curled up submissively ; then taking one histories of her kings, of their intrigues, of the
daughter and ‘a goodly son. But they about two feet long by the tail, he held it fair and foul means’ by which they have pursued their chosen line of policy, but the life of
were in heaven.
Her prayers had been up in a mahner so tempting Lhat it proved
the people has been left out.
answered for. them. Bat never did she irresistible to a tall, perfectly-insane look- the desirable qualities of the This'includes all
other histories,
know, the fall fervency inspired by pre-’ ing dervish, who was afilicted with a sort and adds also, what is of vastly more imporvailing faith as when, after the news “of: of St. Vitus’s dance, and who, rushing tance, 3 history of the people, their customs,
| forward outof the crowd, gave a loud their domestic life, the commercial and indus‘the death of that noble son

tioff, and while still in-his youth, turn his

~~

Fiterury Babich.

bi

“| ‘able exposition

Mr. James R. Osgood retires from the firm,
and will become the head of a new partnershi]

AOAC

Poetry.

SYRIAN SNAKE EATERS.

hearts of ld saints who heard him. Since

she did not give, p the hope that he
‘would yet arrest the young man's atten-

to be known as James R. Osgood & Co.; whic
will carry on the prosperous heliotype

Frel Lh
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busi.
This was the signal for a ‘general scram- country pronounce it unequaled.
ness. Messrs, John H. Ammon and Edward
As
one
left
to
her.
Could
I
but
be
sure,”
she
L.
Osgood
will
be
his
1. will ne’er forsake them;
, and with the
reflection, and again and again he re- thought, +¢ that these-whe--temajn--to me: ble; the half-naked dervish who had béen reads it, one agrees’ more and more<vith.the | hietiotypes he will take associates
from the Jist of Hough.
Those that trust in-me
skewered seized hold of the other end and opinion of Lord Brougham, who said of it that ton, Osgood. & Co. those publicatio
“
I
traced
his
past.
"
His
skeptical
tendencies
ns which
Shall with mine in heaven °
were certain of an inheritance in heaven,
““ nothing has ever appeared -superjor, if anyhave PafUenian reference to art and architect.
still largely’ affected his thoughts and too, I could be content,” and with that.l. secured at least six inches all to. himself. thing has been
Eat of lifes fair tree.
ure.
uide-books will go with him, and
published equal, to the account
oo 0
he will, be tg others, have-<®n “his list such
feelings, but with a frankness that Jever thought she resorted early and late to the ~The men who had eaten the scorpions _of the state of commerce, government and soc
i- books us those of Mrs.
A. M. Djaz and Mr. M,
joined in voraciously, and in two minutes | ety at different periods.”
forsook him
he confessed
them to throne of grace;
MINE SCHILDHOOD.
{ F. Sweetser. Mr. H. O. Houghton will retain
>
the
entire
animal
had
disappeared,
and
{ mm
his pastor and his friends, and held his _ Of these surviving children only one,
The present. volume begins with an account the old stand, and nearly all the books which
BE A Spy THE AUTHOR OF * LEEDLE YAWCOB STRAUSS.”
'the human ‘beings who had eaten it were of the hereditary pretensions of Henry of Lan- are on the list of the.late rm. The * Co.” of
heart open to Christian counsel. As his the daughter, resided at home.
that firm==Mr. George H. Mifflin—comes to the
Statedly
- Der. cehiliren dhey vas poot in ped,
| physical strength retarned his manner with her in her. attendance upon the pub- wiping theit bloody chops with much ap- caster to the crown, snd proceeds in order, second place, and a prominent business man of
All tucked oup for.der nighdts
giving a comprehensive description of the feud- New York—Mr. Lawson
Valentine—makes
seemed more subdued and gentle, and lic ordinances of religion, which she loved, parent relish. The tall St. Vitas’s dance al system and its
x ‘dakes mine pipe der mantle off,
the last of the new firm of Hous hton, Mifflin &
destruction, embracing Crom‘man,
indeed,
seemed
to
become
intoxicahis mother, now- constantly with him,. beCo. Th all the life of this ublishing house,’
Und py der fireside pright
and her constant companion in all those ted with delight or some otHer ‘emotion, well’s career, and closing with the death of from
its wide popularity of Ticknor & Fields,
‘Fdinks aboudt vhen I vas young—
=
lieved that the Holy Spirit was leading}
Edward.
Each
volume
contains
numerous
through
the changes of Fields,
little domestic offices and ministries which and went into a sort of convulsion; from
Off moder who vas tead,
him'on to ‘a saving knowledge of the
footnotes, and the last will contain Sppelidices |5. mes-R. Osgood & Co. and Ho
0.
cement the peculiar sympathy of -mother which he was only restored by the most
Und how at nighdt—like I do Hans—
& Co., it has. maintained chebion Fank
truth as it is in ‘Jesus.
His talents and
and contents of the whole work,
ok the publishing houses of
“She tucked me oup in ped.
and
daughter, this.dear girl would’ natur- ‘intenseveffort on thie part of the sheikh,
the country.
mt
high acquirements being known, honoraIt has always aimed to satisfy the purest tastes _
ally become the more immediate subject
and
ROwigD
HILL:
His
Life,
"
Anecdotes.
and
highest
needs, and the ablest writers of
who seized his head between his hands,
I mindt me off mine fader too,
ble employment was offered him in sevof prayer, though in the maternal heart- “pressing it violently as he, took long
Pulpit Sayings.” By Vernon J. Charlesworth. } this_couatry and of Europe are represented
And how he yoostito say,
eral callings, and eventually he engaged
upon its list> It has, perhaps, done as much to
With
an
Introduction:
By
Charles
H.
Spurbrother and sister were regarded with do breaths, and the veins swelled in his fore‘¢ Poor poy, you haf a hardt oldt row
@ Pid
geon. . Same publishers, etc. 4to. pp. 42° form as to satisfy the popular ideal of what
| in teaching near home, his: well-stored
(Paper, 15 cts.
~
To hoe, und leedle: ‘blay! »
:
difference of affection.
character a publ Shing house shopld bave, and
head with this concentration of his ‘magmind
rendering
unnecessary
any
considits’ name upon a volume is a good guarantee. °
Ag
1 budt dot id vas drue
The petitions of the devoted woman"
This is the biography, not of Sir Rowland,
go
Both
the new firms have axperences business
netic
or
other
forces,
as
he
repeated
the
|
erable
consultation
of
books.
v {
Vot mine olgt fader said,
were seconded by Gods . providence, fory
the author of the cheap postage system of men at their heads; both
y
have ample assurformula
of
incantation,
and
finally
restorHe
did
not
come
immediately
to
an
Vhile smoo@hing
down mine flaXen hair
ance of success, and both stand before the pub“Great Britain, but of Rev. Rowland,an Engthe shock to the whole family of the news
Ie with the advantage of past high reputaUnd tucking me in ped.
open avowal of faith-in Christ, but his of the lost one at sea was not without its ed his disciple, of whom he was evidently lish clergyman, who. was
e successor of
proud, to compafative calm. With the Whitefield,in point of power”as a preacher, tions.
mother
was
not
déceived
in
her
hopes
of
salutary effect upon the daughter. - She
_ Der oldt folks!
Id vas like a dhream
Messrs. Jansen, ‘MeCly rg & Co. (Chicago)
but much like Lorenzo Dow in his colloquial,
exception
of the skewer affair, there was
him. He was being led by the Spirit.
To shpeak off dhem like‘dot.
:
saw and felt her need of religion as ‘she nothing very wonderful in all this; for, amusing and often jocular style of speech. He ~atmounce a monthly per odical, devoted to lit|
At
last,
to
the
surprise
of
all*but
her,
he
Gretchen und I vag “ oldt-folks” now,
erary news and criticism, to be
Fhe
+had never done before, She
became
after all, the power of a man to make a seems to have been prevented by his family Dial. 1t will be a journal of not leascalled
* Und haf two schiltren got.
arose in -a prayer-meeting and humbly
than six=
from joining the Methodists, and took orders|
thoughtful.
In
her
own
words,,
she
Ve'lofes dhem more as nefer vas,
beast
of
himself
may-be
pushed
to
a
very
and modestly declared himself a seeker
in the Chtirch ‘of England. In 1782 he com- ‘teen large pages, printed on heavy laid paper,
“tried to be a Christian.”
But the bur« Eaeh leedle curly bead
considerable extent before it becomes in- menced to build the famous Surry chapel,in with neat and elegant typography. Its conafter Christ’s righteousness.
From that
“Und efry nighdt ve dakes dhem oup
den of her anxious parent’s prayer was
explicable, so I was relieved to see pre- London, and for 50 years was the chief preach- -tents will cemprise critical reviews of imporhour he gave evidence that he had heard
Und tucks dhem in dheir ped,
not that she might be ** good”—in her parations for experiments of a different er “there Tn. winter, devoting
his “siithniers to tant new books, with briefer descriptive notie:
and obeyed the voice of the Saviour, sayown Strength and resolution. It was that
fiexh literary notes and news, personal gosBudt dhen, somedimes, when 1 feels’ Plue,
‘nature. —Blackwood's _ Magazine
fo preaching tours in England, Scotland and Ire- es,
.| ing, ** Follow Me.” With characteristic
sip about authors, lists of. the books , published
she might know herself a sinner and , cast October.
land.
The
present
sketch
of
his
life
has
many
_Und all dings lonesome seem, .
Tr
:
:
+-eandor-and-impulsive- freshness of feel- herself. on Christ.
during each month, and Annpuncements. of
characteristic anecdotes, and
“I vish I vas dot poy again,
Nearer ‘and mearer.| cit
will be read
Ari
ing
he
declared
for
Jesus
oRall,
;occathose soon to appear;—in brief, a complete
UR dis vas all a dhream. :
with great relish. by those who appreciate: a
this faithful mother drew to God.
She
monthly indéx and review of eurrent litera-TO-MORROW.
sions, and showed himself to be his isi [a
1 vant to kiss mine moder vonce,
fresh and original narrative.
It abounds
in:
‘could not be denied. She carried’ her so‘ture, for the use of book- buyers ghd the trade,
ple.” He was baptized and becanie an
Und vhen mine braver yas said,
his
pulpit
sayings
and
illystrations,-has
sketch“1 will plough my field to-morrow,”
licitude from her closet to her daily labor,
as well as for all persons of Hitefary’ tastes.
To haf mine fader dake me oup
honored and exemplary member of the
said Jeannot; * I must not lose my time, L es of his sermons, and contains his ast address
and
from
her
labor
to
her
(sometimes
-D. Lothrop & Co. are about to bring out, for
Und tuck me in mine ped.
at
Surry
chapel.
From
an
account
which
he
church. His mother’s prayers were ansleepless) bed. She told jt in the prayer- as the season is advancing; and if I neg- kept, it appears that up to June 10, 1831, Row- the benefit of their juvenile constituency, *
- — Editor's Draveer, in Ha Tper ’s Magazine
swered.
Jor May.
:
meeting, with teafs. . It bowed down her lect to cultivate my field, I will have po land Hill’ had preached 22,291 times. It may, History of England,in Rhy; me, by Capt. Robert
In the same community and church head in the house of God.
wheat, and as'a consequence no bread.”
Adams, whose new book * On Board the .
therefore, says his biographer, be fairly conlifed another pious woman who in her
To-morrow arrived.
Jeannot was up cluded, that up to the close of his long minis- Rocket” is Hpidly passing ‘through fresh ediHer pious desire was not, ‘meanwhile,
religious life had.long set a worthy ex- wholly unresponded to. The Holy Spirit by daylight; and was about going cut to try of sixty-six years he had preached-at least tions.
‘D. Lothrop & Co. have ew
23,000 sermons, being an average of nearly 350
ready the
ample of a working Christia. As her
was striving with her daughter.
The get his plough, when one of his friends
children grew and the oldest came up to young girl lost her inclination for scenes came to invite him to a family festival.. every year. Many of these discourses were de- third volume. of their popular Spare Minute
livered in streets and fields.
In reference to
THE THREE PRAYING MOTHEES.
Series. It comprises selections from the essays
young manhood, het” prayers took hold
- One was a widow with an. only son. of the throne of God for them and pleAd- of worldly gayety. - Oftentimes while. Jeannot hesitated at first; buton reflect- these services, Mr. Hill has said that, as far as and addresses of Mr. Gladstone, and is very
singing in the choir the thought would ing a little ‘he said, ‘‘A day sooner or be has ascertained, more souls were converted properly entitled * The Might of Right.”
- ., Hers was alife of careful piety, and close
ed the promises of Him who can not lie.
under. those sermons than undér any others
The American Book Exchange announces a\,' acquaintance with the Man of Sorrows. Especially for her oldest son her faithful rush through her mind like a rebuke, I later makes no difference for my business, that hé preached. Other eminent ministers of
reprint of the new Analytical Concordance to
while
a
day
of
pleasure
once
lost
is
alag
not
fit
to
say
these
holy
words.”
+ Her husband, cut down by acute disease heart was exercised to a mighty earnestthe gospel have been ‘equally indefatigable.
the Bible, by Dr. Robert Young, lately issueg
At last, after long fighting against her ways lost.” He went to the festival af Whitefield, it appears. in thirty-four years in Edinburgh.
in the early harvest of a useful life, had ness,and many a night she spent in wakehis
friend.
préached 18,000 sermons; and John Wesley,
been a man of Ged, whom to lose cost ful supplication for the salvation of his ‘|«onvictions, she returned from an evening
The sule of the No Name, Series has been
to about the sume age as Mr. Hill,
meeting with an intolerable weight upon
The next day he was obliged to..rest who lived
her spirit the extreme of syffering, and
100,000 copies.
It comprises seventeen volsoul. For atime there appeared mo evidelivered
40,360.
?
Cumes exclusive of the new one, 4 Mrs, Bean-:
brought out in her experience the bright- dence that the Jeary of her boy was at all her heart. Worlds ‘would be too little, himself, because-he had eaten a little too
champ Brown.”
could she have them to give, forthe priv- much, and drank a little too much, and PUR
est proofs of Christian resignation.
STREET. By Mrs. 8. R. Graham Clark,
affected by spiritua influences, but. her
had a headache.
‘‘'fo-morrow, I will
author -of ** Yensie Walton.”
Boston: D.
In a recent German translation of one of:
Her son was like his father, not only |‘serious, persevering “faith knew no . such ilege of saying, ¢ Christ is mine and I am
Lothrop. & Co. 12mo. pp. 343.
($1.50).
Dickens's novels it has been discovered that
—in-face ad form, but in fine talents, in thing as retreat. She had enlisted for His.” That night she retired to her room make up for this,” said he to himself.
There isi a pleasant sensation in reading this
‘a black glaced stock without a tie” is turned
To-morrow came; it rained: Jeannot
the nobl& frank#iess of his manners, and victory, and like Jacob at Peniel, she and prayed for herself in the bitterness of
book,
if
one
looks
only
for
queer
sayings
hy
into: “a .black lacquered stick without a
in the freshness of his feelings. As might would not let the angel go without the her spirit, urging no claim on Divine: to his great grief wass unable to go out A
e
v
droll peoplé; but, better than that, there is knob. n
day..
mercy but her deep need. Morning came
be expected, hier love for him came Tittle blessing.
profit and a blessing in it, for such as will heed
" When Mr. Gréen finishes his “ Shhrt HistaBad companions surrounded
and the mother rose early, according: to - The following day it was fine,and Jean- the lesson of patience, trust and sweetness in° ry of the English "People ” it is said
short of doting.
She, however, never al- the car refully watched and beloved hoy.
"he will beher custom, and after reading, knelt to not felt himself full of courage ; but unthe character of the child who is the central
lowed her affection to’ blind her to his
gin
another
elaborate
historical
work,
which
A seeming necessity kept him for a
best interests, but set herself by pure ex- while in an employment that prevented her usual devotions. It seemed that her fortunately his horse was sick in his turn. figure of the story. The author must hyve ex- will fill the period betw een Freeman's “ Norperienced life in various phases to have comman Conquest” and Froude,
ample and holy eounsels to train the boy to some extent his attendance on the load of long ‘anxiety.was gone! What Jeannot cursed the oor beast.
~
bined as she has so effective a plea for tempercould
it
mean?
She
now
accused
herThe following day was a holilay, and ance, with the sentiment of trust in God in ‘the ‘Mr. John H. Parker, the well-known writer
for heaven as well as’ for earth.
Daily
means of grace. Profanity was an’ easy self of loss of faith and: wanted to - pray
he could not of course work. A new most adverse and discouraging circumstances. on Rogpan antiquities, contributés to the April:
her supplications went up for him before and not wholly resisted temptation.
He the burden back—in “vain. “She &new not
Antiqua y a paper on the early history of that
‘week commenced, and in a week a great Its force as a temperance tale lies not ‘80 much city,, in which he shows considerably more
the mercy seat, that Divine grace might
developed a tendency to stay away from what to think, and rose half mourning, deal of work may be done.
4
in
it8
portrayal
of
the
vice
of
drunkenness
it~
.be given him to escape the temptations of
faith jn.the old family legends of Rome than = - .:°
the house of God on the Sabbath, like too
self, althqugh
that is strikingly done,as
its other recent students have done.
youth, and enable him by timely devo- many of his associates éven when no good half rejoicing, to her morning duties,
He began by going to a fair in the impressive description of those socieff
cus-’
fiom of himself to Christ to gather the- reason prevent#d his presence there. A Her daughter soon came from her room, neighborhood ; he had never failed to at- . toms - which -lead to intemperate habits, The
Daudet’s new humorous story, * The Wonbut
her
youthful
countenance
wore
a
look
. rich rewards of genuine godliness.
Bible class of young men was organized that betrayed the secret. The young girl tend it; it was the finest fair held within characters in the. book are original, and it is. derful Adventures of Tartarin of Tarascon,”
These prayers attended him while he by the pastor, and By special efforts he
| will be published soon by Lee &: Shepard, The
:
ten miles. He went afterwards to the | the reverse of dullness.
approached her mother and announced christening of a child of one of Lis nearsame firm announce * The True Story of the
was af school, and seerhed likely to be
‘was for a time made interested in its with trembling her first knowledge.of the
The Granite Monthly is a New Hampshire Exodus of Israel,” an abridgment by H. F.
answered
in his early cogvedsion.
One stated exercises,
est
relations;
and
afterwards
toa
burial
;
still hi%’ heart re- Saviour’s love. Her mother's prayers
magazine, in its third volume, and is devoted
Underwood of Dr. Brugsch’s
Egypt Under
day she Teceived » ir
him _ex- mained untouched,butand-after
a while *his were answered. That mother has much in short he had $0 many things to ocoupy to literature, history and State progress, It thé Pharaohs.” . °.
_
pressing somé hope that he ‘had indeed seat’ in the elass was often vacant.
him that when he began 10 plotigh his has, from first
to last, published a large numThe * History of the Zul War and its. Orito pray for yet, but she never forgets to
found the forgiveness of his“sins.
field,
the
season
of
sowing
was
past;
thus
ber
of
useful
papels
bearing ob the history of ‘gin,” by Miss Frances E.
Months ‘passed on, but the mother thank God 6% that
Colenso, daughter of
prominent men and important affairs in the the Bishop, presents a picture of Cetewayo in
But the expected fruits of ‘4 saving
he had nothing. fo resp.
:
thought notof discouragement. Her faith to ber faith, and she still p;
State,
and
has
thus
rendered
that
best
of
serychange did not appear in his subsequent
strong constract to fihe puddlt British repre+ When you have anything to do, a it at
held fast to the Divine Hand and, claimed
Ihave related these" facts chiefly be- once; for if you are master of the present, ice to posterity, namely, that of gathering up sentation of him. M
life to such a degree as to_rémove her
maintaing that
importunately thé rescuing strength of oause they are so immediately connected
and chronicling matters that are to be sought he was a peace Jover and magnanimous ruler,
anxiety forhim.
He was very young
you are riot so.of the future, and he who | by the future historian. ‘The present number ‘and supports her view with an array of eviOmnipotence for her first-born.
with a cheering work of grace in my
and very impulsive. Perhaps he was dealways puts off his business till to-mior- keeps well up to the standard that the maga- dence said to be remarkible.
~ ceived. Still her prayers went up to | At length; duty called him from his na- parish, and fot the encouragementof those" row, uns a great risk of never being able zine had already attained to, even if it be: not
tive
‘town,
and
in
the
lonesomeness
of
his
The "Academy notes that the adyance in
churches f:at jean count among their to finich suything,—From the French, of somewhat, in advance of that standard. It
* God for him, and her watchful eye: folopens with - a biographical sketch (with por- critical freedom ang catholicity, which began
lowed him from yearto year to detect the strange. home he became for the first time pledges of spiritual growth the ‘mighty P. Blanchard.
»
in his life thoughtfil And penitent. He aid of maternal piety. To the prayers of
trait) of, Dr. Joseph E. Worcester, the author with Southey, was promotedby Macaulay, and
slightest tokenof real piety,
-0-O-0-b
has
reached
a
completion
in*
our
day,
finds
of the dictionary bearing his name, and conThe time came when he was to go 8 wrote, eonfessing his" sense of his soul's these and other Christian mothers among
Banyan treated by a University Press HEB
tains reminiscences of Daniel Webster and
LITTLE
ARCHIE.
:
need
and
the.
impression
of
his
m
ns: and of godly women hot a few,-is
: college. He had never openly acknowlclassic and ranked among England’s chief'men
General
Stark.
There
is
also
a
paper
on
The
A
sweet
little
boy
of
only
four
sum-+ | largely owing, beyond. «all doubt, the reedged Christ, and 100 laid claim to no prayers haunting him day and
14% Hights of Married Women in New of letters by Mr. Morley; whereas, Jess than a.
and the foken of a cent conversion, in my own and a neigh- mers wént with his nurse into a confec- Hampshire,” and a historical sketch of Ney- century ago Cowper shrank from naming him,
personal interest in ‘his pardoning love. Cheered by this reward,
While wait- port, Miss Mary H., Wik: and Wm. C. warmly as he Smirel his Pligrim’s. ProgFaithfully she set before him his. duty, speedy answer to her reqaest, the mother boring church, of thirty happy sonlsy I ‘tione-'s to buy an orange.
*
5s
ing
10
be
served,
he
heard
the saan Sturoc, Esq., contribute
now
prayed
that
he
might
soon
be
led
into
8, and there is a ress,”
and having done. all she could with words
desire, also, by this narration, to assure’
“ Lest so acepiel a-name
swear
at
his
errand-boy.
At
this
little
°
biographical
sketch
of
Charlotte
Bronte,
by
«+. the patiénce of all Christian mothers.
of motherly counsel, committed him as the full light of a Christian's hope.
Should move a snoer At thy désérved. fame.”

- studies, and early made his ‘mark as a re-

liable and faithfal pupil and a“brilliant
scholar, while in his moral character. he
kept himself so blameless and so free
from the excesses of - his convivial, assoc-

with the second honors of his class.

negt to be

a Christian.

Thus

“The

anxieties of the praying mother decpened

as she began to fear that her son's eageremer secular distinctions might pos-

religiouspensibilities and
to his“soul. - Her

Li more. rsa

sa, the mother of Chrysostom,

‘kind surrounded the .young man,

was merciflly preserved.:

but’ he

In every

danger his. head was covered with a
cloud of prayer. = At last it came—the
tong wished-for and expected letter that

told of his happy conversion.
Through
joyful tears the good mother read it, andl

~

and

"

may
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“ONLY THE OHISELING,”

[]

A Christian iy lay dying.- ‘Beside
‘lo%i

hair.

3d, smoothing

royr the matted

Prolonged

suffering had

made

deep lines on the once beautiful face;- but
wl there’ rested upon those features a
peaceful expression, which nothing

shilvsasd

the

me

wanted to buy an orange; but you is a
wicked man to swear, and I doesn’t want
your Oratiges
The tears and words of the child so

was

brought to the Saviour.
children,

what

an

142

LJ

whose

recent

death

will

The

number closes with an installment of * Major
Frank,” translated fronr the. French. by-S. C.

Eastman, Esq:—Concord,
Clintock.

N.

H.:

J. N. Mc

The American Antiquarian is a quarterly

journal devoted to early American higtory,
¢thnology
and ~ archwology.
The current
number contains articles on “ The Mound
Builders,”
Brady's Leap, and Other Facts of
Indian History,”
Shelter in Summit

* Exploration of a Rocky
County, Ohio,” “ Was La

Salle the Discoverer of ‘the Mishissippi?,
‘ter from Pierre Margry,”

Let-

* The

Numeral Ad-

Jective in the Klamath Language

of Southern

Oregon,” *“ The Sign-Languuge of the

Anthony’s Falls and

ia

‘As there are depths below us, and no
one can say how far down they may sink,

so there are glorious heights

above “us,

Indians

Hennepin; Early

sions among the Choctaws;
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sent him on account
of the sales“of their editions of bis

“ Light of Asia.”

He

adds

that

while he does not understand the laws of copy

right in America, yet he # can not consider
himself otherwise than houndin honor to sustain the interests of the firm which first pub-. ¢
lished his book and insured its ‘success »—
Roberts Brothers, Boston.
At the same time

lie says he recognizes that in acknowledging
his rights as an author, they have left him no ground of complaint personally, and that he canwot but feel sensible of the good intentions

which they have to hig:

¥

4

.

"Among the announcements of new books

/

to -

be published immediately by Author’s Publish-

Sun, Moon and Planets; * Thump’s

H

Client ”—

a wonderfully Dickens-like noyel—hy Chas. D.

Knight; * Progressive Medicine,” by Dr. C. .
8. Verdi, formerly-Assistant Surgeon in charge

‘Mythology;
Recent Discoveries.
Clinton,
Wis. : Stephen D. Peet.
.

late Professor of Pathology

iV
ge

Gh LS 6% Sod hex

© Mn Edwin Arnold, in a polite note, has re-turned to I. K. Funk
& Co. a check which they

“of Ancient Coins in this Country; Folk-Lore;

‘and no one can say bow far up we may
[
canst find a Place in the gallery on bigh. climb. Which shall it be with you, dear
The National Temperance
ciety (New
Lyesoylenian,
ey
: reader,~climb, or fall P=8, By dence. | York)! hasjust published |in pamphlet form an
b

“a

Boody,

roa
cas lk

‘take

W
home!”
« What is “ the ‘matter, Archie ?” and
* What is the trouble, little one ?” asked
the nurse and the man together.

Thus you see, dear

Helen

Ll

‘home, Nannie! ’ ‘Do

Miss

* Oh, | attach a deeper interest to her paper.

influgnee for good
the little one may exert. of the Upper Missouri, in 1832;” “ Wampum “ing Co,, New York, we’ note ‘‘ Fast and Loose
Be ever on the watch to do good. ; Ask " Belts of. the Six’ Nations,” #¢ Relics in Ver- in Dixie”. by Gen. J. Madson Drake, of N. J., . ; wi.
but a hope'in Jesus could give. Tears
hp Abggunt of prison life made exciting
mont,” Relics in Michigan,” * Works in being
fell upon the pallid face from eyes that Jesus every day to help you set a good Ohio,” “* Linguistic Notes,” * Inox of Articles by ‘an piri
escape. of himself and
were closely watching the *‘ changing of example to all around you. May all our on Archzology, Anthropology and Ethnology, three comrades;. Elammarion’s ¢ Popular As-- ‘dear young readers be bright lights’ in which appeared in-American and. English Pe- | “tronomy,” ‘translated by Prof. C. 8. L. Sterk,
the countenance.” Conscious of the agony
riodicals during 1879,”. Editorial Notes on St. and devoting a separate volume to each, Earth,
that cansed them to fall; the mother, look- the world! —Christian Harvester.

not as man
story of his salvation, There ‘was not the Master Sculptor *¢ seeth
a single drawback to his joy. He seem- seeth.” There are many deformities that
ed to look on the face of his Saviour. His must needs be chiseled off before thou

9 | plain, and its Jgnguage

said,

‘affected the ‘man’s “hart, “that he

‘gloty. Theson came home. In the first
prayer-mgeting held ater his return he ing heavenward, whispered, ‘* Patience,
rose u
told with a shining |face the darling, it is only the chiseling.” Reader, {

than over tongue that had stammered now spake

come

store,

8till weeping, the little fellow. said, “I

>>

several

months more rolted away filled with ten-

the lines seemed to glow with a ‘heavenly
study

her so. Remember Nonna, the mother
of the first Gregory. . Remember Anthu-

day-school. . He altended theyoung Deo- your faith neverfail.

ples meeting and asked their prayers. It
was plain that he was desiring in ear-

iates that he was supposed to bea proder anxiety to the mother. But it was the
fessor of religion...
Int due tite the young man graduated | anxietyof hope. . Temptations of eyery
Ambitious and impatient, and by - this
: time affected not a little by doubts (for be
wasan original thinker) of the grave
“sonal Hecessities of religion, he felt $0 oY
- inclination for any other career than that
, and at once availed himsdi¢

ber that Monica, the mother of Augustine,
.prayed thirty years for the conversion of

his nurse. out of the

As

pointed years
of his course.
. He entered with otifhrsinst into his

‘Archie burst into tears, and, trying to pull

Remem-

Fa
A a

© well. Swiftly and busily pasted the ap-

Pray on, dear sister in Christ.

A

confident that he would do all things

This for a long time he did not atati i
yet in all his retarns to his father’s house
the change in his manner made it evident
to his friends that hi§ mind and ‘heart
were being graciously. wrought upon.
He was now c
nt-af church and Sup

—

ever to the care of his Heavenly Keeper,

sa

~ Family Circle.

U. 8. Naval Hospital at Portsmouth, Va,, and
at the St. Louis

Medical College for Wotnen ; and several oth-er interesting volumes aredn press by: the same _
house:

/

EN

‘

THE

Woming Star.
i

tivities, by one form of'devalopment. : He:
ay the running expenses of the church, seeks for her some diversity of occupation,
eep up appearences,and make a respect- ‘some variety ofiexperjence, an ampler life,

able showto the world:
%

Jaymen

*

*

and rich

must. not . be questioned

too

in short, than can be
. the

contained within four

walls

and

enactment

.of

a igingle

part.

His love for her expresses

itself in

‘comradeship,
and in comradeship there is

I'closely as to e manner in’ which they something besides domesticity.
El
et-the money paid to the church, or have
‘Who are the women commonly stamped
their Hberhlity * chilled = by annoying in- - with, domesticity? = Are: they the wives
uiries about theirimorals or- their
lives. that are-ever attractive to their lieges, that
The rich being thus allowed to do as they. are vivacious, clever, interesting under sll

Speaking much is a sign of vanity.— Raleigh.
:

For these pur-

osés rich laymen are needed;

yp

*

‘How sour sweet music is,
5 §

g When time.is broke and no proportion kept!
- Sois it in the music of men’s lives.
Shakespeare. :
Yh =
my g
*

please, the poor must not
be too strictly circumstances; that can smile away oare,
'{ dealt with, as it would not doto discipline talk off moodiness; bring sunshine into
Ingenéral, pride is at the bottom of all great a poor layman for what a rich one is. per- dark places? The best and finest gnd dear-

mistakes.

All the other

passions

do

occasional-

good, but wherever pride, puts in jts word, every
do quietly and innocently, it is morally dangerous
* to do proudly —Bushines,
%

-

hig

Ea

or situations.

There

*

the sole virtue worth theirhaving.

senti-

room for cultivation of personal

ment of the National Baptist that" *‘ men

others

woman, be her condition what it may,
should be "domestic, regularly, ceaselessly, obstinately domestic. Asked if
they would have her virtually an upper

uncom-

be

‘servant, a household

to, never undertake this means of benefitting a fellow-being, unless it costs us
more than it will hart the friend. The
"only valuable criticism is such as deeply
ruts into the:heart of the critic himself.
© --0-0-

The New York Times rightfully contends that ‘* we at the North-have a peculiar responsibility for the education of the
negro, because we have emancipated him

:

could

a kind

of

only the result. When the result is reached, they

domestic;

’

feel

confident their

wives are

when it is not reached,

do-

mesticity is lacking. “It seldom occursto

4
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PARTIOULAR NOTICE. Obituaries should be
BRIEF and for the

public.

For

the

excess

aver

ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent hy peris but.just that cAsH should. accompany
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FATS AND OURIOSIT
d the next

two

. Gloves last the longest

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asfhinid,

the copy

-

LINE of eight
3

fenced religion in the year 1833.

HE

who has a Amid
SCript.

Er

Becton Trans!

Lord,

“ Waiter!”

<¢ Yes, sir.”

¢ It’s bean soup, sir.”

¢ What’s

** No

this?”

matter

were held Sunday, March 21st, in the church
wherein his voice had so often been heard, and

only be mad

. 10 understand:
When will our correspondents
than an abonymous communication
even readby the editors? The first
looked for in any note received : by

to one pint

The question is,

what

;

A lawyer aged 91 years is
Mobile, Hon.

John

practicing

A. Cuthbert,

a

of 1812, and a Congressman from
in 1820,
;

An

eccentric

old

Georgian,

at

;

soldier

Georgia
od

William

Wilson, of Newton county, recently died,
leaving his estate, worth $10,000, to his
former slaves.

Her

religion

=.
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food. “Sold everywhere,
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SPECIFIC

MEDICINE.

MARKThe Great En. TRADE
i
glish
Reme.
dy, will promptly and radically
fy’ cure
any and

/
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;
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every

case

_g

of

Nervous Debility
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. “cretion, excess or
overwork of the
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.
:
Danser: Me.

Free. Address P. O. VICKE
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brain and nerv:AF¥
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Educational.
EST VIRGINIA COLLEGE..
with. Prof. O. G. Augir,

j

of Rev.

D.

A.M., principal.

aftend

this

Institution

Rev. D. Powell, Flemington,

0. 10 Mechanics’ Block, Detroit, Mich

C. Goodain & Cosy SL

Powell,

agents, Boston, is

Prof.

Augir isa graduate of Hillsdale College.
wishing'to

THE

rer
Dover, by W. H. Vickery, Lothrops
& Pinkhani and by druggists everywhere. George

This institution is

now under management

consisted

:

Augusta,

aine.

ter’M. experienced religion early in life .and
duripg all these years possessed a good, clear

‘record.

kind, for

Lung and Throat Affections.

11 A YEAR and expenses to agents.

ion on the same day; were baptized and joined
the church, together, and bad for many years
found their greatest joy in living for each other. The separation by death seemed hard to

Christian

frig

<

What

ditch, for example.

s

mail for eight letter stamps.
:
I. S. JOHNSON & CO,

bear but the union to ¢otne will be all the more
is it
we i
«Jo HALL.
now:”.
fied
a,
: blessed.
Miss
MARIA
K.,
a
daughter
of
Francis
and
There is now and then a thing which the
Meads, died-in South Limjngtoii, -March
more it is cut the longer it grows.
-A Mary
29, aged T4 years, 7 months and 21 days." Sisit has’heen.

a

now traveling in this country,
says that most of the
Horse and
Cattle uy
here are worthless
trash. He says that Sheridan’s Condition Powders
‘are. absolutely pure and immensely
valuable.
Nothing on earth will make hens lay like Sheridan’s Condition powders. Dose: one teaspoonfal

services

forter. She and her husband experienced relig-

|

%

_An"English Veterinary Stirgeon and Chemist,

Sspecially commend the widow to the great Com-

at Fremont, Ohio, al
ed.. .
aie
As

”

MAKE |

and gave

The funeral

The ‘astonishing success of this Elixir, ana
the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidence. of
its superiority’ over all other remedies of the

it in allwell
old'by
d ct ’ with
." Price the
25 and hand.
50¢ per bottle
i

On the 6th of

responsibilities

the lady- heartily. unto the

‘Whooping Cough,

departed this life

in the 74th year . of his age, from his residence
in Biddeford, Me., on the 17th of ‘March.
He
was born in Saco, Me., and in that city 'exper-

he cheerfully met his

with

Those

will address

EWARD ii.
Li
Ulcerated

W. Va,

d

emedy

‘much
in self-examination, watcbfulness on
herself, and secret prayer.
She said but little
r during her short sickness about her future
prospects, but her Christian life declares
that
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cal,

Sciéntific
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INSTITUTE.—

the

Pittsfield,

College Preparatory, Normal, Classi
courses

Full beard of teachers.

she was ready and wuiting for the coming of her

Aug.

18, 1879.

of

study

for

both

sexes.

term-

saying that with herit is well.
; . ALVIN C.,80n of the late Rev. -Silas Moul-

To help support the gospel and Sunday-school,
and aid in the benevolent calls around him, he
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Freewill Baptist
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;

our first Reunion, which will occur June

Any

!

Fon

AdvICS Troe:

+ COT,

Publications.
I

The Morning Star.
is a large religious. paper of eight pages, in its
fifty-third ‘volume. Ait is able, literary L504 pie.

The Reunion Committee solicit correspondence
with all our old members who expect to attend

felt to be his duty. But still he was not a
Christian, He said to, the writer after he was

; -

v

'HEOLOGICAL

OF THE

i

botll

begins Nov. .

der, A. M,, Principal, or C. A. Farwell, Secretary.
Pittsfield, Me.;’Aug. 2, 1879.
\
TO MEMBERS

BEE
~ Tonth and Arch Stas aPhila, Pa.
k

Expenses low. - Fall term

“Winter

879. Spring term begins Jan. 26, 1880. Summer term begins Apr. 12, 1880. Anniversaries,
June 17, 1880. For
Catalogue address K. Bachel-

Lord, She has,long been an honored member
of the F'. B church of thissplacé and all join in

A young Japanese student being requir- | ‘ton, of Parsonsfield, died of consumption, Jan.
ed to hand in ® composition in English
20; aged 35 years, 6 months: and 13 days. Our
wrote: ¢ The cat is a small cattle. When
friend M. was a highly prized and useful man.

them that -they can be in any way re-. hegees a rat he luminate his eyes.”
sponsible for corporal ‘defects
or. dishar-*
“You must drink claret to build up
monies of the household.
Their habits
may be very irregular; they may forget your system.” Patient-=‘‘ Oh, don’t ask

It would really gratify the .S. S. Times,
if its correspondents

drudge,

compasses—one foot’ in the nursery, the
other in the kitchen—they - would
hardly
assent ; but they would still declare that
she ought to be domestic,that domesticity
is a crown of a woman's excellence.
By -this they wish to convey the idea
that her duty as yife and ‘mother is to
render home materially comfortable, - to
mske'things run smoothly, to satisfy. their
notion of convenience. They have small
concern how this is effected ; they ‘regard

Aa

-and given him the vate.”

attract-

imous in the opinion, however, that every

ple, too, who need to be made uncomfortable.
There is, however, such a “liking

in human nature to make

@bituaries.

mr

the attendance, which filled thé house, maniiveness -or the social graces. ‘Just what
The young man who wants. to J get up fested the generat esteem for our departed
theymean by the word it is doubtful if with the sun must not sit up too late with brothér. He leaves a wife and one son, John
they: could tell, for they are apt to use - it- the daughter.— Middletown Transcript.
Freeman McKenney, of Baltimore,
Md. While
°
extending our sympathy unto the bereaved we
vaguely and variedly. ‘They are unanPresident Hayes is having his residence

must be made uncomfortable in just: so
* fat as they are out of the path of duty and
safety.” There are some very good peo-

fortable, that the only safe rule would

They

se¢m to think domesticity so momentous
und absorbing as to leave little, if any,

>

There is a deal of wisdom in the

—

3°

Feb., in the year 1851, with five other’ persons
@-o-&
A household with a baby is founded on a Bro. McKenney and wife organized the Bidde+O
+e
ford F. B. church, and from that day until his
rock.— New Haven Register.
death, he remained a steadfast and worthy
DOMESTIO WIVES.
of the er
sante. We.
shal
mis
pt
The Duke d’Albe, the E mpress Engenie’s” memb
—Men-of a certain-order are muchai
for he was kind and gentle to all, and few per] nephew,is to be her heir.
‘sons in Biddeford had more friends than he..
ed to talking of domesticity in wonterr, as
Dean Stanleyis said to be preparing a He was always liberal to his church; acting on
if it were not only a sovereign virtue, but
the principle that he ‘was the Lord's steward |
volume of addresses, speeches, and verses.

anothers fellow-workers. How much
force is wasted in trying to labor with
those between whom and ourselves there
is natural friction.
Sa
*

cure for

at the rate: of FOUR CENTS PER
words. VERSES
are inadmissible.

a certificate of character.

deeper want’ of adaptation among men.
Itis the lack of adaptiveness of one to
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It is a specific

Kidney Diseases, Liver Complaint,
Constipation and Piles, and a grand toni for Femiiles.

constantly mentioned simply as domestic,
it may be suspected that little else can be

Tilton will spen “7
Theoindore
church She migrliy no longer, of avails | yea
rs Germany. ~

is™a yet

Qiakts of mn dicine.

tiny, and they are the pillars of the church

extent with
members whom their
force is wasted in the world’s work be- anneighbors
will: net «trust as to: reryder
csiuse people are not adapted to their

callings

compound,

idney-Wort, a d prepare for, themselves six

Jgons-who do- not patronize the Morning Star, it

lives would: bear “scru-

the churches aie noyPencumberedto such

It is a common remark that very much.

get 8 package of the dry vegetable

est wives are domestic, but they are not
ingalfed in domesticity ; they nobly refuse
to bg only one thing. And when wives are

in the modern system; but according: to
the testimony of the: elergy themseltes,

*

ene

A New Method in Medicine.
By this new method every siek Phrson can’

mitted -to. practise- with impunity. Of
course, there are rich laymen #8 well as

‘poor ones whose

thing goes wrong, and what might be desirable to

-
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ticity, you may:reasonably
infer that he lyis”>, =
his Saviour. He leaves a dear wife who for
m $2 to The Psabmody
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wants his wife to monopolize it, and leave 5» Michigan supplied last year 4,400,000,- many
months watched over him with ceaseless
is the demominational Hymn Book, exten:
him free to do as he chooses.
Joti
TICE 000 feet of* lumber, or one-fourth of the care, sad
and Jonely, “yet with her three little,
sively msed. , Large book, in hep,
oroo-

As Jorg as West Point 'is what it is,. it

wives that they are very domestic.

will pay
- to kéep the subject before the
public. - Here is a word or two from the

ment,

‘seem‘at ‘places of amuse-

in society,

on

pleasure

somebedy, ignorant of their
marital

“Weare dgain painfully reminded of the. vagaries, inquire about their wives,
socia) eatitacism allowed to prevail at the reply, after this manner: - ** Oh, she istheyat
Military Academy of the United States,
where certain young men are educatedat
the expense of ithe country. The students.
should be made to understand,
haps someof the officers also,

and
that

home, as usual.

know.

conduct toward cadets who happen to
have a- dark skin is- regarded with pity
and contempt by a large portion of the

But it is useless; She can not be content
away from her family, [the erratic husbands obviously understand thatthey are

intelligent and cultivated citizens “8f our

country.

.

She never goes out you

She is absorbed in her children.

She is altogether domestic. I try very.
hard to have her visit her friends oceasionally, to havea change of some sort.

pertheir

Many men graduate from Yale snd Har-

“excursions, Fvard

either alone or with other women ;’and if

=
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Christian Tatelligencey:

are

‘They

total national product.
The center of the
lumber supply has gone about as far west"
as it can till the Northern Pacific taps
the forests of Washington Territory.

cle,

with

high

honors

and marvelous

who are too incompetent

mus-

to carve

ther a fowlor a destiny.—
Eliot Rider.
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POPULAR SCIENCE,

co (Krom the American Cultivator.)
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4+ It is found that oxygen in the liquid state has
the same density as water.
.
Some recent experiments for determining the
velocity of sound give 1088 feet per seeond. .
Pogson is making an atlas of variable stars
.in 136. maps, which will contain about 40,000 }

co, $1.10; Morecco Gilt,
Postage 9 cents each,

HEMAN SEARS died at his home in Newfane,
N. Y., Jan. 14th, 1880, after 8 brief iliness of 11
days, aged 72 years. Clarissa Sears, his wife,
died six years previous.
They were both

: members
J, B. church
of thee ¥.
‘and constant.
readersof the Star for over 50 years.
Haman
H. Sears, his only living and beloved son, died
home are broken up and loved ones areleft to
mourn this double affliction.
H. H. BEARS.
ANNA

DURGIN

diéd in Strafford, N.

April 10, aged 87 years.
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of study are English, Scientific, and
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Board,
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self-boarding,

Pupils taking

ahove the English, have the privileges of the lower

wi

a wise ‘and logical

aati-spiritaalist,

whether he

conceded

lias

not

whether a Joo criticism or'not,

will grow’ domestic

is

before

some-

shipwreck,

wife, who 1s in fall sympathy ‘with her,
who'admires
her, who is proud of her,

read-

is

rarely troubled as to her domesticity. - It
is needless to say that he wishes her to
be mindful of his wants and

solicitous for

her children, if she have any ; but-hé does

not think she should hug her own hearthstone and never catch a glimpse of the
outer world. His lively affection, urges
him: toward ber, not. away.from her.
When he goes out, he .likés to take her

The reason that membership of the
. church. fifty yearsago stood as a certificate
of character ‘was hecause then
‘the
churches made character #" test of mem:
bership. “In those days if a church member lied, defrauded: his fleighbor, didn’t

‘with him ; he desires

that

others

should

see the woman he has .chosén. for his
mate; he wants to have his taste approved, his good fortune in'securing her made
pay his. tradesmen’s ‘bills, or in any way
« failed in his outward and ordinary nioral | manifest. Her is glad that she should be
obligations, he was called
to account

domestic, but not domestic alone,
.
He knows,as all men know,that a com-

and

disciplined, and if he continued to offend
he was expelled” from the church. But

Coal is Dothing else than ferns, mosses and
sen-weeds, petr
beneath the surface of
water in the absence of air, There are no
-less than 850 different Jjsoies of plants: petrified into coal, of which
250 at least are gigantic
ferns."
Je So
OR
It has been shown at the Pudley Observatory that the whole amount of ammonia in 8ix
“feet fallof snow is little over one-half pound

"ei Hy
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a layman; or even

v
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MRS. CORDELIA REYNOLDS dipd at Shelby

supposed by some.
=
Ss
According to the Academy, the German excavations at Pergamos bave come to an end,

N

Center, N. Y., April 19, aged 49 years. : she
had been a great sufferer for many years with”]
spinal complaint.
She experienced religion in

her Joh. and united with the KF,

in Shelby.

4

.

‘Mis. PHEBE C. BEST died at Shelby Center,
She, was

heart to God, .and. united

with

wick

Chistian

gave.

the F.

death she requested the reading

of the

others will not be “fattened,” Jot them

the most * fattening” of diets.

* The history of chemistry

feed

on

‘is full of incident.

and interest. The name is derived from the
Arabic word chimia, signifying secret or hidder. 1t is a very ancient sciénce; originating
in the East.
The Egyptians were certainly
well acquainted ‘with it.. Indeed they edaid
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and West, who
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been
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was born, dnd'where her father’s family
resides. Bro. A. H." Morrell preached the
mon. May the Lord sustain Bro, Keyes in
great and very sudden affliction.”
N.C.
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lighted by her'wonderful voice.
She entered
one of our first mission schools in the Valley,
in 1865, then but nine years of age.
We have
known herever since, as a sprightly child
not have made their mummies’ without its « modest Christian young woman, “Of
aid.
:
Tun
rare gifts as asifiger, the papers have _ freel
: Among hér Jast words she a
‘The best cement Will-harden in about five or ‘“spoken,
Jesus has come for me.”
We
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Mi Marion BE. Dixon
KeYEes died of
Pneumonia, at Fitchburg, Mass”, April 17.
-She was the wife of Bro, II. E. Keyes, of the
Harper's Ferry or Centennial Jubileo Singers.
Sister Keyes will be remembered
by many
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of God, and then degired her mother to pray.
Temple
of Augustus, which appears to date
she then poured out her soul to God in a very
from the time of Tiberius. ~ .
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dependence is always

Qur Foreign Trade.
The New York Tribune remarks that an
important * influence now affecting the condition of our foreign trade, is the disparity of
prices between this and other countries.
Iron

because it has

for

example,

been and is selling heré at

fiscal statements

Little more than a year ago, it was noticed
that & quantity of American pig iron, forward~ ed to England by an enterprising ‘mercnant,
had been sold there on satisfactory, terms.
While this was undoubtedly an exceptional in, Stance; the peculiar quality of the iron shipped
‘determining its price still it is well known that
the actual difference in the cost of ‘production
between this country and England was. not at
that time nearly equal to the cost of transportation and the import duty. In short, imports
were impossible, except” of special varieties,

* and the American thaker had the home market
entirely at his command. But the change. of
price has been such that British iron is now.
offered in large quantities in this city,.at prices
much below those. of corresponding grades of
American iron, and many millions must be
- sent to London to pay for iron already imported and sold here.
The same sort of change
has taken place in respect too many other
branches of trade.’ The markets are crowded
. with foreign0 goods, for the prices here. have
‘been so far
advanced as to make this a peculiarly desirable market in which to sell, and the
recent decline in prices has not yet sufficed’ to
stop the rush of goods hitherward.
Hence no
intelligent observer of the condition of trade
can regard the decline. in prices with regret.
It brings Joss to some individuals, it is- true;
though the producers in almost every department are realizing fair profits at the present
rates.
But this'réaction is absolutely necessary, if we are to have a healthy and enduring
prosperity in - business.
Industry
can
not
prosper, if the price at which. its products are
sold is far above that at which similar foreign
products can be imported and sold. Our farmers can not continue to extend their acresge

to be placed

made

by

upon

the

the. Treasury

offi-

the rank dishenesty of deliberately
the facts and deceiving the country

national finance while a general

misstating
respecting |

election was

pending.—N. JX. Tribune.

Saturday night, involving & property
over $50,000.—— About eighty

loss’

buildings,

bracing
the principal hotels, storés

and

>
After the ‘position

busi-

day afternoon, and it is feared that several oiltanks in the immediate vicinity can not escape
destruction, as the flames had

not

been

sub-

dued at last accounts,——The customs receipts
at twenty-three of the principal ports from
July 1, 1879,to March 31,21880,as compared with

a like period in 1878 and 1879,
show a total inThe amounts

young

clerk

at’ “suicide,

wounded himself severely, and now
lies in
Roosevelt Hospital.
Like so many of the vast
army.of the disappointed, he thought to im‘prove his prospects by coming to the great

City, but found it too bard for- him.

He" was

Vo
for

rel

an orchard

has

grass

crease at the larger ports. were as follows:
Boston, $4 409,644.75; New York, $24, 207,344. 04;
Philadelphia, $4,435,529.34;
Baltimore,
$696,179.70; Chicago, $591,856.60; ° New Orleans, $531,039.11.
The American consul at
Montreal informs the State - Department that
2,189 persons have emigrated from i
to
the United States by way of Montreal during
the mont SrA pri.
Lop
v
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be

mere

space

to

other volatile, by which.
sicians

the 'trees &dme into bearing

you

farmer in the early spring

wor k

well
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will find

Benjamin .P. Cheney of Boston has made a
gift'of $50,000 to Dartmouth College, to be devoted ‘mainly to,’ the endowment of professor-

pay a

larger

profit

than

This will give

a succession

ing descriptions 1n his * Fruits and

State ‘the

General Grant triumphed

in
i the

and it is claimed that fourteen

friends

delegates-at-large

to = Chicago

will

Grant’s nomination. = The Sherman

trolledin Mississippi.

of

men

In the choice

four

favor

of dele-

but it is claimed

that

ninggpf the.

delegates

chosen dre for Washburne, seven for Blaine,
three for Sherman and one for Grant.
in the
New Hampshire Democratic convention there
was nothing in
i the utterances of delegates or
in the resolutions expressing a Ppréference for
_ any particular candidate, but Jt is believed
that the national delegation is ih favor of Til
den’s nomination, but will not ‘oppose what

may

appear to be the niunifest will of the na<

tional convention when

it meets.

The

anti-

third termérs held their conventionat St. Louis, Thursday, adopted a series

of

revolutions

protesting against the nomination of "General
Grant, and provided for the appointment of a
national committee of one hundred, which, in
"the event of his selection as the Republican
candidate, 1s to meet in New York and determine what course shall be pursued to aid in

_ “defeating bis election. The
_
[

Republicans, in
* ventions, elected

New. Hampshire

State and
district
cona solid Blaine- delegation

to the Chieago convention;

déclared,

bit’ did

not instruct, for Bluine, and requested the del"
egation fo oppose the adoption of the unit rule

at the

national convention.

The New

Jersey

Republicans refused to -instruet their delegates, but voted to eordially Siren whoever
shouldbe nominated. The
ssissippi delegates
are likewise uninstructed, but are understood
to stand six for Sherman and five
each for Grant and Blaine. The Tennessee
Republicans nominated Alvin 8. Hawking as
their candidate for Governor,’ and the dele-

istry in covering up the Indian deficit ‘until it

only
has
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NORTH CAROLINA has the greatest range
of climate, the largest variety of soils, the finest
water-powers, and the richest mineral resources in

the Union.

Population law-abiding, State debt al.

most settled, taxes light. Thrifty emigrants with
small means can buy "cheap homes and lands di-

rectly of the Write or
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There is an’ increase of 103,000
barrels of pork. The summer and winter packing
combined show an increase for the year of 143,000
hogs, the largest year’s business recorded.

bill appropriating $250,000 to meet the. deficiency
in the appropriation for the public printing. , An
effort to consider the Monroe doctrine resolutions
failed by a decisive vote, and, in committee of the
whole, the post-office appropriation bill was dis
cussed. Among the. amendments adopted was one
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packing was 6,950,000, an increase of 530,000. The
average decrease ‘in weight was four and one-fifth

public lands-was passed. The rest of the session
was devoted to the consideration - of the District
of Columbia appropriation bili, without, hefvever,

thereon.

The large

shows’ tht the

the late elections made a sreport, accompanying
the same with a bill to secure purity at elections

a vote

a specialty

sidered best for this purpose.”
A complete report of pork packing

at

in accordance with the’ ‘Suggestions contained in
the report. The bill for the relief of settlers on the

make

icuré exactly.

proposed.
frauds

hens

The market is'quiet-and

BUTTER. . There was a fair trade

the market are now fesding their poultry with
barley and steamed carrots. Their ra pid fattening qualities are something wonderful, and’ it is.
said that the roots also imparty peculiar flavor to
the flesh, that suits the taste of the French ep- |

——1In the Senate, Wednesday, the Wallace select
into the

his

. The N. E. Farmer says : * French
ciers who

appro-

portion ot

whole, and several amendments ‘ were

reaching

ton.

depth of 14 feet will be Completed in 1852.

Senate amendments to the Indian appropriation
bill “was concurred in. The post-office appropriation bill was considered in committee of the

committee‘to inquire

RYE.

be opened next season for navigation to vessels
drawing ‘12 feetof water.
It is expected that a

revenue

harbor

says

restor ¢

114 & 116 Southampton Row, London,
37 Boulevard Haussmann, Paris, France.

expression; falling hair is checked and etablish.
ed; thin hdir thickens and faded or gray hairs resume their. original color. Its operation is sure

bgen small at %¢ & bua,
FEED.
The market
remains the same) with
salés of Shorts, Fine Feed and Middlings at 825 ¢

The Canadian minister of railways and canals
announces that the enlarged Welland canal will

adjustment of our claims against Nicaragna was
passed. The President sent to the House a message vetoing the little deficiency appropriation
- bill. - Mr. Orth made a personal explanation relative to his connection with the [Venezuela claims
commission, and

Fousibnry

the association

during winter.
All he has todo is to
remarkin their hearing that eggs have
down to ten cents a dozen.
Then they
work with a will—Boston Transcript.

Halliday, and Mr. Vest of Missouri discussed the
Spoflord-Kellogg resolutions. In. secret session
the bill authorizing a claims “convention forthe

laws was passed.

same.
The stocks are still gnite reduced, but supplies have been arriving more freely.
Sules of No
1 and extra white at 51 a 5i¢; No 2 white at 48% a
49c; and No 2 mixed and No '3'w hte at 4) @ 47¢ .¥
bushel.

‘quail for that State, and they. will be liberated at

Congressional.

to

lustrous

Meal, with further sales at £2 40 @ $2 50 ¥ bbl.

have ordered 2600 of the Messina or migratory

o>
+o

applications

Sol

£5 50 a $6 ¥ bb].
in Minnesota extras the sales
have been at $5 50 @ $7 # bbl, including choice
bakers brands at the latter rate. Wisconsin extras | s
As a dressing for ladies’ hair, the ViGoR is
are selling at 85 @ $550
bbl. and common
Western
extras "$4 75
@
$5 25
¥
bbl
praised for its grateful and agreeable pe rfume,
supesflne the sales have been at #1 @ $4 50 ¥ bb!,
and valued for the soft lustre and richness of tone

CORN

few

quickly and permanéntly yvemoved.

AYE RS HAIR VIGOR, ty long and extensive use,

demand.

a

highest pefection “and

look

-@ $6 50 ¥ bbl. Illinois and Indiana has been sell
ing at$5 75 @ $625; and Oho and Michigan at

Fruit Trees of

JROCHESTER, Sept. 25, 1869.
it. The minority of the Wallace committee subshould be more convenient to have it known, is milted a report regarding the testimony taken on
Messrs, H. H. WARNER & Co. :—I feel grateone:of the most discreditaple ‘things in recgnt the subject of political assessments in. Rhode
ful to you for having relieved me by m ns of
politics. Our London dispatches state “that it Iskind. Mr: Hoar gaye notice that he: would call your Safe Pills offan old and seemingly cura* is now no secret that the day after the artificial up his Geneva award resolution on Tuesday next. ble costiveness. For years -I have, fSearcely
been able to obtain a natural evacuation of the
surplus
was made the ground of a refusal to Tre rest of the seseion was occupied in discussing
the Kellogg-Spofford election- edse. The House
| bowels. Only by the aid of physic or injecdivide ‘the cost of the Afghan war between held
a session in the forenoon for the purpose or
“tions could I obtain relief. <I" find that I now
India and the mother State, Lord Cranbrook
considering the post -pfiice appropriation bill. The
was
a
deficit
of
$20,000,000
knew that there
money amendment, providing for the re-'etting of have a regular evacuation . of the bowels, and
Critics, like Mr. Gladstone and Mp. Fawoett: contracts for carrying the mails on** staf ” routes, feel ‘like a new man. Yours sincerely,

: Toundly shused

Advancing

COLOR

only

ty, and induce luxuriant growth, and its occasion-

_ment, and hereditray preaispostion, al} turn the
hair gray, and either of them incline it to shed pre-

ofSt Louis at $6"a #6 75, and a few favorite bands
are held for an advance on the latter rate, but the
demand is mostly for Flours that range from $6 25

during the

that the only thing to do when attacked without
president pro tempore of 'the Sénate during the
gates to Chicago are Sequesied to recommend
absence of’ Vice-President Wheeler. The = bill meansof defence was to lie flat down and let the
‘the selectivn’of Horace
pard as a candibird walk on you until he is tired~ The business
‘date for Vice-President.
The Delaware con- making an appropriation of $250,000 for the public is profitable, Jrom ten pairs of fullegrown birds,
printing
was
passed,
and
also
the
District
of
vention was a stormy one, but a delegation
which one
man may look after, an income of
“was finally” elected understood to -be: for Columbia appropriation bil. A resolution was $10,000 or $15,000 may be reckoned on.’ .
Blaine, although uninstructed. The. Ohio submitted directing the judiciary committee to reA widow 70 years old, not far from Austin, Tex.,
+ Democrats declured for Thurman, instructed port a bill for the payment of those persons who
Ja delegates at-large and requested the district suffered by the d.predations: of Confederate has a cattle ranch with 800 head of stock on it,
ales to vote for him, to cast the vote of cruisers during the rebellion out of the Geneva | Which she takes care of herself. She is out all
thers, and rides a mustang on the full run.
Bek tate as a upit, and recommend the adop- award fund .- The House agréed to the con ference
tion
of the two-thirds rule at 1b
Cimcionati
‘nother woman in the same locality, a Mrs. Pierce,
convention. The Maryland deltgatian to CHi- report on the Indian. appropriation bill; and in J herded 500 sheep one winter, following them evcago was requested ‘to use ull
honorable committee of the whole farther considered the erywhere and looking after them entirely. She
Bae
securs the nomination of Senator post-ofiice appropriation vill. A recess was taken had an invalid husband who took care of ithe
children at home.
Texas seems to be a good
until 10.30 o’clock this morning, with an’ intension of passing the measure before
the next place for wonren to paddle their own canoe,
legislative day begins.— Thé Senate, “Friday,dis‘
: Shaip Prattice.
;
cussed the report of the conference committee on

The sharp practice of the Beaconsfield. Min-

NATURAL

It requires

gray hair to its youthful color and

For Restoring Gray Hair

tent winter wheats range from $6 50 § $7 75 ¢ bol,
as to quality. Wanted ywheats are quiet, with sales

The Early Harvest, Early Strawberry, Hubbards-

con- ‘| session was held on the bill fora Convention with
Nicaragua. Inthe Housea bill was introduced

gates from Wisconsin the Washburne, Sherman and Grant men united to prevent Blaine
men from. having a representative at Chicago;

AYER'S HAIR VIGOR,

are
parchasing
prices no change

from $3 @ $3 25 have been

or

Americ” of eighteen hundred and forty varieties.

v

twenty

congressional delegations and two of the

IT 1S NOT 4 DYE.
.

N.H.GC.C.NH

organization,

of. the

QUICKLY. CHANGING
GRAY
OR
WHITE HAIR to its natural, youthful
COLOR and BEAUTY.

has proven that it stops the falling’of fhe hair immediately ; often renews the growth; and always
for an ingreased desiand. Supplies of leading
brands are well sold up. There continues to be a surely restores its color, when faded or gray.
It
scarcity of lew grade expras, and choice Patent
stimulates the nutritive organs to healthy cativity,
spring wheats are sold up close and wanted.
The
sales of Wisconsin and Minnesota spring wheats’ :and preserves both the hdir and its beauty.
>
weak or sickly hair becomes glossy, pliahave been at 36 50 @ $325, and brands Tangisg

not very strong, and 12 to 15 Hours a day in
you at the short time requiredto raise and orThe cost of the Afganistan war to England
the close atmosphere of a store exhausted him.
¢hard from the seeds. Anothér point..where the
will probably exceed the estimates by £4,000,
Moreover, he was sensitive, and shrank from
novice in fruit culture makes a mistake and that
4 000. There is said to be a discrepancy of from
the hectoring tone which the Patricks and
is in.getting 00 large trées thinking that they will
£3,000,000 ‘to £4,000,000 existing between the
Bfddies of our kitchens and servant's halls wile results actually realized in India and these |. come into bearing sooner and do better. Our ex‘perience -is that in fransplanting large trees the
not endare for an instant, but which is a cross” prosised in the budget of February. «
roots are so injured that, it takes them a number of
that the
po r clerk must learn uncomplainingA syndicaté of capitalists have purchaved the
years to recover from the shock while if small
Cleveland Herald, Colonel Richard C. Parsons
Cy to car
Young Dollinger is only one in
trees are set there will be no such injury «and the
retiring from its management. He will be suchundreds of thousands who are in silent revolt
trees commence to grow ‘at once.
Then the trees
ceeded by John C. Keifer, late associate editor
against a grinding destiny, but his story has of the'Leader of the same city, who also takes will cost less and the fruit grower will be better
with him five of the Leader staff,
come:to the fore; and will, w¢ hope, be-extensatisfied with tnem than with those ofa larger
sively read in our rural districts.
t has the
size.
:
The San Francisco board of supervisors at a
———
-meeting have unanimously adopted a resolueffect, of thinning, iin ever so slight’
a degree,
the ever-increasing flow into the ranks of the ‘tion declaring Mayor Kalloch guilty ‘of using
- ITEMS.
great army of clerks, it will not have been ‘incendiary language, and instructing the fiwithout its ‘ise. They are to-day the least re-' nance committee to institute measures for his
garded Rona of - fhe ommunity, because
speedy removal from office.
f The introduction of grain into China from eastern:
there are
always a hundred ready to accept, at
About noon, Thursday, an oil wil was set on , Siberia has been prohibited by an imperial dncree.
‘almost any rate, an empty pluce. “I am asfire near Oil City, Pa., from a brnsh fire. The
“ Gentlemen,” said a farmer, writing to the
tonished” commented a friend to a clerk,—a
country being woodland, in a highly combusti- really highly-educated, accomplished person—
chairman of ar agricultural -society, * put me
ble
condition,
and
thickly
covered
with
greasy
‘“that you stand such bullyragging from that
dergigks and oil tanks, it spread in every di- down on your list of ¢attle for a calf.”
ruffian.” “1 think of my wife and babies,”
Persons connected with the cattle trade in
was the meek rejoinder; “there would be fifty rection. About the same time fires broke out
in the woods at severs' other points in the reFrance are to have five French steamships at Quefellows after my place to-morrow.” The friend
gion.
at
four
o’clock
several
miles
of
the
forbec in May to take cargoes:of live cattle to
kL
repl ly. Still “‘they come,” by reason of |
"the, delusion, largely fostered
by women,
that "ests were on fire, taking derricks, tanks, an d, France.
everything
before
it.
Rew
City,
a
village
ten:
the occupation is * genteel,” and that the laDuring the year 1879, 5,000,000 bushels of corn
miles from Bradford, composed of about 100
bor of a mechanic or farmer, working with his
were converted into glucose in the various factoown hands, .is low. It will be a good
day for houses; was entirely burned, not one building
remaining, The extent of the territory “being
ries in the United States.
the community when such stuff and nonsense
80 great il is impossible -to get the exact
is knocked out of it.—New York. Times.
'
The Boston assessors’ tgbulation shows that
amount of property destroyed.
The fire is all
there are 49,229 buildings in’ thy city, of which
now
under
control.
1t
is
estimated
that
300
¢
1432 dwellings, valued at $5,782,300, dollars are vaderricks and a great volume of oil were conPolitical.
cant. ‘The hotel of the highest valuation is the
sumed.
The loss will reach $300,000, with no
¢ Republican delegate conventions were held
Parker house, at $500,000
insurance except a small dmount on the build: in Tennessee, Mississippi and Wisconsin, Wed- ‘ings in Rew City.
gu
The several fish and 4 Wy associations’ of Maine

In the former

25 cts. Ask your Book- | # is wonderful life-giving propérties to
it. Specimen pages free, | faded or falling hair, and MORE

The Morgan Telegraph. Supply building in
RYE FLOUR.. The sales of Rye "Flour have been
ton Ndnesuch, Red Canada and Roxbury Russet
PREPARED BY
Cleveland, Ohio, was burned recently, the towill succeed in most places and will be good ad! Soniined to small lots, and we guote at $4 Na BE
lal property loss reaching -$175, 000.
| ditions to the list if it is thought desirable to ing,
OAT MEAL. There is a stéady demand for Oat, | DR. J.C, AYER &£co.) Lowell, Mass.
The affiirs between China apd Russia are
crease it. The procuring of good trees is perhaps’ Meal, with sales at $6 2 @ 86 ¥ bbl tor common
"" Practical and Analytical Chemists.
and good, ‘and $6 25 @ 6 50 for chaicm
still thiféatening, and the reported’ conflict on
the most important part of orcharding. In no one
CORN. The demand. has been fair for export
the Ili frontier is confirmed.
The Chinese
SOLD BY ALL DRU AEA AND DEALERS IN
way has thre been so much money thrown aw ay
and consumption, and prices are quite fim.
The
orcessave likewise crossed the Amelor river.
amongst New England farmers as in ‘purchasing
sales of mixed and yellow. haye been at 53 @ 564¢
bu, including No 2 mixed at 53¢; high mixed at
The cotten spinners’ strikes in France are on
worthless: frait trees: © To avoid being swindled
Best Business College
54% @ 55c; and yellow at 56 @ abe ¥ bu.. To arthe increase: sixty factories are closed at Rou* in New England.
purchase trees’ only of well known dealers or
rive
priees
range
from
521;
@
544%¢
for
mixed,
as
baix, fifteen hundred persons being out of ein- what is better if you are going “largely into orfor Catalogue to New Ham oh GC Oimereial “Colto.time ot .rrival.
5% New Ha sat, New.
ployment, and five thousand are also idle at
OATS.
The market for Oats remains about the
Tourcoing.

nesday.

4. Noble Record: néar Half a Contery.
Established 1832.
Improved 1879."
. The
4
nature of the great improvement is

$30 per 100," in
A Specimen Copy, in pa-

76 East Ninth Street, New York.
73 Randolph Street; Cliteugos
.

With higher prices for wheat at the

West the feeling, however,

season but if it is desired to increase the numbér
there is a long list to select from, Downing giv-

Fifty persons were recently killed, and ‘more
than that number’ injured, by an explosion in
the coal mines near Nagasaki, Japan.

IS. PERFYCTION.

[

‘BICLOW y & MAIN,

MARKETS.

provement. ‘Tha trade
for present wants, and in

Williams and Sweet Bough, for fall, Porter and
Fall Wine, winter, Rhode Island Greening and

Baldwin.

Phy-

rheumatism, . neuralgia,

diseases.

teken place.

strawberries with the same labor. . Of other varieties, it- would be well to plant two early, the Early

»

it for

~~"

Hair Restorer

will

is pre-

FLOUR. | The market tor Flour remams with im -

it would

pears; peaches

strength

order

per cover,sent for examination on

Quincy Market, Boston.
BOSTON, Saturday, May 8, 1880.

Exeter-hall, London, has been purchased by |
profit and we should head the list with * the Bald-’
the Young Men’s Christian Association of that
win the easiest cultivated, the most prolific and
city.
lly
|, the great market fruit of New Engiand. This variUnited States steamer Lackawanna has left
ety is the most profitable fruit that can be raised
San Francisco to look after American interests
at the Noorsand an orchard wholly ¢of this kind
at Callao.
will

full

Your

pages;

boards.

erchants and dealers in butter, cheese
and
eggs,
beans, dried apples, &e. Cellar
No
3

be well to give our opinion as to the bestevarieties
to plant.
We should nat plant more than six or eight for

Miscellaneous.

192

"Boston Produce Report.
Reported by HILTON BROS & CO., Commission

condemning

Perhaps

prescribe

THE

the tree pedlar and regrafting his“worthless treas
to some

the

de-

Examine it!

be filled in turn.

pleurisy, sciatica and other painful and inflammatory

to purchase a dozen and perhaps twenty varieties.
this same

M. rs. S. A. hes
" WORLD'S

Send at once !

and

served, nothing being lost by evaporation.

around with-hay cart, rakes, &ec.
= Of the varieties we think there is often amistake
made at the start in planting to many kinds. The
smooth-tongued tree pedlar displays his attractive
colored plates to the farmer and heis persuaded
After

Plaster

Book
is mow ‘ready.
abundant facilites to deliver the

thousands now ordered with

#

Belladonna

A NOTABLE EVENT}

counter-irritunt qualities-of the Capsicin are har- |
receipt of
moniously blended. With thei is united washed
and purified rubber, without the use of benzine or ‘seller for

tivation and ifthe orchard should be seeded to

of in-

Plasters in One.

‘lieving properties of the

WORLD.

Premium Stay School Song
Book for 1880.

| spatch.

The finest medicinal combination yet- effected in
external remedies is DR. GROSVENOR’S BELLANODYNE POROUS PLASTER, in which the pain Te-

been se-

lected the next thing in order to decide is the dis.
tance apart fo set the trees, the varieties to plant
and where the trees are to be proéured. Thé distance apart and the varieties to plant depends
somewhat upon the locality. If your lotis a city
garden or a small farm where land, is high, the
trees can be set 20 by 20 ft., but if there is plenty
of land, 30 by 30 ft. will ‘be found a more conven.
ient distance as this will give ample space for cal-

ness places in Rixford, Pa., were burned, Sun-

Mr. George B. Robh¢ Its has been elected Suc
cessor of Colonel Thomas A. Scott as president of the Pennsylvania’ Thon Company.

Dollinger, who, in futile attempts

invariably give relief.
Imitations are offered,
for sale, many of which are injurious.
The
genuine “ Brown’s
Bronchial Troches? are
sold only in-boxes.
. Two

Admiration

This New” and Bedytitul sone

times results in some incurable Lung Disease.
** Brown’s Bronchial Troches” will almost

BY H.
JeSR

em-

of wheat and, corn and cotton, if the prices de-

A Sad Story.

A

—

THE

OF THE

A CouGH, COLD, CATARRH or Sore “Throat requires immediate attention, as neglect often-

nd Bomestic.

of

Rich-

ardson & Co,, Burlington,
Vt., converts
winter-strained milk. into gloriois, golden
butter.
Such butter alwary commands the
highest price and is entirely free from the
taint of any hurtful agency.
.-

FRUIT.

manded for their products are such as materially to restrict the purchases for consumption
in foreign countries. : The truth is that this
country, under the impulse of great [prosperi ty
caused by resumption, has been trying to get
rich too fase, and to advance prices too rapidly.. A slower movement will be found more
sure and lasting.”if
by

Burl

Latest News.

crease of $37,116,851.27.

The Perfected Butter Color of Wells,

Senate was not in session.

The extensive ice-houses of Huse, Lonmis &
Co., in St. Louis, were destroyed by fire on

ships.

A very sad story is that of the

to the seat. pe

60OD AS GOLD

Concreted Sunlight.

.amended, wag then passed.——In the House .on
Saturday the conference report on the consular
appropriation bill was agreed to, and a favorable
report, made on ‘the bill transferfing. the ‘control of
Indian affairs from the Interiorto. the: War de:
partment. Mr.Beltzhoover of. Pennsylvania made
a two hours’ speech on the Curtin-Yocum contested-election case, arguing that Curtin was entitled

cials. “Our Cabinets have hever been guilty of

prices far above the actual cost of production.’

-

country was

to let the facts come out.
There are many
things iin our own public life for which Americans have to hang their heads, but absolute

CURRENT EVENTS.

comes hither by the ship-load,

the

tk

Summary.

and

The Ministry did not dare

ttt

“ets

7}

reétness of the estimates

kept inthe dark..

COLORS

AT

With

wey

ONCE!
Equal

Facilty. :

* Repeated Transfers With Undimiished: Stongth for Copying.
. "HUNDREDS

OF

COPIES

FROM

ONE

WRITING!

Instantaneous Washing of the Transfer! .
Constint Self-Renovation of the Glassy. Transfer Surface.

ENTERF

‘For. Introduction, the FIRST ORDER from any place, at ‘Dealers’
List and Particulars.

PHILADELF

|.

THE

FOR

SALE

HARDWAR E

F

Discount.

Address, for Price:

1 Vidi» POLYAUTOGRAPIH co.
Bid Park Row,

(18) New York.

&

